
September 2017 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the September 2017 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

Ornithologists can delight, as we have an exceptionally strong list of bird books. Bloomsbury will be publishing a new Helm Field Guide, Birds of the Canary Islands, and a
new Poyser monograph, The Blue Tit, both in February. Birdwatchers will also be interested in 50 Top Birding Sites in Kenya (December),
A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Malaysia (3rd edition) and The Birdwatcher's Yearbook 2018 (October). We also have some more technical and in-depth works in the
form of Feathers of European Owls: Insights into Species Ecology and Identification and the massive Birdlife of the Gulf of Mexico (November). The Robin: A Biography
(November) looks like an excellent present for the upcoming holidays.

Random House Struik will be publishing the 4th edition of Stuarts' Field Guide to the Larger Mammals of Africa in December, whereas
A Field Guide to the Mammals of Ecuador should be with us soon. A 2nd edition of New Holland's Tadpoles and Frogs of Australia will be published in October.

For botanists we have two large reference works, Atlas of the Greek Orchids and Trees & Shrubs of Mozambique (February), as well as some interesting field guides in the
form of Haws: Guide to Hawthorns of the Southeastern United States and Kew's Field Guide to the Introduced Flora of South Georgia

Tablet House has just published Key Biodiversity Areas of Iraq: Priority Sites for Conservation & Protection, which is a unique reference work that required a lot of hard and
dangerous labour to pull together. Those with an interest in Borneo are well served this month with three titles dealing with the natural history of the region.
Gunung Penrissen – The Roof of Western Borneo: Life from the Headwaters to the Coast, The Kinabatangan Remembered: 1967–1972, and
Amazing Rainforest of Borneo.

Princeton will publish A Taste for the Beautiful: The Evolution of Attraction in January, which looks like another excellent piece of science writing on evolutionary biology.
Practitioners will be looking forward to Oxford University Press's Environmental DNA (February), which is one of the first books on this topic we have come across.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Ornithology
Ecology and Conservation of North American Sea Ducks
Jean-Pierre L Savard(Editor), Dirk V Derksen(Editor), Dan Esler(Editor), John M Eadie(Editor)
The past decade has seen a huge increase in the interest and attention directed toward sea
ducks, the Mergini tribe. This has been inspired, in large part, by the conservation concerns
associated with numerical declines in several sea duck species...

588 pages | 4 plates with 16 colour photos; 107 b/w illustrations, 42
tables | Apple Academic Press

Paperback #236982 Nov-2017 9781138575790 £53.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #217135 2015 9781482248975 £110.00Add to Basket

Phenological Synchrony and Bird Migration
Changing Climate and Seasonal Resources in North America
Eric Matthew Wood(Editor), Jherime L Kellermann(Editor)
Bird migration is a well-researched phenological event. However, few studies in North America
have investigated the effects of climate change and extreme weather on the relationships of
migratory avian species and their seasonal resources. This is a...

232 pages | 4 plates with 8 colour photos; 53 b/w illustrations and b/w
maps, 29 tables | Apple Academic Press

Paperback #236993 Nov-2017 9781138575783 £46.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #217138 2015 9781482240306 £93.99 Add to Basket

A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Australia
Dean Ingwersen(Author)
This easy-to-use identification guide to 280 bird species in Australia, including the most
commonly seen and rare endemic species, is perfect for resident and visitor alike. High quality
photographs from one of Australia’s top nature...

176 pages | ~300 colour photos, 2 colour maps | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #237037 Nov-2017 9781912081615 £11.99 Add to Basket

Paperback #222725 2015 9781909612488 £9.99 Add to Basket

Birds New to Science
50 Years of Avian Discoveries
David Brewer(Author)
Amazing as it might sound, ornithologists are still discovering, on average, five or six species of
birds that are completely new to science each year. What's more, these aren't all just obscure
brown birds on tiny islands – witness the...

400 pages | 300 colour photos | Christopher Helm

Hardback #226324 Jan-2018 9781472906281 £35.99 Add to Basket

Atlas of Feathers for Western Palearctic Birds (Passerines) - Concise Edition
The Feather Research Group(Author)
The Atlas of Feathers for Western Palearctic Birds is a collective project of the Feather
Research Group, founded in 1972 by Wilfried Hansen. This monumental work, depicting the
feathers of nearly all bird species recorded in the Western Palearctic,...

600 pages | colour photos | World Feather Atlas Foundation

Hardback #232871 Dec-2017 £64.99 Add to Basket

The Birds of the Falkland Islands
An Annotated Checklist
Robin W Woods(Author), David R Wells(Foreword By)
 Meticulously researched and fully referenced, The Birds of the Falkland Islands represents the
culmination of decades of fieldwork by the author and others. lt summarises our current
knowledge of the status and distribution of birds in this...

288 pages | 32 plates with 60 colour photos and colour maps | British
Ornithologists' Club

Paperback #235881 2017 9780952288664 £29.99 Add to Basket

Pheasants in China [Chinese]
Zheng Guangmei(Author)
This book introduces the pheasant and its research status in China from the aspects of natural
geography and the diversity of pheasants in China, ecological adaptability and reproductive
capability in varied climatic zones and landscapes in China. It...

672 pages | Higher Education Press

Hardback #236695 2015 9787040414134 £99.99 Add to Basket
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The New Encyclopedia of British, European & African Birds
An Illustrated Guide and Identifier to Over 550 Birds, Profiling Habitat, Behaviour, Nesting and
Food
David Alderton(Author)
The habitats of Great Britain, Europe and Africa boast some of the most interesting and
adaptable members of the avian world. This accessible and fully illustrated guide presents
some of the rare and familiar species of these lands. From the grace of...

256 pages | 500+ colour photos | Southwater

Paperback #236699 2016 9780857234186 £7.99 Add to Basket

Guia de Rapinyaires de Catalunya [Guide to Raptors of Catalonia]
Fran Trabalon(Author), Àlex Ollé Torner(Author), Dick Forsman(Foreword By)
This book brings together all the current knowledge about nesting, feeding, migration and
movements of the raptors of Catalonia, both regular species that are seen year-round, and
those that are very rare or accidental. Emphasis is placed on the...

208 pages | 319 colour photos | Cossetània Edicions

Paperback #236713 2017 9788490345252 £36.99 Add to Basket

Birds Diversity of Manas Biosphere Reserve
AK Dewan(Author)
Manas National Park is located in the western part of Assam in northeast India. This reserve is
used as breeding and feeding grounds for migratory wetland, grassland and forest birds. The
entire valley is home to many migratory and resident species,...

64 pages | Global Publishing House India

Paperback #236749 2016 9789381563694 £31.99 Add to Basket

Birdmania: A Remarkable Passion for Birds
Bernd Brunner(Author), Pete Dunne(Foreword By), Jane Billinghurst(Translated by)
A window on the world of birders – obsessive, passionate, quirky, and always interesting.There
is no denying that many people are crazy for birds. Packed with intriguing facts and exquisite
and rare artwork, Birdmania showcases an eclectic and...

304 pages | colour illustrations | Greystone Books

Hardback #236754 Oct-2017 9781771642774 £24.99 Add to Basket

Backyard Birds of South India
FXJ Pereira(Author), Dame Jane Goodall(Foreword By)
An introductory photographic field guide to backyard birds commonly seen in South India.

84 pages | colour photos | Other India Press

Paperback #236756 2006 9788185569710 £19.99 Add to Basket

A History of Birds
Simon L Wills(Author)
Even the most well-informed wildlife enthusiasts will be entertained by the stories and
fascinating facts in this beautifully illustrated book. Our ancestors were as interested in birds as
we are, but often for different reasons. They hunted, tamed,...

160 pages | 120 colour photos | White Owl (Pen & Sword imprint)

Paperback #236767 Nov-2017 9781526701558 £12.99 Add to Basket

The North American Perching and Dabbling Ducks
Paul A Johnsgard(Author)
This volume updates and expands a portion of P. A. Johnsgard’s 1975 Waterfowl of North
America. It includes two species of the perching duck tribe Cairinini: the muscovy duck and the
wood duck, which forage on the water surface but perch in...

228 pages | 28 b/w photos, 89 b/w illustrations, 12 b/w maps | Zea Books

Paperback #236785 2017 9781609621094 £24.99 Add to Basket

Avian Ecology in Latin American Cityscapes
Ian MacGregor-Fors(Editor), Juan F Escobar-Ibáñez(Editor)
Avian Ecology in Latin American Cityscapes gathers a representative sample of the relevant
knowledge related to the ecology, behaviour, and conservation of birds in urban Latin America.
Latin America is one of the most biodiverse regions of the...

160 pages | 17 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236789 Oct-2017 9783319634739 £117.00Add to Basket

A History of Cornish Ornithology
The Path to Conservation
Colin Rees(Author)
The striking geographical position of Cornwall provides unique circumstances to observe birds.
Residential and seasonal populations offer constant surprises, but as a theatre of complex
migratory movements, it is the regular appearance of Atlantic...

445 pages | 100 colour & b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Tor Mark
Press

Paperback #236837 2017 9781527202931 £18.99 Add to Basket

Welsh Bird Report 2015
Welsh Ornithological Society (WOS)(Author)
This report starts off with a brief introduction and acknowledgement piece, followed by a two-
page monthly weather summary. The main part of the book consists of athe 195-page
systematic list with species accounts, each of which includes English and...

224 pages | plates with 8 colour photos; tables | Welsh Ornithological
Society

Paperback #236839 2016 £11.99 Add to Basket

The Last Flight of the Ancient Guide of Hajj
Northern Bald Ibis – The Most Threatened Bird of the Middle East
Gianluca Serra(Author)
A conservation struggle against time was fought in Syria between 2002 and 2011, the aim
being to prevent the last known and genetically unique population of Northern Bald Ibis
(Geronticus eremita) in the Middle East from becoming extinct.The Nothern...

75 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w maps | Gianluca Serra (privately
published)

Paperback #236868 2017 £19.99 Add to Basket

Feeder Birds of the Southeast
A Folding Pocket Guide to Common Backyard Birds
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
For bird enthusiasts, offering food at feeders is a way to enjoy a close-up view of target species
while helping them survive and thrive. This guide profiles 40 common feeder birds found in the
Southeast United States, along with feeder types and...

12 pages | colour illustrations | Waterford Press

Unbound #236914 2017 9781620052181 £6.99 Add to Basket

Feeder Birds of the Southwest
A Folding Pocket Guide to Common Backyard Birds
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
For bird enthusiasts, offering food at feeders is a way to enjoy a close-up view of target species
while helping them survive and thrive. This guide profiles 40 common feeder birds found in the
Southwest United States, along with feeder types and...

12 pages | colour illustrations | Waterford Press

Unbound #236931 2017 9781620052198 £6.99 Add to Basket
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Feeder Birds of the Midwest
A Folding Pocket Guide to Common Backyard Birds
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
For bird enthusiasts, offering food at feeders is a way to enjoy a close-up view of target species
while helping them survive and thrive. This guide profiles 40 common feeder birds found in the
Midwest United States, along with feeder types and...

12 pages | colour illustrations | Waterford Press

Unbound #236954 2017 9781620052211 £6.99 Add to Basket

Oiseaux du Sénégal [Birds of Senegal]
Jean-Marie Dupart(Author)
Oiseaux du Sénégal is a wonderful and instructive journey into the world of the beautiful bird
species that traverse Senegal's waters, lands and skies. Oiseaux du Sénégal gives a pop-
science introduction to birds in...

124 pages | colour photos, 3 colour maps, 2 tables | Amalion Publishing

Paperback #236981 2017 9782359260748 £19.95 Add to Basket

Feeder Birds of the Northeast
A Folding Pocket Guide to Common Backyard Birds
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
For bird enthusiasts, offering food at feeders is a way to enjoy a close-up view of target species
while helping them survive and thrive. This guide profiles 40 common feeder birds found in the
Northeast United States, along with feeder types and...

12 pages | colour illustrations | Waterford Press

Unbound #237014 2017 9781620052228 £6.99 Add to Basket

The Birds of Colonsay and Oronsay
An Island Avifauna and Bird Atlas
David C Jardine(Author), Mike A Peacock(Author), Ian A Fisher(Author)
The Birds of Colonsay and Oronsay provides an up to date account of the avifauna of these
two small Hebridean islands, incorporating information from archaeological excavations of the
Mesolithic sites on Oronsay, an atlas of the breeding and...

384 pages | 174 colour photos, 100 colour illustrations, 165 colour
distribution maps | David Jardine (privately published)

Hardback #237045 2017 9780956112699 £29.99 Add to Basket

Flight Lines
Tracking the Wonders of Bird Migration
Mike Toms(Author)
Whether it is the sight of the summer’s first Swallow or the sound of a spring Cuckoo, the
return of our summer migrants delivers a reassuring sense of a globe that, as the poet Ted
Hughes once described, ‘is still working’. That...

224 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | British Trust for
Ornithology

Hardback #237051 2017 9781908581778 £24.99 Add to Basket

Feeder Birds of Texas
A Folding Pocket Guide to Common Backyard Birds
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
For bird enthusiasts, offering food at feeders is a way to enjoy a close-up view of target species
while helping them survive and thrive. This guide profiles 40 common feeder birds found in
Texas, along with feeder types and recommended foods for...

12 pages | colour illustrations | Waterford Press

Unbound #237068 2017 9781620052204 £6.99 Add to Basket

A Californian's Guide to the Birds Among Us
Charles Hood(Author)
As its sister title, A Californian's Guide to the Trees Among Us, did for arboreal varieties, this
new guidebook introduces casual birders to 120 of California's most easily seen bird species –
native and exotic alike – as found...

192 pages | 350 colour photos and colour illustrations | Heyday Books

Paperback #237070 2017 9781597143837 £19.99 Add to Basket

The Birder's Guide to Africa
Michael Mills(Author), Tasso Leventis(Illustrator)
The Birder's Guide to Africa presents the first comprehensive and detailed summary of bird
watching in the African region, featuring, covering all mainland territories and associated
islands. And overview of the birding in the region in the...

544 pages | colour photos, 2 colour maps | Go-Away-Birding

Paperback #237108 2017 9780620717250 £34.95 Add to Basket

Disease Ecology
Galapagos Birds and their Parasites
Patricia G Parker(Editor)
Disease Ecology provides the first collection of chapters written by scientists who have
contributed to the understanding of disease ecology in the Galapagos Islands, an iconic and
historic natural site. The Galapagos Archipelago straddles the...

325 pages | 44 colour & 12 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237110 Oct-2017 9783319659084 £119.00Add to Basket

Orders and Families of the Birds of the World Poster
A completely updated phylogenetic tree, incorporating the most recent molecular studies that
have revolutionized our understanding of the relationships between and among the orders and
families of the world’s birds. This poster is based on the...

colour illustrations, dimensions 48 × 93.3 cm (W × H) | Lynx Edicions

Poster #237129 2017 £19.99 Add to Basket

Feeder Birds of the Northwest
A Folding Pocket Guide to Common Backyard Birds
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
For bird enthusiasts, offering food at feeders is a way to enjoy a close-up view of target species
while helping them survive and thrive. This guide profiles 40 common feeder birds found in the
Northwest United States, along with feeder types and...

12 pages | colour illustrations | Waterford Press

Unbound #237178 2017 9781620052235 £6.99 Add to Basket

Vogels en de Liefde [Birds and Love]
Elvira Werkman(Author), Stef den Ridder(Illustrator)
What's the deal with birds and love? Are birds always together, or does love fade quickly? As
author Elvira Werkman delved into the literature and spoke to dozens of ornithologists, she
quickly discovered that there seem to be as many variations...

128 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #237181 2017 9789050116237 £13.50 Add to Basket
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Fishes

Swift Summers
My Life with the Common Swift
Mark Walker(Author)
The Common Swift is an aerial specialist rarely coming to the ground. This means they have
been little studied. This book relates the author's time spent studying these special birds
between 2006-2011 at a nesting colony where he had unique...

140 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Mark Walker (privately
published)

Paperback #237186 2016 9781329963092 £13.50 Add to Basket

Feeder Birds of Southern California
A Folding Pocket Guide to Common Backyard Birds
Cornell Lab of Ornithology (CLO)(Author)
For bird enthusiasts, offering food at feeders is a way to enjoy a close-up view of target species
while helping them survive and thrive. This guide profiles 40 common feeder birds found in
Southern California, along with feeder types and recommended...

12 pages | colour illustrations | Waterford Press

Unbound #237196 2017 9781620052242 £6.99 Add to Basket

Características de la Comunidad de Aves del Valle del Río Cidacos en Santa Eulalia (La
Rioja) [Characteristics of the Avian Community in the Rio Cidacos Valley in Santa
Eulalia (La Rioja)]
David Mazuelas Benito(Editor)
This book analyzes the bird community of the Rio Cidacos Valley in La Rioja, northern Spain,
considering the data obtained between 2008 to 2013 through the contstant effort of scientific
ringing at the station in Santa Eulalia, which is located in a...

213 pages | illustrations | Gobierno de La Rioja

Paperback #237216 2016 9788499601021 £19.99 Add to Basket

Raptors: Portraits of Birds of Prey
Traer Scott(Author)
This delightful and dramatic collection of portraits reveals birds of prey as we never experience
them: intimate and up close, photographed in Traer Scott's signature style. Seventy
spectacular color photos present twenty-five different species,...

128 pages | 70 colour photos | Princeton Architectural Press

Hardback #237224 Sep-2017 9781616895570 £14.99 Add to Basket

Owl Sense
Miriam Darlington(Author)
'Her softness took my breath away. Deadly beauty. She turned her face towards me. The owl's
massive facial disc produces a funnel for sound that is the most effective in the animal
kingdom'.Owls have captivated the human imagination for...

256 pages | Faber & Faber

Hardback #237226 Feb-2018 9781783350742 £15.99 Add to Basket

Bonkers Birding
John Lee(Author)
An autobiography shaped by birds and a personal obsession that has carried the author
through life.

320 pages | b/w photos | Brambleby Books

Paperback #237240 Sep-2017 9781908241542 £9.99 Add to Basket

Biology and Ecology of Pike
Christian Skov(Editor), Anders N Nilsson(Editor)
Biology and Ecology of Pike sets out to bridge the order scales among pike researchers,
populations, communities, management, and fisheries. It emphasizes the progress of pike
research during the last two decades, during which the order-bridging...

450 pages | Apple Academic Press

Hardback #235057 Jan-2018 9781482262902 £121.00Add to Basket

The Biology of Sole
José A Muñoz-Cueto(Author), Evaristo L Mananos Sanchez(Author), F Javier Sánchez
Vázquez(Author)
This book reviews up-to-date knowledge on the biology of sole (Solea solea and S.
senegalensis). These flatfish species are increasingly important in Europe both from the
ecological and production point of view. The Biology of Sole is divided into...

448 pages | 20 colour illustrations | Productivity Press

Hardback #235789 Dec-2017 9781498727839 £121.00Add to Basket

Manta: Secret Life of Devil Rays
Guy Stevens(Author), Thomas P Peschak(Illustrator), Sir Richard Branson(Foreword By)
Born into a life of perpetual motion, manta rays must keep swimming to survive. Driven forward
by powerful beats of their wing-like pectoral fins, they search the ocean currents for
concentrated patches of the tiny planktonic organisms on which they...

232 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Save Our Seas Foundation

Hardback #235928 2016 9780995588509 £39.99 Add to Basket

A Temporary Refuge
Fourteen Seasons with Wild Summer Steelhead
Lee Spencer(Author), Jim Lichatowich(Foreword By)
As featured in the documentary, DamNation (Patagonia, 2014). A distillation of fourteen years
of detailed observations, in this surprisingly engaging almanac, Spencer records a natural
history teeming with fish, water, vegetation, birds, mammals,...

320 pages | illustrations | Patagonia Books

Hardback #236694 2017 9781938340673 £18.99 Add to Basket

Ornamental Fish of India
Archana Sinha(Author)
There is a great demand on the world market for ornamental fish from India. India is one of the
few countries having numerous colourful fish for the ornamental fish trade. These fishes show
a wide geographic distribution and reflect great taxonomic...

254 pages | colour illustrations | Central Institute of Fisheries Education

Paperback #236751 2009 £49.99 Add to Basket

Upstream: Searching for Wild Salmon, from River to Table
Langdon Cook(Author)
From the award-winning author of The Mushroom Hunters comes the story of an iconic fish,
perhaps the last great wild food: salmon.For some, a salmon evokes the distant wild, thrashing
in the jaws of a hungry grizzly bear on TV. For others, it's...

320 pages | Ballantine Books

Hardback #236797 2017 9781101882887 £23.50 Add to Basket
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Invertebrates

Roughy on the Rise
The Story of New Zealand's Most Controversial Fishery
Tim Pankhurst(Author)
Roughy on the Rise charts the discovery of this mysterious deepwater fish, its exploitation, its
depiction by environmental NGOs as the epitome of unsustainable fishing, the slow unlocking
of its secrets, its key role in bankrolling the development...

386 pages | 40 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations | Steele Roberts Aotearoa

Paperback #236811 2017 9780947493400 £19.99 Add to Basket

Spiders of North America
An Identification Manual
Darrell Ubick(Editor), Pierre Paquin(Editor), Paula E Cushing(Editor), Vince Roth(Editor),
Nadine Dupérré(Illustrator)
The 2nd edition of this beautifully illustrated guide to the spiders of North America, north of
Mexico, provides updated keys and information about this important part of North American
fauna. An indispensable reference for anyone interested in...

425 pages | 1400+ b/w line drawings | American Arachnological Society

Spiralbound #236743 2017 9780998014609 £79.99 Add to Basket

Les Libellules de France, Belgique, Luxembourg et Suisse [The Dragonflies of France,
Belgium, Luxembourg and Switzerland]
Jean-Pierre Boudot(Author), Daniel Grand(Author), Hansruedi Wildermuth(Author), Christian
Monnerat(Author)
Written by the best specialists, this book is the current reference on the Odonata of France,
Belgium, Luxembourg and Switzerland.The introductory chapters provide an update on the
systematics, biology, biogeography and ecology of dragonflies, but...

456 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | BIOTOPE

Paperback #237015 2017 9782366621761 £56.99 Add to Basket

The Beekeeper's Field Guide
A Pocket Guide to the Health and Care of Bees
David Cramp(Author)
The Beekeeper's Field Guide is a diagnostic tool and an aide memoire for the hobbyist and for
the professional beekeeper, who may know what to do but will at times need the information
close to hand. It includes:– A troubleshooting guide to...

288 pages | Robinson Publishing

Paperback #237006 2016 9781472138477 £18.99 Add to Basket

Parnassius apollo: Seine Unterarten [Parnassius apollo: Its Subspecies]
Helmut Glaßl(Author)
The third edition of this book contain 100 pages more than the second edition and describes
the 296 currently known subspecies of the butterfly Parnassius apollo. The book includes
detailed descriptions, photos of live individual subspecies and many...

364 pages | colour photos | Helmut Glaßl (privately published)

Hardback #236764 Dec-2017 £149.00Add to Basket

The Backyard Beekeeper
An Absolute Beginner's Guide to Keeping Bees in Your Yard and Garden
Kim Flottum(Author)
The Backyard Beekeeper, now in its 4th edition, makes the time-honoured and complex
tradition of beekeeping an enjoyable and accessible backyard pastime that will appeal to urban
and rural beekeepers of all skill levels. More than a guide to...

240 pages | 200 colour photos | Quarry Books

Paperback #237194 Dec-2017 9781631593321 £16.99 Add to Basket

Physiology of the Cladocera
Nikolai N Smirnov(Author)
Physiology of the Cladocera, Second Edition, is a much-needed summary of foundational
information on these increasingly important model organisms. This unique and valuable review
is based on the world's literature, including Russian research not...

418 pages | b/w illustrations, tables | Academic Press

Hardback #237263 2017 9780128051948 £118.00Add to Basket

Catch and Release
The Enduring Yet Vulnerable Horseshoe Crab
Lisa Jean Moore(Author)
Horseshoe crabs are considered both a prehistoric and indicator species. They have not
changed in tens of millions of years and provide useful data to scientists who monitor the
health of the environment. From the pharmaceutical industry to...

224 pages | b/w illustrations | New York University Press

Paperback #235673 Jan-2018 9781479848478 £22.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #235672 Jan-2018 9781479876303 £73.99 Add to Basket

Beekeeping Without Borders
Apiculture in Italy and France at the Dawn of the European Union
Malcolm T Sanford(Author)
Management methods and beekeeping technique are featured in Beekeeping Without Borders,
emphasizing those in Italy and France as the European Union was forming. The content
focuses on the development of apiculture in both the New and Old World,...

104 pages | b/w illustrations | Northern Bee Books

Paperback #236659 2017 9781904846123 £17.50 Add to Basket

Butterflies of Pennsylvania
A Field Guide
James L Monroe(Author), David M Wright(Author)
How do you tell a Striped Hairstreak butterfly from a Regal Fritillary butterfly? By using
Butterflies of Pennsylvania, the most comprehensive, user-friendly field guide to date of all of
the species ever recorded within Pennsylvania's 46,056...

336 pages | 900+ colour photos, illustrations, distribution maps |
University of Pittsburgh Press

Paperback #236697 2017 9780822964551 £26.50 Add to Basket

Field Guide to the Robberflies of the Netherlands and Belgium
Reinoud van den Broek(Author), André Schulten(Author), Nick Wouwen(Translated by)
This field guide transforms the often-unnoticed Robberflies to an easily approachable group of
flies. Most species are recognisable in the field or from pictures with this guide. Species
accounts and identification keys are richly illustrated with...

136 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations |
Jeugdbondsuitgeverij

Paperback #236733 2017 9789051070545 £15.99 Add to Basket
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A Taxonomic Guide to the Stick Insects of Borneo, Volume 2
Francis Seow-Choen(Author), Datuk Sam Mannan(Foreword By)
The first volume of A Taxonomic Guide to the Stick Insects of Borneo was well-received by the
entomological world with its extensive photographs and comprehensive identification keys.
Volume 2 of A Taxonomic Guide to Stick Insects of Borneo continues...

261 pages | colour photos | Natural History Publications Borneo

Hardback #236753 2017 9789838121774 £44.99 Add to Basket

Parnassius mnemosyne
Helmut Glaßl(Author)
This book described 175 subspecies of Parnassius mnemosyne. With photos of live
specimens, the reader is shown the beauty of the Clouded Apollo. The illustrations are rounded
off with distibution tables with specific locations.Summary in German:In...

142 pages | colour photos | Helmut Glaßl (privately published)

Hardback #236765 2017 £107.00Add to Basket

Bugged: The Insects Who Rule the World and the People Obsessed with Them
David MacNeal(Author)
Insects have been shaping our ecological world and plant life for over 400 million years. In fact,
our world is essentially run by bugs – there are 1.4 billion for every human on the planet. In
Bugged, journalist David MacNeal takes us on an...

320 pages | illustrations | St Martin's Press

Hardback #236798 2017 9781250095503 £26.99 Add to Basket

Gerry Tremewan (1931-2016)
The Adventurous Life of a Cornish Entomologist
Axel F Hofmann(Editor), Adrian Spalding(Editor), Gerhard M Tarmann(Editor), Thomas J
Witt(Editor), Malcolm Tremewan(Foreword By)
This volume is dedicated to Gerry Tremewan, a famous Cornish entomologist who worked on
Lepidoptera from the age of 12 until his death aged 85, specialising for over 60 years on the
Zygaenidae. A foreword by his son Malcolm is followed by...

215 pages | 128 colour photos | Museum Witt

Paperback #236812 2017 £71.99 Add to Basket

Fauna Lepidoptera Nacionalnog Parka "Đerdap" - Deo Drugi: Microlepidoptera
(Pyraloidea) [The Lepidoptera Fauna of the Iron Gate National Park - Part 2:
Microlepidoptera (Pyraloidea)]
Dejan V Stojanović(Author), Nenad Z Radaković(Author)
The second part in this monograph series on the Lepidopteran fauna of Iron Gate National Park
in Serbia. Volume 2 deals with the superfamily Pyraloidea. Colour images of the habitus and
genitalia of the recorded moths are included.

189 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps,
tables | Iron Gate National Park & Institute of Lowland Forestry and
Environment

Hardback #236823 2016 9788691232375 £89.99 Add to Basket

Daphnia: Biology and Mathematics Perspectives
M El-Doma(Editor)
The purpose of this book is twofold: on one hand, it gives a mathematical perspective of
Daphnia which comprises studies focusing on introducing size-structured population dynamics
models of Daphnia and their unification, as well as developing and...

462 pages | illustrations | Nova Science Publishers

Hardback #236835 2014 9781631170287 £219.50Add to Basket

Resin Bees of the Anthidiine Genus Trachusa
Identification, Taxonomy, Distribution and Biology of the Old World Species
Max Kasparek(Author)
Bees belonging to the genus Trachusa are relatively large, robust species. Females are
important pollinators which have a specialised pollen-carrying structure on the underside of the
abdomen. Trachusa bees are solitary although usually construct...

152 pages | 205 colour photos, 50+ b/w illustrations, distribution maps |
Museum Witt

Paperback #236889 2017 9783925064715 £39.99 Add to Basket

An Annotated Catalogue of the Iranian Pteromalidae (Hymenoptera: Chalcidoidea)
Hassan Ghahari(Author), Mikdat Doğanlar(Author), Pavittu M Sureshan(Author), Hadi
Ostovan(Author)
Parasitic wasps of the family Pteromalidae (Hymenoptera: Chalcidoidea) are one of the
numerous and economically important groups of parasitoids. The species diversity of these
beneficial insects in Iran is summarized in this paper. In total, 227...

102 pages | 4 b/w illustrations | Museum Witt

Paperback #236892 2015 £59.99 Add to Basket

The Butterflies in Christchurch Park
Richard Stewart(Author), Liz Cutting(Illustrator)
This small book is one of a series about Christchurch Park, Ipswich, Suffolk, published by the
Friends of the Park. Over twenty species of butterfly may be seen regularly in the park and
some even spend some of their life cycle within its boundaries....

80 pages | 60 colour photos | DK & MN Sanford

Paperback #236893 2016 9780956458452 £12.50 Add to Basket

Butterflies of the World, Supplement 26 [French]
Le Genre Polyura Billberg, 1820. Les Charaxinae de la Faune Asiatique et Indo-Australienne
Bernard Turlin(Author)
Supplement 26 deals with the buttefly genus Polyura, which are native to the Asian and Indo-
Australian ecozones. This supplement is an accompaniment to Butterflies of the World, Part
46.

23 pages | Verlag Goecke & Evers

Paperback #236973 2017 £23.99 Add to Basket

The Coleoptera of the Sandhills of South Lancashire
James Thomas(Author), T Eccles(Author), Stanley Bowestead(Author)
This book describes the beetles found on the Sandhills of South Lancashire.

136 pages | 10 plates with colour photos; 1 map | Raven Entomological
Society

Paperback #237003 2016 9780957335721 £24.99 Add to Basket

The Coleoptera of the Witherslack Area of Cumbria
James Thomas(Author), Darren J Mann(Foreword By)
This book is a comprehensive site list of the beetle fauna of the Witherslack Area of Cumbria,
England. It compiles records collected over more than 50 years of amateur study by
membersof the local Raven Entomological and Natural History Society and...

96 pages | 15 plates with colour photos; 1 colour map | Raven
Entomological Society

Paperback #237004 2014 9780957335714 £21.50 Add to Basket

Mason Bee Revolution
How the Hardest Working Bee Can Save the World - One Backyard at a Time
Dave Hunter(Author), Jill Lightner(Author)
The media regularly features dire stories on honeybee colony collapse and its danger to our
food supply. But there's another, unsung bee that has the potential to save the planet – the
mason bee.Mason Bee Revolution explains how docile,...

208 pages | colour photos | Skipstone Press

Paperback #237020 2016 9781594859632 £18.99 Add to Basket
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Taxonomy of Corynoneura Winnertz (Diptera: Chironomidae)
Yue Fu(Author), Xiangliang Fang(Author), Xinhua Wang(Author)
Taxonomy of Corynoneura Winnertz (Diptera: Chironomidae) describes 96 species and 7
unnamed species of Corynoneura in detail with 159 morphological figures. Among the taxa, 41
species are described based on more than two stages (male, female, pupa or...

304 pages | 159 illustrations | Science Press

Paperback #237065 2017 9787030531391 £63.99 Add to Basket

Basisgids Slakken [Basic Guide to Slugs]
Bert Jansen(Author)
This guide is a compact version of the slugs part of Veldgids Slakken en Mossels. The
Basisgids Slakken is aiming for simple and practical identification in the field. A useful species
and size guide will points you in the right direction and prevent...

132 pages | colour photos, illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #237069 Oct-2017 9789050116275 £19.99 Add to Basket

Insecta
Charles Nesbit(Author), Adrienne Nesbit(Author)
For every one human on earth, there are two million insects, co-existing with us in daily life,
largely unseen and unappreciated. Often deemed a nuisance when we do come across them,
these tiny creatures are an indispensable life force, vital to the...

220 pages | ~70 colour photos | TeNeues Publishing UK Ltd

Hardback #237094 2017 9783961710003 £29.95 Add to Basket

Butterflies and Moths of Curaçao, Aruba and Bonaire / Barbulètènan di Kòrsou, Aruba i
Boneiru
Adolphe O Debrot(Author), Jacqueline Y Miller(Author), MD Silberie(Foreword By)
The Leeward Dutch Antilles are best known for their arid landscapes of statuesque cacti,
rugged rock formations and teeming coral reefs. To this can now be added the surprisingly
diverse and colourful butterfly fauna.With full colour photographs of...

102 pages | colour photos, 3 b/w maps | CARIB Publishing

Paperback #237101 2017 9789088507649 £18.99 Add to Basket

Ticks of Europe and North Africa
A Guide to Species Identification
Agustín Estrada-Peña(Editor), Andrei Daniel Mihalca(Editor), Trevor Neil Petney(Editor)
Ticks of Europe and North Africa includes descriptive keys for identifying every stage of all the
species of ticks reported in Europe and northern Africa. It includes descriptive texts on the
ecology and prominent features of each species, together...

350 pages | 130 b/w line drawings, distribution maps | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237106 Oct-2017 9783319637594 £85.99 Add to Basket

Behaviour and Ecology of Neotropical Spiders
Contributions of Studies from the Neotropical Region
Carmen Viera(Editor), Marcelo O Gonzaga(Editor)
Within the last few decades, arachnology in the Neotropical region has experienced a great
development filling the knowledge gap in one of the most diverse regions of the world.
Nevertheless, large geographical areas remain poorly sampled, especially...

464 pages | 54 colour & 37 b/w illustrations, 56 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237111 Oct-2017 9783319657165 £126.50Add to Basket

Eponym Dictionary of Odonata
Richard "Bo" Crombet-Beolens(Author)
The Eponym Dictionary of Odonata is a comprehensive listing of all people after whom
damselflies and dragonflies have been named in scientific or common names. Each entry
provides details of the species and a brief biography of the person. It is also...

352 pages | Whittles Publishing

Hardback #237112 Jan-2018 9781849953658 £39.99 Add to Basket

Fauna Sinica: Insecta, Volume 67: Hemiptera: Cicadellidae (II): Cicadellinae [Chinese]
Yang Maofa(Author), Meng Zehong(Author), Li Zhzhong(Author)
The present volume deals with the subfamily Cicadellinae (Hemiptera: Cicadellidae) of China.
This is the first and most complete monograph of Chinese Cicadellinae leafhoppers. In the
taxonomic section, 26 genera and 315 species of Cicadellinae from...

637 pages | 27 plates with colour photos; 312 b/w line drawings | Science
Press

Hardback #237169 2017 9787030529503 £112.00Add to Basket

Bijen & Hommels [Bees and Bumblebees]
Maureen Kemperink(Author), Herman van Bekkem(Foreword By)
This nature guide takes you into the world of bees. Go outside and look around you: what bee
species do you see in your garden? What do they do, where do they eat, and where do they
build their nest? Honey bees, mining bees, bumblebees: you will get...

212 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #237197 2017 9789050116107 £13.50 Add to Basket

New Shells of Southeast Asia
Nguyên Ngoc Thach(Author)
New Shells of Southeast Asia describes 2 new genera and 85 new species of shells from 6
countries of Asia. Among these 85 new species, there are marine and terrestrial shells (with 29
new species of Amphidromus) and Gastropods and Bivalves. Each new...

128 pages | 68 plates with colour photos | Nguyên Ngoc Thach (privately
published)

Hardback #237213 2017 £117.00Add to Basket

RES Handbook, Volume 7, Part 4: The Banchine Wasps (Ichneumonidae: Banchinae) of
the British Isles
James P Brock(Author), O Retka(Illustrator), A Polaszek(Illustrator)
RES Handbook, Volume 7, Part 4: The Banchine Wasps (Ichneumonidae: Banchinae) of the
British Isles covers the 138 British species in the subfamily Banchinae. It is based on a full
taxonomic revision, including reference to the accessible type...

150 pages | 8 plates with 17 colour photos; 325 b/w line drawings, 1 table
| Field Studies Council (FSC)

Paperback #237219 2017 9781910159019 £29.99 Add to Basket

Squid Empire
The Rise and Fall of the Cephalopods
Danna Staaf(Author)
Before there were mammals on land, there were dinosaurs. And before there were fish in the
sea, there were cephalopods – the ancestors of modern squid and Earth's first truly substantial
animals. Cephalopods became the first creatures to...

256 pages | 38 illustrations | University Press of New England

Hardback #237221 Oct-2017 9781611689235 £26.99 Add to Basket

Microsculpture: Portraits of Insects
Levon Biss(Author)
Microsculpture is a unique photographic study of insects in mind-blowing magnification that
celebrates the wonders of nature and science. Levon Biss's photographs capture in
breathtaking detail the beauty of the insect world and are printed in...

144 pages | 144 colour photos | Abrams

Hardback #237229 Oct-2017 9781419726958 £29.99 Add to Basket
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Mammals

Sea Turtle Health and Rehabilitation
Charles A Manire(Editor), Terry Norton(Editor), Brian Stacy(Editor), Craig Harms(Editor),
Charles Innis(Editor)
Sea Turtle Health and Rehabilitation is the first-ever comprehensive book on sea turtle
husbandry, health, medicine, and surgery. This full-colour guide presents extensive
information for the proper rescue, evaluation, care, and rehabilitation of...

1056 pages | 600+ colour photos and colour illustrations, 50+ tables | J
Ross Publishing Inc

Hardback #236827 Oct-2017 9781604270990 £325.00Add to Basket

Reptiles and Amphibians of Afghanistan
A Field Guide for the FOB
John M Regan(Author)
Reptiles and Amphibians of Afghanistan contain descriptions, photographs, and observations
of herpetological species in Afghanistan. Every species identified includes a colour photograph
of the animal plus a description of its range, size, and...

66 pages | colour photos | John M. Regan (privately published)

Paperback #236830 2016 9780692859612 £17.99 Add to Basket

A Naturalist’s Guide to the Reptiles & Amphibians of Bali
Ruchira Somaweera(Author)
This easy-to-use identification guide to the 89 reptile and amphibian species of Bali is perfect
for resident and visitor alike.High-quality photographs from the region’s top nature
photographers, are accompanied by detailed species...

176 pages | ~300 colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | John Beaufoy
Books

Paperback #237027 2017 9781909612952 £11.99 Add to Basket

A Naturalist's Guide to the Reptiles of Sri Lanka
Anslem de Silva(Author), Kanishka Ukuwela(Author)
This easy-to-use identification guide to the 150 reptile species most commonly seen in Sri
Lanka is perfect for resident and visitor alike. High-quality photographs from the authors are
accompanied by detailed species descriptions, which include...

176 pages | ~300 colour photos, 2 colour maps | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #237033 2017 9781909612921 £11.99 Add to Basket

A Naturalist’s Guide to the Reptiles of Australia
Peter Rowland(Author), Chris Farrell(Author)
This easy-to-use identification guide to the 280 reptile species most commonly seen in
Australia is perfect for resident and visitor alike. High quality photographs from Australia's top
nature photographers are accompanied by detailed species...

176 pages | ~300 colour photos, 1 colour map | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #237036 2017 9781912081684 £11.99 Add to Basket

The Herpetofauna of Corfu and Adjacent Islands
Bo Stille(Author), Marie Stille(Author)
This book contains detailed information on all 38 species of reptiles and amphibians recorded
from the Greek island of Corfu (Kerkyra) and its satellite islands. Additionally, it outlines these
islands' geography and geology as well as it...

354 pages | 291 colour photos, 65 b/w illustrations, 44 colour distribution
maps | Edition Chimaira

Hardback #237100 Sep-2017 9783899735246 £44.99 Add to Basket

The Snakes of Java, Bali and Surrounding Islands
Ruud de Lang(Author), John C Murphy(Foreword By)
Alfred Russel Wallace described Java in his book The Malay Archipelago (1869) as"...the
finest and most interesting tropical island in the world".Large tropical islands tend to have a
diverse, and species-rich snake fauna. The snake fauna...

435 pages | 288 colour & 21 b/w photos, 2 colour maps, 18 tables |
Edition Chimaira

Hardback #237210 Sep-2017 9783899735253 £53.99 Add to Basket

The Age of the Horse
An Equine Journey through Human History
Susanna Forrest(Author)
Man has always been fascinated by Equus caballus, recasting horse power into many forms: a
hunk of meat, an industrial and agricultural machine, a luxury good, a cherished dancer, a
comrade in arms and a symbol of a mythical past. From the wild...

434 pages | 16 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations | Atlantic Books

Paperback #236806 Oct-2017 9780857899002 £9.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #228759 2016 9780857898982 £19.99 Add to Basket

The Great Apes
A Short History
Chris Herzfeld(Author), Kevin Frey(Translated by), Dame Jane Goodall(Foreword By)
This insightful work is a compact but wide-ranging survey of humankind's relationship to the
great apes (chimpanzees, bonobos, gorillas, orangutans), from antiquity to the present.
Replete with fascinating historical details and anecdotes, it...

288 pages | 25 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #235237 Nov-2017 9780300221374 £19.99 Add to Basket

The First Domestication
How Wolves and Humans Coevolved
Raymond Pierotti(Author), Brandy R Fogg(Author)
In this fascinating book, Raymond Pierotti and Brandy Fogg change the narrative about how
wolves became dogs and in turn, humanity's best friend. Rather than describe how people
mastered and tamed an aggressive, dangerous species, the authors...

352 pages | 25 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #235239 Jan-2018 9780300226164 £34.99 Add to Basket

Lagomorphs: Pikas, Rabbits, and Hares of the World
Andrew T Smith(Editor), Charlotte H Johnston(Editor), Paulo C Alves(Editor), Klaus
Hackländer(Editor)
Numbering 92 species worldwide, the order Lagomorpha is a focal point of conservation
efforts. Approximately one-quarter of all lagomorphs are under conservation concern, and a few
are quite literally on the brink of extinction. Here, leading...

448 pages | 91 colour photos, 2 b/w illustrations, 92 colour distribution
maps | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #235471 Jan-2018 9781421423401 £69.99 Add to Basket
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Following Fifi
My Adventures Among Wild Chimpanzees: Lessons from Our Closest Relatives
John Crocker(Author), Dame Jane Goodall(Foreword By)
One chimpanzee would captivate him. Her name was Fifi, and she displayed extraordinary
patience and reassurance towards her infant, Freud. Upon returning home and becoming a
doctor, Crocker found himself incorporating the lessons he learned from Fifi...

272 pages | 24 plates with colour photos | Pegasus Books

Hardback #235965 Dec-2017 9781681775685 £22.99 Add to Basket

Whale Song
Margret Grebowicz(Author)
The sapiens of the sea, whales are the other intelligent, social, and loquacious animal. But they
seem to swim away the more people chase after them in an effort to communicate and connect.
Why does the meaning of their mesmerizing songs continue to...

152 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing USA

Paperback #236703 Sep-2017 9781501329258 £9.99 Add to Basket

The Fate of The Badger (30th Anniversary Edition)
Richard Meyer(Author), Chris Cheeseman(Foreword By)
This well-researched book deals in detail with the successive British governments' war of
attrition against this much loved native mammal. First published 30 years ago, Richard's
research and commentary is as relevant now as it was then. This...

176 pages | Fire-raven Writing

Paperback #236712 2016 9781526205629 £12.50 Add to Basket

Rescuing the Disappearing Hedgehog
Toni Bunnell(Author)
Using knowledge gained from 26 years running York Hedgehog Rescue, and the conclusions
drawn from her published research, wildlife biologist Dr Toni Bunnell examines ways in which
we can help to rescue the iconic hedgehog that is rapidly disappearing...

100 pages | Independent Publishing Network

Paperback #236721 2016 9781782808909 £14.99 Add to Basket

Rhino: Pride of Assam
Jaideep Mazumdar(Author), Parthasarathi Mahanta(Author)
This book traces the ancestry of the rhino down the ages, the various legends – including the
spurious ones about the medicinal properties of its body parts – around the rhino, and the
latest status of its abodes around the...

134 pages | colour photos | Bookbell

Paperback #236727 2016 9789385063176 £62.99 Add to Basket

The Secret Life of Cows
Rosamund Young(Author), Alan Bennett(Foreword By)
Cows are as varied as people. They can be highly intelligent or slow to understand; vain,
considerate, proud, shy, or inventive. Although much of a cow's day is spent eating, they
always find time for extracurricular activities such as...

160 pages | Faber & Faber

Hardback #236850 Oct-2017 9780571336777 £9.99 Add to Basket

Veldgids Vleermuizen van Europa [Bats of Britain and Europe]
Christian Dietz(Author), Andreas Kiefer(Author), Wolfgang Lang(Illustrator)
This concise and definitive guide presents all 45 bat species that regularly occur in Europe (of
which 17 are known to breed in the British Isles). The extensive introduction details the
remarkable biology of bats and explores the latest findings in...

400 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour distribution
maps | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #236916 2017 9789050116046 £33.99 Add to Basket

Phylogeny, Molecular Population Genetics, Evolutionary Biology & Conservation of the
Neotropical Primates
Manuel Ruiz-Garcia(Editor), Joseph Mark Shostell(Editor)
The Neotropics contains the greatest abundance and diversity of primate species of any bio-
region in the world. They make up an impressive and varied assemblage of species, from the
small pigmy marmoset weighing one hundred grammes to the woolly...

690 pages | illustrations | Nova Science Publishers

Hardback #236937 2016 9781634851657 £295.50Add to Basket

The History of the European Aurochs (Bos primigenius) from the Middle Pleistocene to
its Extinction
A Zooarchaeological Study
Elizabeth Wright(Author)
The aurochs (Bos primigenius) is generally agreed to be the wild ancestor of domestic cattle
(Bos taurus) and therefore an in-depth knowledge of this animal is key to research exploring
human-cattle interactions, and the origins and spread of cattle...

210 pages | BAR Publishing

Paperback #236997 2016 9781407314839 £47.50 Add to Basket

A Naturalist’s Guide to the Mammals of Australia
Peter Rowland(Author), Chris Farrell(Author)
This easy-to-use identification guide to the 300 mammal species most commonly seen in
Australia is perfect for resident and visitor alike.High quality photographs from Australia’s top
nature photographers are accompanied by detailed species...

176 pages | ~300 colour photos | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #237038 Nov-2017 9781912081677 £11.99 Add to Basket

Bats: In a World of Echoes
Johan Eklöf(Author), Jens Rydell(Author)
Originally published in Swedish as Fladdermöss: I en Värld av EkonThis comprehensive book
about the lives of bats is about a group of peculiar, mythical and fascinating animals. They are
mammals, just like us, but still so different. Bats:...

170 pages | 240 colour photos | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237121 Oct-2017 9783319665375 £22.99 Add to Basket

Tracks and Signs of Iberian Mammals
Benjamín Sanz Navarro(Author), José Vicente Turón Artigas(Author), Alicia Bayán
Romero(Translated by)
A complete guide of Iberian and European mammals containing not only their tracks and signs
but also the most complete information about their droppings, skulls, scratches and tracks on
the land.

288 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Editorial Ediciones
Muskari

Paperback #237149 2016 9788460861720 £59.99 Add to Basket

The Scottish Wildcat
Britain's Most Endangered Mammal
Christopher Clegg(Author)
The Scottish wildcat is an endangered species, but conservation groups are fighting hard for
its survival and proliferation, and in the process uncovering more facts about this rarely
glimpsed, beautiful mammal.This fascinating book on the wildcat...

220 pages | colour & b/w photos | Merlin Unwin Books

Hardback #237168 2017 9781910723418 £19.99 Add to Basket
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Palaeontology

Marine & Freshwater Life

Zoogdieren [Mammals]
Jip Louwe Kooijmans(Author), Anneke Blokker(Foreword By)
A fun and surprising book about mammals. Accessible written for a large lay audience, this
book is full of facts, observation tips and inspiration to get you outdoors. Venture out, and who
knows, you might find yourself eye to eye with a beaver or...

208 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; colour photos, colour
illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #237208 2017 9789050115988 £13.50 Add to Basket

Elephants in Heaven
Joachim Schmeisser(Illustrator)
Because elephants are pachyderms, a combination of two Greek roots meaning "thick skin",
one might think that nothing bothers them and that they lead quiet, safe lives. Nothing could be
further from the truth: elephants have been hunted and...

176 pages | ~100 colour & b/w photos | TeNeues Publishing UK Ltd

Hardback #237259 Sep-2017 9783961710478 £49.99 Add to Basket

The Story of Life in 25 Fossils
Tales of Intrepid Fossil Hunters and the Wonders of Evolution
Donald R Prothero(Author)
Every fossil tells a story. Best-selling paleontology author Donald R. Prothero describes twenty-
five famous, beautifully preserved fossils in a gripping, scientific history of life on Earth.
Recounting the adventures behind the discovery of these...

389 pages | 150 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Columbia University
Press

Paperback #235876 Mar-2018 9780231171915 £14.95 Add to Basket

Hardback #219628 2015 9780231171908 £19.95 Add to Basket

Woolly: The True Story of the Quest to Revive One of History’s Most Iconic Extinct
Creatures
Ben Mezrich(Author)
Science fiction becomes reality in this Jurassic Park-like story of the genetic resurrection of an
extinct species – the woolly mammoth – by the bestselling author of The Accidental Billionaires
and The 37th Parallel.Ben Mezrich takes us...

304 pages | Simon & Schuster

Paperback #236741 2017 9781501176401 £19.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236742 2017 9781501135552 £26.99 Add to Basket

The Paleontological Study of Dinosaur and Turtle Fossil Eggs from Zhejiang Province,
China
Jin Xinsheng(Author)
This book briefly describes the geological setting of Zhejiang Province, China, and discusses
the dinosaur and turtle eggs found there, covering clutches, branch sequence analysis, and
the correlation of Cretaceous strata. This is one of the most...

119 pages | 21 plates with colour photos; illustrations, tables | Zhejiang
University Press

Hardback #236911 2013 9787534153259 £64.99 Add to Basket

Entering the Jehol Biota – Chaoyang, China [English / Chinese]
Jiang Haihe(Author)
This book systematically introduces the expeditions and studies of the fossils of Chaoyang, a
prefecture-level city of Liaoning province, China, in recent years. It will be helpful to
researchers in the fields of palaeogeography, palaeoclimatology...

108 pages | Jilin Science and Technology Publishing House

Hardback #236928 2005 9787538419993 £62.99 Add to Basket

Late Cretaceous-Paleocene Biota and the K-Pg Boundary from Jiayin of Heilongjiang,
China with Discussion on the Extinction of Dinosaurs [English / Chinese]
Sun Ge(Author)
This book reports in detail on the collaborative research results on the Late Cretaceous-
Palaeocene biota and the non-marine Cretaceous-Palaeogene (K-Pg)Boundary in Jiayin
county, Heilongjiang province, China, and its neighboring area about 66...

191 pages | ~200 colour photos | Shanghai Scientific and Technical
Publishers

Hardback #236946 2014 9787542861115 £84.99 Add to Basket

Palaeontographica Canadiana, Volume 33: Rugrose Corals from the Early Silurian (Late
Rhuddanian-Telychian) Post-Extinction Recovery Interval on Anticosti Island, Eastern
Canada
Ross A McLean(Author), Paul Copper(Author)
The Early Silurian coral recovery fauna of Anticosti Island, eastern Canada, provides important
data on the response and evolution of a major group of tropical benthic biota after a time of
global stress and multiple Late Ordovician glaciations. This...

263 pages | 50 plates with illustrations | Geological Association of
Canada

Paperback #237025 2013 9781897095645 £230.00Add to Basket

Polymerid Trilobites from the Cambrian of Northwestern Hunan, China (2-Volume Set)
Peng Shanchi(Author), Loren E Babcock(Author), Lin Huanling(Author)
The Wulingshan Mountains region of northwestern Hunan and eastern Guizhou provinces,
China, contains some of the most complete and fossiliferous strata known in the upper part of
the Cambrian. Easy access to good exposures has helped make this area...

544 pages | 141 plates with colour photos | Science Press

Hardback #237083 2004 9787030149053 £102.00Add to Basket

Middle and Late Cambrian Depositional Environments and Trilobite Faunas of the
Fenghuang – Chenxi, Western Hunan, China
Duan Ye(Author)
Middle and Late Cambrian trilobite faunas are described from the Dama, Haichongkou, Elitang
and Shishangguan (Chenxi) sections in western Hunan, China. There, trilobites are the most
common macrofossils and include a mixture of cosmopolitan...

154 pages | plates with colour photos | Geological Publishing House

Hardback #237193 2006 9787116048690 £48.99 Add to Basket

Dinosaurs
Carl Mehling(Editor)
For 150 million years, dinosaurs were the undisputed rulers of the Earth. Today, these great
lizards still fire our imaginations. Dinosaurs describes the creatures who lived during the great
Age of Reptiles, the real-life giants and monsters such as...

448 pages | 750 colour illustrations | Amber Books

Hardback #237223 Sep-2017 9781782745419 £24.99 Add to Basket
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General Natural History

Marine Pictolife Indian Ocean and Red Sea [multilingual]
Antoine Dray(Author), François Rebufat(Author)
Marine Pictolife Indian Ocean and Red Sea describes more than 250 marine species. With its
completely waterproof, plasticized pages, it easily fits into a diving vest pocket or a beachbag.
The readily accesssible species information is provided...

64 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, waterproof | Pictolife

Spiralbound #190845 2011 9782952780933 £21.99 Add to Basket

Rotifers: Aquaculture, Ecology, Gerontology, and Ecotoxicology
Atsushi Hagiwara(Editor), Tatsuki Yoshinaga(Editor)
This book highlights the latest advances in rotifer studies in various fields including
aquaculture, ecology, gerontology and ecotoxicology. The genus Brachionus are an
indispensable type of zooplankton, having served as an initial live food for...

190 pages | 13 colour & 14 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236692 Sep-2017 9789811056338 £135.00Add to Basket

Marine Pictolife Western Tropical Pacific [multilingual]
Antoine Dray(Author), François Rebufat(Author)
Marine Pictolife Western Tropical Pacific describes more than 250 marine species. With its
completely waterproof, plasticized pages, it easily fits into a diving vest pocket or a beachbag.
The readily accesssible species information is provided...

64 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, waterproof | Pictolife

Spiralbound #236813 2013 9791096592005 £21.99 Add to Basket

Coral Reef Marine Plants of Hainan Island
EA Titlyanov(Author), TV Titlyanova(Author), Xiubao Li(Author), Hui Huang(Author)
This book describes the Hainan coral reef ecosystem, found off the Chinese island province of
Hainan. One chapter introduces the seaweeds, including their classification, identification
characteristics, growth and development, life cycle,...

252 pages | colour photos | Science Press

Hardback #237011 2017 9787030514356 £91.99 Add to Basket

Low-Tide Pictolife Eastern Atlantic
Antoine Dray(Author), François Rebufat(Author)
Low-Tide Pictolife Eastern Atlantic describes 128 species and shows more than 100 shells.
With its completely waterproof, plasticized pages, it easily fits into any beach bag. The readily
accessible species information is provided through original...

48 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations, waterproof | Pictolife

Spiralbound #237062 2017 9791096592012 £11.99 Add to Basket

Coral Reef Studies of Japan
Akira Iguchi(Editor), Chuki Hongo(Editor)
Coral Reef Studies of Japan comprehensively introducing recent important studies on coral
reefs in from various research fields including biology, ecology, chemistry, earth science, and
conservation studies. Coral reef is one of the important...

300 pages | 48 colour & 18 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237233 Jan-2018 9789811064715 £117.00Add to Basket

The Illlustrated Encyclopedia of Fish & Shellfish and Other Aquatic Creatures of the
World
A Natural History Identification Guide to the Diverse Animal Life of Deep Oceans, Open Seas,
Reefs, Estuaries, Shorelines, Ponds, Lakes and Rivers Around the Globe
Derek Hall(Author), Daniel Gilpin(Author), Amy-Jane Beer(Author)
The watery habitats of the world are home to a more varied and concentrated array of animal
life than anywhere on dry land. This guide contains an explanation of how certain key animal
groups have evolved to live and breed within their different...

512 pages | 1700+ colour illustrations, colour distribution maps | Lorenz
Books

Hardback #237244 2017 9780754833581 £19.99 Add to Basket

Luigi Balugani's Drawings of African Plants
Paul Hulton(Author), F Nigel Hepper(Author), Ib Friis(Author)
This work outlines the life of James Bruce of Kinnard, and Luigi Balugani and his relationship
with James Bruce.

275 pages | 48 colour & 297 b/w illustrations, 2 maps | CRC Press

Paperback #4337 1987 9789061917793 £256.00Add to Basket

Hardback #237236 2017 9781138407657 £145.00Add to Basket

Had I the Wings
The Friendship of Bachman and Audubon
Jay Shuler(Author)
It was most fortuitous that on his first visit to Charleston John James Audubon would meet
John Bachman, a Lutheran clergyman and naturalist. Their chance encounter in 1831 and
immediate friendship profoundly affected the careers and social ties of...

234 pages | b/w illustrations | University of Georgia Press

Paperback #122656 2001 9780820320793 £26.50 Add to Basket

Hardback #236891 2017 9780820352404 £83.50 Add to Basket

Walden: With an Introduction and Annotations by Bill McKibben
Henry David Thoreau(Author), Bill McKibben(Introduction By)
First published in 1854, Henry David Thoreau's groundbreaking book has influenced
generations of readers and continues to inspire and inform anyone with an open mind, a love of
nature, and a longing for simplicity and contemplation. This...

344 pages | illustrations | Beacon Press

Paperback #236801 2017 9780807098134 £9.99 Add to Basket

On the Road of the Winds
An Archaeological History of the Pacific Islands before European Contact, Revised and
Expanded Edition
Patrick Vinton Kirch(Author)
The Pacific Ocean covers one-third of the earth's surface and encompasses many thousands
of islands, which are home to numerous human societies and cultures. Among these
indigenous Oceanic cultures are the intrepid Polynesian double-hulled canoe...

408 pages | 141 b/w illustrations, 15 maps, 12 tables | University of
California Press

Paperback #236671 Nov-2017 9780520292819 £37.95 Add to Basket

Hewett Cottrell Watson
Victorian Plant Ecologist and Evolutionist
Frank N Egerton(Author), David L Hull(Foreword By)
First published in 2003. Hewett Cottrell Watson was a pioneer in a new science not yet defined
in Victorian times – ecology – and was practically the first naturalist to conduct research on
plant evolution, beginning in 1834. The...

310 pages | b/w illustrations | Routledge

Paperback #236913 Dec-2017 9781138643420 £28.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #231811 2016 9781138643376 £110.00Add to Basket
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Animal: The Definitive Visual Guide
Don E Wilson(Editor), David Burnie(Editor)
A million copy best-selling exploration of the animal kingdom, featuring facts and beautiful
photos of over 2,000 wild animals from all habitats on planet Earth.Animal: The Definitive
Visual Guide brings together the expertise of over 70 natural...

632 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #237092 Sep-2017 9780241298848 £29.99 Add to Basket

Visualizing Medieval Medicine and Natural History, 1200-1550
Jean A Givens(Editor), Karen M Reed(Editor), Alain Touwaide(Editor)
Images in medieval and early modern treatises on medicine, pharmacy, and natural history
often confound our expectations about the functions of medical and scientific illustrations. They
do not look very much like the things they purport to portray;...

278 pages | b/w illustrations | Ashgate

Paperback #237067 2016 9781138270831 £37.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #157929 2006 9780754652960 £110.00Add to Basket

The Age of Ecology
Joachim Radkau(Author), Patrick Camiller(Translated by)
The Age of Ecology is the first major study of the history of environmentalism, from its origins in
romanticism and the nature cults of the late 18th century to the global environmental
movements of today.Radkau shows that this is not a single story...

546 pages | b/w photos | Polity Press

Paperback #208407 2017 9780745662176 £14.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #210299 2014 9780745662169 £29.99 Add to Basket

The Greenest Nation?
A New History of German Environmentalism
Frank Uekötter(Author), Michael Egan(Foreword By)
Germany enjoys an enviably green reputation. Environmentalists in other countries applaud its
strict environmental laws, its world-class green technology firms, its phase-out of nuclear
power, and its influential Green Party. Germans are proud of...

240 pages | 14 illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #237013 Oct-2017 9780262534697 £14.95 Add to Basket

Hardback #212092 2014 9780262027328 £23.95 Add to Basket

Earth is My Witness
The Photography of Art Wolfe
Wade Davis(Author), Art Wolfe(Illustrator)
Earth is My Witness is the most extensive collection of Art Wolfe photography ever compiled.
This lavishly produced work spans the globe, bringing the beauty of the planet's fast-
disappearing landscapes, wildlife, and cultures into stunning...

396 pages | 500+ colour photos | Mandala Publishing Group

Hardback #237231 Oct-2017 9781683831310 £34.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #217419 2014 9781608873067 £64.99 Add to Basket

British Wildlife Photography Awards, Collection 8
This dazzling collection showcases the best of the British Wildlife Photography Awards,
presenting over 150 of the winning, commended and shortlisted images from the 2017
competition. Now in its eighth year, the annual contest has a long tradition of...

224 pages | colour photos | Ammonite Press

Hardback #235655 Nov-2017 9781781453193 £24.99 Add to Basket

The Impossible Five
One Man's Search for South Africa's Most Elusive Animals
Justin Fox(Author)
For many people, visiting South African game reserves is all about ticking off the 'Big Five'. But
what about those animals you've got almost zero chance of seeing? Justin Fox goes in search
of South Africa's most elusive animals...

192 pages | no illustrations | Jacaranda Books Art Music Ltd

Paperback #236987 Oct-2017 9781909762558 £9.99 Add to Basket

Paperback #225952 2015 9780624071969 £16.99 Add to Basket

Woodland Craft
Ben Law(Author), Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall(Foreword By)
Accompany woodsman Ben Law as he celebrates the amazing diversity of craft products made
from materials sourced directly from the woods. Including brooms, rakes, pegs, spoons, chairs,
baskets, fencing, yurts and even a caravan, the items are hewn...

216 pages | 496 colour photos, 185 colour & b/w illustrations | Guild of
Master Craftsmen Publications

Paperback #237087 Sep-2017 9781784943967 £16.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #226183 2015 9781861089366 £24.99 Add to Basket

The Smoke of London
Energy and Environment in the Early Modern City
William M Cavert(Author)
The Smoke of London uncovers the origins of urban air pollution, two centuries before the
industrial revolution. By 1600, London was a fossil-fuelled city, its high-sulfur coal a basic
necessity for the poor and a source of cheap energy for its...

284 pages | 3 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #236752 Nov-2017 9781107421318 £22.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #231721 2016 9781107073005 £64.99 Add to Basket

The Palgrave Handbook of Climate History
Sam White(Editor), Christian Pfister(Editor), Franz Mauelshagen(Editor)
The Palgrave Handbook of Climate History offers the first comprehensive, state-of-the-field
guide to past weather and climate and their role in human societies. Bringing together dozens
of international specialists from the sciences and humanities,...

544 pages | 70 b/w illustrations | Palgrave

Hardback #236069 Jan-2018 9781137430199 £135.00Add to Basket

Japanese Advance into the Pacific Ocean
The Albatross and the Great Bird Rush
Akitoshi Hiraoka(Author)
Japanese Advance into the Pacific Ocean asserts that the albatross was the reason for the
advance of the Japanese into the isolated islands in the Pacific after the abolition of the
Japanese "closed-door" policy that had been in effect from...

160 pages | 7 colour & 2 5b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236151 Oct-2017 9789811051395 £64.99 Add to Basket

The Pragmatic Turn
Richard J Bernstein(Author)
In this major new work, Richard J. Bernstein argues that many of the most important themes in
philosophy during the past one hundred and fifty years are variations and developments of
ideas that were prominent in the classical American pragmatists:...

263 pages | no illustrations | Polity Press

Paperback #236198 2010 9780745649085 £17.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236197 2010 9780745649078 £54.99 Add to Basket

Who Speaks for Nature?
On the Politics of Science
Laura Ephraim(Author)
When natural scientists speak up in public about the material phenomena they have observed,
measured, and analyzed in the lab or the field, they embody a distinctive version of political
authority. Where does science derive its remarkably resilient,...

216 pages | University of Pennsylvania Press

Hardback #236289 Dec-2017 9780812249811 £44.99 Add to Basket
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Another Science is Possible
Manifesto for a Slow Science
Isabelle Stengers(Author)
Like fast food, fast science is quickly prepared, not particularly good and it clogs up the system.
Efforts to tackle our most pressing issues, like global warming, have been stymied by conflict
within the scientific community and mixed messages,...

220 pages | Polity Press

Paperback #236363 Dec-2017 9781509521814 £15.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236364 Dec-2017 9781509521807 £49.99 Add to Basket

Emerald Labyrinth
A Scientist's Adventures in the Jungles of the Congo
Eli Greenbaum(Author)
Emerald Labyrinth is a scientist and adventurer's chronicle of years exploring the rainforests of
sub-Saharan Africa. The richly varied habitats of the Democratic Republic of the Congo offer a
wealth of animal, plant, chemical, and medical...

336 pages | 24 colour & 28 b/w illustrations | University of New
Hampshire Press

Paperback #236432 Dec-2017 9781512600971 £19.99 Add to Basket

Consecrating Science
Wonder, Knowledge, and the Natural World
Lisa H Sideris(Author)
Debunking myths behind what is known collectively as the new cosmology – a grand,
overlapping set of narratives that claim to bring science and spirituality together – Lisa H.
Sideris offers a searing critique of the movement's...

288 pages | University of California Press

Paperback #236677 Sep-2017 9780520294998 £27.95 Add to Basket

Hardback #236676 2017 9780520294974 £70.95 Add to Basket

Etosha, Namibia: Drawing African Nature / Dibujando la Naturaleza Africana
Francisco Hernández(Author)
The dream of discovering African nature comes true in Namibia. Its exceptional wealth of
animals has a name, Etosha.Francisco Hernández, illustrator of various publications and
biologist, presents his unique fieldwork: a book full of drawings...

72 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Ediciones Rodeno

Hardback #236683 2017 9788494670916 £34.99 Add to Basket

The Land Speaks
New Voices at the Intersection of Oral and Environmental History
Debbie Lee(Editor), Kathryn Newfont(Editor)
The Land Speaks explores the intersection of two vibrant fields, oral history and environmental
studies. Ranging across farm and forest, city and wilderness, river and desert, this collection of
fourteen oral histories gives voice to nature and the...

312 pages | Oxford University Press USA

Paperback #236690 Dec-2017 9780190664527 £22.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236691 Dec-2017 9780190664510 £63.99 Add to Basket

The Evolution of Scientific Knowledge
From Certainty to Uncertainty
Edward R Dougherty(Author)
The Evolution of Scientific Knowledge aims to provide scientists and engineers, and those
interested in scientific issues, with a concise account of how the nature of scientific knowledge
evolved from antiquity to a seemingly final form in the...

152 pages | SPIE Press

Paperback #236704 2016 9781510607354 £17.95 Add to Basket

Nature's Return
An Environmental History of Congaree National Park
Mark Kinzer(Author)
From exploitation to preservation, the complex history of one of the Southeast’s most important
natural areas and South Carolina’s only national park.Located at the confluence of the
Congaree and Wateree Rivers in central South Carolina,...

320 pages | University of South Carolina Press

Hardback #236705 2017 9781611177664 £42.50 Add to Basket

Alexander Wilson
Enlightened Naturalist
Edward H Burtt, Jr.(Editor), Gerard Carruthers(Contributor), William E Davis, Jr.(Contributor),
Frank Gill(Contributor), Irving N Rothman(Contributor), Rick Wright(Contributor), John C
Kricher(Contributor)
When talking about the Enlightenment, ornithology is seldom the first topic of conversation.
Still, Enlightenment and ornithology converge in one important respect, that of abundance. In
our time, new-wave ornithologists have renewed their faith in...

232 pages | 35 colour & 9 b/w illustrations, 6 tables | Bucknell University
Press

Paperback #236715 2016 9781611487961 £24.95 Add to Basket

Hardback #236714 2016 9781611487947 £52.95 Add to Basket

The Salmon People
Hugh W McKervill(Author)
The Salmon People is a masterful history of Canada's west coast. From the first people's tales
of salmon to BC's first cannery, to overfishing and the environmental concerns that still exist
today, this comprehensive early history is a...

256 pages | illustrations | Whitecap Books

Paperback #236716 2017 9781770502086 £12.99 Add to Basket

Woods: A Celebration
Robert Penn(Author)
A tribute to the natural history of some of our most iconic British woods. The National Trust
manages hundreds of woods, covering over 60,000 acres of England and Wales. They include
many of the oldest woodlands in the land and some of the oldest...

232 pages | colour photos | Pavilion Books

Hardback #236739 Sep-2017 9781911358114 £19.99 Add to Basket

David Bellamy's Mountains & Moorlands in Watercolour
David Bellamy(Illustrator)
Renowned watercolourist, David Bellamy shares his passion for painting mountains and
moorlands in this inspiring and practical book. There is advice on finding subjects and painting
trees, water, rocks, crags and buildings, as well as an in-depth...

80 pages | 216 colour photos and colour illustrations | Search Press

Paperback #236748 2010 9781844485833 £9.99 Add to Basket

Animals and Birds in Sanskrit Literature
Gauri Mahulikar(Author)
Animals and Birds in Sanskrit Literature is an outcome of a National seminar organized by the
Sanskrit Department of Mumbai Univeristy in September 2014 on Mrgapaksisastra: A Scientific
and Literary Study. In addition to the papers presented in the...

241 pages | New Bhartiya Book Corporation

Hardback #236757 2016 9788183152778 £23.99 Add to Basket
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Public Archaeology and Climate Change
Tom Dawson(Editor), Courtney Nimura(Editor), Elías López-Romero(Editor), Marie-Yvane
Daire(Editor)
Public Archaeology and Climate Change promotes new approaches to studying and managing
sites threatened by climate change, specifically actions that engage communities or employ
`citizen science' initiatives. Researchers and heritage managers...

208 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Oxbow Books

Paperback #236771 Oct-2017 9781785707049 £37.99 Add to Basket

Treasure Palaces
Great Writers Visit Great Museums
Maggie Fergusson(Editor), Nicholas Serota(Foreword By)
From a stunning villa on sunny Capri with Ali Smith to an unlikely temple in the heart of
Copenhagen with Alan Hollinghurst, Treasure Palaces brings together over twenty of the
world's greatest writers to give their own personal tours of the...

240 pages | Economist Books

Paperback #236773 2017 9781781256916 £8.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236772 2016 9781781256909 £12.99 Add to Basket

The Enlightened Gene
Biology, Buddhism, and the Convergence That Explains the World
Arri Eisen(Author), Yungdrung Konchok(Author), The Dalai Lama(Foreword By)
Eight years ago, in an unprecedented intellectual endeavor, the Dalai Lama invited Emory
University to integrate modern science into the education of the thousands of Tibetan Buddhist
monks and nuns in exile in India. This project, the Emory Tibet...

296 pages | 25 illustrations | University of New Hampshire Press

Hardback #236774 Nov-2017 9781512600001 £28.99 Add to Basket

Humankind: Solidarity with Non-Human People
Timothy Morton(Author)
What is it that makes humans, human? As science and technology challenge the boundaries
between life and non-life, between organic and inorganic, this ancient question is more timely
than ever. Acclaimed Object-Oriented philosopher Timothy Morton...

225 pages | Verso Books

Hardback #236779 2017 9781786631329 £16.99 Add to Basket

Dark Ecology
For a Logic of Future Coexistence
Timothy Morton(Author)
Timothy Morton argues that ecological awareness in the present Anthropocene era takes the
form of a strange loop or Möbius strip, twisted to have only one side. Deckard travels this
oedipal path in Blade Runner (1982) when he learns that he...

208 pages | Columbia University Press

Hardback #236783 2016 9780231177528 £24.95 Add to Basket

Santa Bárbara's Legacy
An Environmental History of Huancavelica, Peru
Nicholas A Robins(Author)
In Santa Bárbara's Legacy: An Environmental History of Huancavelica, Peru, Nicholas A.
Robins presents the first comprehensive environmental history of a mercury producing region
in Latin America. Tracing the origins, rise and decline of...

244 pages | E J Brill

Hardback #236800 2017 9789004339781 £102.00Add to Basket

The Wild Other
A Memoir
Clover Stroud(Author)
Clover Stroud's idyllic childhood in rural England was shattered when a horrific riding accident
left her mother permanently brain-damaged.Just sixteen, she embarked on a journey to find the
sense of home that had been so savagely broken....

279 pages | no illustrations | Hodder & Stoughton

Hardback #236814 2017 9781473630215 £16.99 Add to Basket

Cultivating Commerce
Cultures of Botany in Britain and France, 1760-1815
Sarah Easterby-Smith(Author)
Sarah Easterby-Smith rewrites the histories of botany and horticulture from the perspectives of
plant merchants who sold botanical specimens in the decades around 1800. These merchants
were not professional botanists, nor were they the social equals...

320 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #236826 Oct-2017 9781107126848 £74.99 Add to Basket

Facing Gaia
Eight Lectures on the New Climatic Regime
Bruno Latour(Author), Catherine Porter(Translated by)
The emergence of modern sciences in the seventeenth century profoundly renewed our
understanding of Nature. For the last three centuries new ideas of Nature have been
continuously developed by theology, politics, economics, and science, especially...

300 pages | Polity Press

Paperback #236842 2017 9780745684345 £18.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236841 2017 9780745684338 £54.99 Add to Basket

Roots of Empire
Forests and State Power in Early Modern Spain, C.1500-1750
John T Wing(Author)
Roots of Empire is the first monograph to connect forest management and state-building in the
early modern Spanish global monarchy. The Spanish crown's control over valuable sources of
shipbuilding timber in Spain, Latin America, and the...

268 pages | E J Brill

Hardback #236845 2015 9789004261365 £118.00Add to Basket

Climate and Political Climate
Environmental Disasters in the Medieval Levant
Sarah Kate Raphael(Author)
The twelfth and thirteenth centuries in the Levant saw a substantial rise in the number of
droughts. This coincided with some of the most violent tectonic activity the region had
witnessed. Nature, however, could conjure other powerful disasters:...

212 pages | illustrations | E J Brill

Hardback #236846 2013 9789004216563 £112.00Add to Basket

What Disease Was Plague?
On the Controversy Over the Microbiological Identity of Plague Epidemics of the Past
Ole Jørgen Benedictow(Author)
In recent decades, alternatives to the established bubonic-plague theory have been presented
as to the microbiologcal identity and mechanism(s) of spread of historical plague epidemics. In
What Disease was Plague?, the six important alternative...

762 pages | E J Brill

Hardback #236848 2011 9789004180024 £252.00Add to Basket
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Ecologies and Economies in Medieval and Early Modern Europe
Studies in Environmental History for Richard C. Hoffmann
Scott G Bruce(Editor)
The field of premodern environmental history (the study of the complex and ever-changing
interrelationship between human beings and the world around them prior to the Industrial
Revolution) has grown vigorously over the past two decades, in no small...

236 pages | illustrations, tables | E J Brill

Hardback #236849 2010 9789004180079 £117.00Add to Basket

The Smell of Fresh Rain
The Unexpected Pleasures of our Most Elusive Sense
Barney Shaw(Author)
Smell is the most emotional and evocative of our senses: it can bring back memories faster and
with more immediacy than a photograph – so why is it so little understood? Armed with a
hungry curiosity and a willingness to self-experiment, author...

304 pages | Icon Books

Hardback #236857 Sep-2017 9781785781131 £14.99 Add to Basket

Lonely Planet's Atlas of Adventure
Discover a World of Once-in-a-Lifetime Activities
Lonely Planet(Author)
This encyclopedia of adventure features the best outdoor experiences, country-by-country,
across the world. Whether on land, under water or in the air, there are experiences to tempt
anyone from their armchair. Activities featured include driving,...

336 pages | colour photos | Lonely Planet

Hardback #236859 Sep-2017 9781786577597 £24.99 Add to Basket

Snitte: The Danish Art of Whittling
Make Beautiful Wooden Birds
Frank Egholm(Author)
A fascinating practical introduction to the Danish art of whittling, with inspiration and
instructions for making adorable decorative wooden birds. Snitte, Denmark's art of wood
whittling, is a rite of passage for most Scandinavians, and the...

128 pages | 90 colour photos | Anova

Hardback #236863 2017 9781849944403 £9.99 Add to Basket

50 Things To Do With A Penknife
The Whittler's Guide to Life
Matt Collins(Author)
A beautifully presented, practical gift guide to the age-old art of whittling. There are 50 projects
featured in The Whittler's Guide to Life, ranging from quick makes to more elaborate projects,
and even a chapter on creating things from...

144 pages | ~200 b/w illustrations | Pavilion Books

Hardback #236864 2017 9781911216865 £9.99 Add to Basket

The Arborealists
The Art of the Tree
Angela Summerfield(Author), Peter Davies(Author)
Trees provide a wonderfully versatile subject for artists, not only in terms of the incredible
diversity of form, character and colour they provide, whether individually or collectively, but also
in terms of the wealth of association, myth, folklore,...

128 pages | 70 colour illustrations | Sansom & Co.

Paperback #236865 2016 9781908326867 £24.99 Add to Basket

Dinosaurs, Diamonds & Democracy
A Short, Short History of South Africa
Francis Wilson(Author)
An asteroid the size of Table Mountain crashed into what was to become South Africa over 2
billion years ago, marking the spot. The country's history since then has always been robust
and full of energy. Dinosaurs, Diamonds & Democracy takes...

144 pages | Penguin Books South Africa

Paperback #236879 2015 9781415207246 £9.99 Add to Basket

Making Sense of Nature
Noel Castree(Author)
We listen to a cacophony of voices instructing us how to think and feel about nature, including
our own bodies. The news media, wildlife documentaries, science magazines, and
environmental NGOs are among those clamouring for our attention. But are we...

376 pages | 14 b/w photos, 13 b/w illustrations, 1 table | Routledge

Paperback #236898 2013 9780415545501 £36.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236897 2013 9780415545488 £105.00Add to Basket

Beginning of Agriculture and Domestication in India
Vasudha Pan(Author)
Humans have been living in close proximity to plants from the beginning and that has deeply
influenced their social, economic, religious and scientific ideas, indicated by the ethno-
archaeological evidence. During the early phases, humans used wild...

191 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Pentagon Press

Hardback #236901 2016 9788182748897 £47.99 Add to Basket

Getting it Right in Science and Medicine
Can Science Progress Through Errors? Fallacies and Facts
Hans R Kricheldorf(Author)
Getting it Right in Science and Medicine advocates the importance and value of errors for the
progress of scientific research. Hans Kricheldorf explains that most of the great scientific
achievements are based on an iterative process (an 'innate...

285 pages | 1 colour & 7 b/w illustrations, 5 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236909 2016 9783319303864 £22.50 Add to Basket

Agro-Technology: A Philosophical Introduction
R Paul Thompson(Author)
Humans have been modifying plants and animals for millennia. The dawn of molecular
genetics, however, has kindled intense public scrutiny and controversy. Crops, and the food
products which include them, have dominated molecular modification in...

258 pages | 11 b/w illustrations, 5 tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #236920 2011 9780521133753 £21.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236921 2011 9780521117975 £57.99 Add to Basket

A Critical Overview of Biological Functions
Justin Garson(Author)
This book is a critical survey of and guidebook to the literature on biological functions. It ties in
with current debates and developments, and at the same time, it looks back on the state of
discourse in naturalized teleology prior to the 1970s. It...

121 pages | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #236922 2016 9783319320182 £37.99 Add to Basket
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Der Fuhrer in Die Mooskunde: Anleitung Zum Leichten Und Sicheren Bestimmen Der
Deutschen Moose [Guide to Bryology: Instructions for Easy and Safe Identification of
German Mosses]
Paul Kummer(Author)
Reprint of a book originally published in 1891. This guide provides identification keys to all
mosses from Germany as know back at the end of the 19th century.

216 pages | 5 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #236926 2017 9783662387320 £38.99 Add to Basket

Illustrierte Flora Von Nord- Und Mittel-Deutschland: Mit Einer Einfuhrung in Die Botanik
[Illustrated Flora of Northern and Central Germany: With an Introduction to Botany]
Henry Potonié(Author)
Reprint of a classical work first published in 1889. Henry Potonié (1857-1913) was a German
botanist and palaeobotanist and this illustrated flora of northern and central Germany was one
of this principal works.

600 pages | b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #236934 2017 9783642902611 £38.99 Add to Basket

Die Pflanzen Deutschlands: Eine Anleitung Zu Ihrer Kenntnis [A Guide to the The Plants
of Germany]
O Wünsche(Author), Joh Abromeit(Author)
Reprint of a classical work published in its 10th edition in 1916. This was a standard work on
German plants.

764 pages | b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #236935 2017 9783663155096 £38.99 Add to Basket

Die Verbreitetsten Pflanzen Deutschlands [The Most Prolific Plants in Germany]
O Wünsche-Schorler(Author)
Reprint of a classical work published in its 9th edition in 1927, it discusses the common plants
of Germany at the beginning of the 20th century.

304 pages | b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #236936 2017 9783663154952 £38.99 Add to Basket

Cattle in the Backlands
Mato Grosso and the Evolution of Ranching in the Brazilian Tropics
Robert W Wilcox(Author)
Brazil has the second-largest cattle herd in the world and is a major exporter of beef. While
ranching in the Amazon – and its destructive environmental consequences – receives attention
from both the media and scholars, the states of...

344 pages | 20 b/w photos, 3 b/w maps | University of Texas Press

Hardback #236939 2017 9781477311141 £36.99 Add to Basket

The Deepest Wounds
A Labor and Environmental History of Sugar in Northeast Brazil
Thomas D Rogers(Author)
In The Deepest Wounds, Thomas D. Rogers traces social and environmental changes over
four centuries in Pernambuco, Brazil's key northeastern sugar-growing state. Focusing
particularly on the period from the end of slavery in 1888 to the late...

320 pages | 7 illustrations, 1 map, 1 table | University of North Carolina
Press

Paperback #236940 2010 9780807871676 £39.95 Add to Basket

De Reis van de Beagle: De Geïllustreerde Editie van zijn Beroemde Reisverslag [The
Voyage of the Beagle: The Illustrated Edition of Charles Darwin's Travel Memoir and
Field Journal]
Charles Darwin(Author), Frank van der Knoop(Translated by)
De Reis van de Beagle is Darwin's fascinating account of his groundbreaking sea voyage that
led to his writing On the Origin of Species.When the HMS Beagle sailed out of Devonport on
December 27, 1831, Charles Darwin was only twenty-two and...

480 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour tables |
KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #236956 Sep-2017 9789050116213 £44.99 Add to Basket

The World's Most Beautiful National Parks
Alberto Priora(Author)
Illustrated with spectacular images by the world's leading international nature photographers,
The World's Most Beautiful National Parks is a tribute to the most amazing natural landmarks
on our planet, which are now protected in national...

272 pages | colour photos | White Star Publishers

Hardback #236958 2016 9788854410374 £29.99 Add to Basket

Thomas Walter and His Plants
The Life and Works of a Pioneer American Botanist
Daniel B Ward(Author)
In the 1780s, with the American Revolution a recent memory, Thomas Walter, an Englishman
by birth, gained title to a large plantation in South Carolina. In addition to raising rice, he found
time to prepare a tabulation of Carolina plants he found...

221 pages | 1 colour photo | New York Botanical Garden Press

Hardback #236980 2017 9780893275396 £79.99 Add to Basket

Secrets of the Human Body
Chris van Tulleken(Author), Xand van Tulleken(Author), Andrew Cohen(Author)
206 bones. One heart. Two eyes. Ten fingers. You may think we know what makes up a
human. But it turns out our bodies are full of surprises.What makes tears of joy different from
tears of sadness? Why is a gut feeling so much smarter than you think?...

256 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | William Collins (Harper
Collins imprint)

Hardback #237001 Sep-2017 9780008256548 £24.99 Add to Basket

Diving in Indonesia
The Ultimate Guide to the World's Best Dive Spots
Sarah Ann Wormald(Author)
Diving in Indonesia is a fully comprehensive diving guidebook for exploring the most notable
areas of Indonesia.A chapter is devoted to each of the following important regions in Indonesia
for divers:- Bali- North Sulawesi- Central, South and...

288 pages | Tuttle Publishing

Paperback #237009 2016 9780804844741 £15.99 Add to Basket

Vanishing Act
The Artistry of Animal Camouflage
Art Wolfe(Author)
In this revealing book of unconventional animal portraits, esteemed wildlife photographer Art
Wolfe turns his lens on one of the animal kingdoms most fundamental survival techniques:
camouflage. Wolfes carefully orchestrated portraits show animals...

224 pages | colour photos | Australian Geographic Pty Ltd

Hardback #237019 2016 9781742457840 £51.99 Add to Basket
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Osteoarchaeology: A Guide to the Macroscopic Study of Human Skeletal Remains
Efthymia Nikita(Author)
Osteoarchaeology: A Guide to the Macroscopic Study of Human Skeletal Remains covers the
identification of bones and teeth, taphonomy, sex, ancestry assessment, age estimation, the
analysis of biodistances, growth patterns and activity markers, and...

449 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour tables |
Academic Press

Hardback #237029 2017 9780128040218 £60.99 Add to Basket

Farmer's Glory
Arthur George Street(Author), James Rebanks(Author), Gwen Raverat(Illustrator)
First published in 1932, Farmer’s Glory is a warm and humorous classic about farming
life.Written in simple, direct prose, Farmer’s Glory is a model of the genre and was praised at
the time by the acclaimed writer Compton Mackenzie, who...

192 pages | b/w illustrations | Little Toller Books

Paperback #237042 Oct-2017 9781908213556 £11.99 Add to Basket

Malarial Subjects
Empire, Medicine and Nonhumans in British India, 1820-1909
Rohan Deb Roy(Author)
Malaria was considered one of the most widespread disease-causing entities in the nineteenth
century. It was associated with a variety of frailties far beyond fevers, ranging from idiocy to
impotence. And yet, it was not a self-contained category....

320 pages | 40 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #237057 Sep-2017 9781107172364 £74.99 Add to Basket

Crossing Home Ground
A Grassland Odyssey Through Southern Interior British Columbia
David Pitt-Brooke(Author)
Like John Muir, David Pitt-Brooke stepped out for a walk one morning – a long walk of a
thousand kilometres or more through the arid valleys of southern interior British Columbia. He
went in search of beauty and lost grace in a landscape that...

288 pages | illustrations | Harbour Publishing

Hardback #237064 2016 9781550177749 £32.99 Add to Basket

Natures in Translation
Romanticism and Colonial Natural History
Alan Bewell(Author)
For many critics, Romanticism is synonymous with nature writing, for representations of the
natural world appear during this period with a freshness, concreteness, depth, and intensity
that have rarely been equaled. Why did nature matter so much to...

416 pages | 12 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #237075 2016 9781421420967 £44.50 Add to Basket

Adventures of a Young Naturalist
The Zoo Quest Expeditions
Sir David Attenborough(Author)
In 1954, a young television presenter was offered the opportunity of a lifetime – to travel the
world finding rare and elusive animals for London Zoo's collection, and to film the expeditions
for the BBC. His name was David...

416 pages | Two Roads (John Murray imprint)

Hardback #237084 Sep-2017 9781473664401 £19.99 Add to Basket

A Wood of One's Own
Ruth Pavey(Author)
After years of living in London's urban jungle, Ruth Pavey dreamt of reconnecting with the
British countryside. In pursuit of a haven from the unrest of city life, she embarked on a journey
to find the perfect plot of land on which to plant a...

256 pages | Duckworth Overlook

Hardback #237086 Sep-2017 9780715652237 £14.99 Add to Basket

The Nature of Winter
Jim Crumley(Author)
During winter, dark days of wild storms can give way to the perfect, glistening stillness of frost-
encrusted winter landscapes – it is the stuff of wonder and beauty, of nature at its utmost. In
The Nature of Winter, Jim Crumley ventures into...

224 pages | Saraband (Scotland)

Hardback #237090 Sep-2017 9781910192863 £12.99 Add to Basket

7 Years of Camera Shake
One Man's Passion for Photographing Wildlife
David Plummer(Author)
As humans, we are drawn to predators like no other group of animals. They are the epitome of
form and function, and have a level of perfection that we revere.In 2009, wildlife expert,
conservationist and photographer David Plummer was diagnosed with...

256 pages | photos | Unbound

Hardback #237093 Sep-2017 9781783523931 £24.99 Add to Basket

Britain's Best Small Hills
A Guide to Wild Walks, Short Adventures, Scrambles, Great Views, Wild Camping & More
Phoebe Smith(Author)
Hot on the success of Wilderness Weekends, one of the top selling guides in 2015, award-
winning travel writer Phoebe Smith returns with more great outdoor experiences tailored not
just for the hard-core wilderness enthusiast but for novices and...

288 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Bradt Travel Guides

Paperback #237095 2017 9781784770662 £14.99 Add to Basket

Botanical Art from India
The Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh Collection
Henry J Noltie(Author)
This lavishly illustrated book is about a remarkable collection of botanical drawings in the
collection at the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh (RBGE).The links between the RBGE and
India go back for more than 250 years; surgeons who studied botany at...

128 pages | 17 colour photos, 109 colour illustrations | Royal Botanic
Gardens Edinburgh

Hardback #237102 2017 9781910877227 £29.99 Add to Basket

Buckets from an English Sea
1832 and the Making of Charles Darwin
Louis B Rosenblatt(Author)
Darwin did not discover evolution. He didn't trip over it on the way to somewhere else the way
Columbus discovered the New World. Like the atom, planetary orbits, and so many other
scientific constructs, evolution was invented in order to explain...

224 pages | 7 illustrations | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #237133 Feb-2018 9780190654405 £22.99 Add to Basket
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Megadrought and Collapse
From Early Agriculture to Angkor
Harvey Weiss(Editor)
Megadrought and Collapse is the first book to treat in one volume the current palaeoclimatic
and archaeological evidence of megadrought events coincident with major prehistoric and
historical examples of societal collapse. Previous works have offered...

344 pages | 6 b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #237134 Oct-2017 9780199329199 £47.99 Add to Basket

The Art of Botanical & Bird Illustration
An Artist's Guide to Drawing and Illustrating Realistic Flora, Fauna, and Botanical Scenes from
Nature
Mindy Lighthipe(Author)
The Art of Botanical & Bird Illustration is a guide for contemporary artists aspiring to master
shape, colour, and texture and render beautiful, realistic, and vibrant botanical artwork. An
expert botanical artist educates you about the tools and...

144 pages | 550 colour illustrations | Walter Foster Publishing

Paperback #237170 Oct-2017 9781633223783 £12.99 Add to Basket

The Nature Fix
Why Nature Makes us Happier, Healthier, and More Creative
Florence Williams(Author)
An intrepid investigation into nature's restorative benefits by a prize-winning author.For
centuries, poets and philosophers extolled the benefits of a walk in the woods: Beethoven drew
inspiration from rocks and trees; Wordsworth composed while...

304 pages | 12 illustrations | W.W. Norton & Co.

Paperback #237172 Mar-2018 9780393355574 £12.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #237171 2017 9780393242713 £19.99 Add to Basket

Land of Plenty
A Journey Through the Fields and Foods of Modern Britain
Charlie Pye-Smith(Author)
Golden fields, ripening apples, lowing cattle: our idea of the landscape has been shaped by
agriculture, as has the land itself. But in a fast-changing world, how does the great British
countryside continue to provide the food we eat?Most people...

256 pages | Elliott & Thompson

Hardback #237175 2017 9781783963058 £19.99 Add to Basket

Defending Giants
The Redwood Wars and the Transformation of American Environmental Politics
Darren Frederick Speece(Author), Paul S Sutter(Foreword By)
Giant redwoods are American icons, paragons of grandeur, exceptionalism, and endurance.
They are also symbols of conflict and negotiation, remnants of environmental battles over the
limits of industrialization, profiteering, and globalization.Since...

384 pages | 16 b/w illustrations, 5 maps | University of Washington Press

Hardback #237183 2016 9780295999517 £24.99 Add to Basket

The Age of Analogy
Science and Literature between the Darwins
Devin Griffiths(Author)
Erasmus Darwin and his grandson, Charles, were the two most important evolutionary theorists
of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain. Although their ideas and methods differed, both
Darwins were prolific and inventive writers: Erasmus composed...

352 pages | 7 b/w photos, 3 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins University
Press

Hardback #237184 2016 9781421420769 £40.50 Add to Basket

The Flood Year 1927
A Cultural History
Susan Scott Parrish(Author)
The Great Mississippi Flood of 1927, which covered nearly thirty thousand square miles across
seven states, was the most destructive river flood in U.S. history. Due to the speed of new
media and the slow progress of the flood, this was the first...

416 pages | 45 b/w photos, 3 b/w maps | Princeton University Press

Hardback #237187 2017 9780691168838 £27.95 Add to Basket

Floods and Long-Term Water-Level Changes in Medieval Hungary
Andrea Kiss(Author)
Floods and Long-Term Water-Level Changes in Medieval Hungary provides an overview of the
floods and major hydrological changes that occurred in the medieval Hungarian kingdom
(covering the majority of the Carpathian Basin) between 1000 and 1500 AD....

499 pages | 50 colour illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237191 Nov-2017 9783319388625 £117.00Add to Basket

Arctic Environmental Modernities
From the Age of Polar Exploration to the Era of the Anthropocene
Lill-Ann Körber(Editor), Scott MacKenzie(Editor), Anna Westerståhl Stenport(Editor)
Arctic Environmental Modernities offers a diverse and groundbreaking account of the
intersections between modernities and environments in the circumpolar global North,
foregrounding the Arctic as a critical space of modernity, where the past,...

273 pages | 22 colour & 2 b/w illustrations | Palgrave

Hardback #237192 2017 9783319391151 £62.99 Add to Basket

The City Is More Than Human
An Animal History of Seattle
Frederick L Brown(Author), Paul S Sutter(Foreword By)
Seattle would not exist without animals. Animals have played a vital role in shaping the city
from its founding amid existing indigenous towns in the mid-nineteenth century to the livestock-
friendly town of the late nineteenth century to the...

352 pages | 44 b/w illustrations, 5 b/w maps, 6 tables | University of
Washington Press

Hardback #237209 2016 9780295999340 £28.99 Add to Basket

Creatures Born of Mud and Slime
The Wonder and Complexity of Spontaneous Generation
Daryn Lehoux(Author)
We accept that, at some point in the history of our universe, living creatures emerged from
nonliving matter. Yet from the time of Aristotle until the late nineteenth century, many people
believed in spontaneous generation, that living creatures...

192 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #237222 Nov-2017 9781421423814 £25.50 Add to Basket

Natural Wonders of the World
Dorling Kindersley (DK)(Author), Chris Packham(Foreword By)
A continent by continent journey around Earth's most beautiful, spectacular, and captivating
landscapes. Discover which of Earth's wonders should definitely make it onto your bucket list
with this unparalleled survey of the world's...

440 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #237225 Oct-2017 9780241276297 £29.99 Add to Basket
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Regional Natural History

The Unexpected Truth About Animals
A Menagerie of the Misunderstood
Lucy Cooke(Author)
History is full of strange animal stories, invented by the brightest and most influential, from
Aristotle to Disney, and they reveal as much about us and the things we believe as they do
about the animals they misrepresent. We once thought that eels...

432 pages | b/w illustrations | Doubleday

Hardback #237242 Nov-2017 9780857524119 £16.99 Add to Basket

11 Explorations into Life on Earth
Christmas Lectures from the Royal Institution
Helen Scales(Author), Sir David Attenborough(Foreword By)
The second in a series of books in association with the Royal Institution on their world-
renowned Christmas Lectures, this time exploring the secrets of the natural world – with a
foreword by Sir David Attenborough.Following on from the success...

224 pages | b/w photos | Michael O'Mara Books

Hardback #237248 Nov-2017 9781782438403 £12.99 Add to Basket

The Elusive Baboon
A Ugandan Odyssey
Jennifer Jolly(Author)
Jennifer Jolly was a naive young woman when she, her primatologist husband, and her small
daughter traveled to newly independent Uganda. The Elusive Baboon is about how she
adapted to an expatriate lifestyle. It reveals the problems and pleasures of...

326 pages | Full Court Press

Paperback #237254 2017 9781938812996 £21.99 Add to Basket

Beginner's Guide to Botanical Flower Painting
Michael Lakin(Author)
Clean, fresh and precise botanical artwork is within your grasp, with Mick Lakin's clear and
simple approach. This complete guide to the crisp, precise finish of botanical painting marries
traditional technique with contemporary style and...

128 pages | 430 colour illustrations | Search Press

Paperback #237257 Oct-2017 9781782213109 £12.99 Add to Basket

Below Zero
Adventures out in the Cold
From dog sledding to ice fishing to waterfall climbing to bandy, countless possibilities await
beyond the crowded ski slope and traditional winter activities. Create the winter wonderland
that you desire and crave. Colder temperatures invite a...

256 pages | colour photos | Die Gestalten Verlag

Hardback #237258 2016 9783899556780 £39.99 Add to Basket

Diving Guide to Underwater Florida
Ned DeLoach(Author)
Ned DeLoach's Diving Guide to Underwater Florida began in 1972 as a 48-page booklet
entitled Diving and Recreational Guide to Florida's Springs. Diving Guide to the Florida Keys
followed in 1974. In 1977 the two books were combined, and...

356 pages | b/w photos | New World Publications

Paperback #236874 2004 9781878348395 £18.99 Add to Basket

Africans: The History of a Continent
John Iliffe(Author)
In a vast and all-embracing study of Africa, from the origins of mankind to the present day,
John Iliffe refocuses its history on the peopling of an environmentally hostile continent. Africans
have been pioneers struggling against disease and nature,...

418 pages | 15 maps | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #236787 2017 9781316648124 £20.99 Add to Basket

Paperback #172489 2007 9780521682978 £21.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236786 2017 9781107198326 £74.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #172490 2007 9780521864381 £60.99 Add to Basket

Bradt Travel Guide: Northern Tanzania Safari Guide
Serengeti, Kilimanjaro, Zanzibar
Philip Briggs(Author), Chris McIntyre(Author)
This thoroughly updated new edition of Bradt's Northern Tanzania Safari Guide remains the
only full-length guidebook focussed exclusively on the northern part of the country and
Zanzibar. Tailored closely to the requirements of anyone going on a...

376 pages | 9 pages with colour photos; 27 b/w maps | Bradt Travel
Guides

Paperback #237127 2017 9781784770372 £16.99 Add to Basket

Beyond the Fell Wall
Richard Skelton(Author), Michael Kirkman(Illustrator)
Richard Skelton has spent nearly half a decade living in a small valley, high in the Furness
hills of Cumbria, in northern England. When not writing or composing music, most of his days
are spent beating the valley's bounds, exploring its network...

96 pages | b/w illustrations | Little Toller Books

Paperback #237043 Nov-2017 9781908213587 £7.99 Add to Basket

Naturally Curious Day by Day
A Photographic Field Guide and Daily Visit to the Forests, Fields, and Wetlands of Eastern
North America
Mary Holland(Author)
This follow-up to Naturally Curious, a National Outdoor Book Award winner, is a day-by-day
account of nature observations throughout the year. Daily entries include entertaining and
enlightening observations about specific animal or plant activity...

384 pages | 1100 colour photos and colour illustrations | Stackpole Books

Paperback #236662 2016 9780811714129 £19.95 Add to Basket

Naturally Curious
A Photographic Field Guide and Month-By-Month Journey Through the Fields, Woods, and
Marshes of New England
Mary Holland(Author)
Are you ready for a black fly bite to get graphic, for a barred owl's call to take on new meaning,
and for the life cycle of the eastern newt to suddenly seem complex, beautiful, and intricately
bound to the subtle patterns of mysterious...

496 pages | <1000 colour photos | Trafalgar Square Books

Paperback #236663 2015 9781570764257 £39.99 Add to Basket

Islands in Flux
The Andaman and Nicobar Story
Pankaj Sekhsaria(Author), Bittu Sahgal(Foreword By), Harsh Mander(Introduction By)
Pankaj Sekhsaria is the most consistent chronicler of contemporary issues in the Andaman
and Nicobar Islands, and one of the best known. His writings on the environment, wildlife
conservation, development and indigenous communities have provided...

284 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; colour illustrations, 1 b/w map |
Harper Litmus

Paperback #236666 2017 9789352643981 £21.99 Add to Basket
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Calgary: City of Animals
Jim R Ellis(Editor)
How have interactions between humans and animals shaped Calgary? What can we do to
ensure that humans and animals in the city continue to co-exist, and even flourish together?
This wide-ranging book explores the ways that animals inhabit Calgary, and...

144 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations | University of
Calgary Press

Paperback #236684 2017 9781552389676 £23.50 Add to Basket

Wild Places
Wales' Top 40 Nature Sites
Iolo Williams(Author)
Wales is full of wildlife sites and in Wild Places television naturalist Iolo Williams picks his
favourite forty from the many nature reserves scattered around the country. From Cemlyn on
Anglesey to the Newport Wetlands, from Stackpole in...

192 pages | 200 colour photos | Seren Books

Paperback #236700 2016 9781781723272 £19.99 Add to Basket

Islander: A Journey Around Our Archipelago
Patrick Barkham(Author)
Britain is an archipelago made up of two large islands and 6,289 smaller ones. Some, like the
Isle of Man, resemble miniature nations, with their own language and tax laws; others, like Ray
Island in Essex, are abandoned and mysterious places haunted...

368 pages | Granta

Hardback #236780 Oct-2017 9781783781881 £14.99 Add to Basket

A Farcountry Field Guide to Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks
Kurt F Johnson(Author)
The essential nature guide to Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, written by a local
wildlife biologist and eco-tour guide. More than 1200 colour photographs with concise
descriptions reveal the richness of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem....

244 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour maps |
Farcountry Press

Paperback #236781 2013 9781560375555 £25.99 Add to Basket

Wilderness Tales from Similipal
The Mythical, Magical & Mystical Forests of Odisha
Satyesh Naik(Author)
The Indian state of Odisha is a rich biodiversity repository as it is strategically positioned at the
confluence of two major bio-geographical provinces, the Eastern Ghats and the Chotanagpur
Plateau. Spread across a vast expanse of 2750 sq. km,...

225 pages | 100+ colour photos | Cinnamon Teal Publishing

Paperback #236804 2016 9789383175772 £56.99 Add to Basket

Matheran: A Practical Field Guide
Shailendra Patil(Author), Sunil Patil(Author), Yogesh Chavan(Author)
Matheran is a hill station and a municipal council in the Raigad district in the Indian state of
Maharashtra. Matheran: A Practical Field Guide has been written to open up this area to
visitors. This book will help you to successfully plan and...

112 pages | 14 plates with colour photos; folded colour maps | Rainbow
Adventures

Paperback #236805 2012 9789350673447 £40.99 Add to Basket

Wild Peak: A Year in the Life of the Wildlife & Wildflowers of the Peak District National
Park (All Regions)
Byron Machin
The Peak District is England's most beautiful National Park. Its unique geology and rich human
history has led to the creation of an intricate series of habitats, home to very special wildlife and
wildflowers. In Wild Peak local naturalist and...

1 disc, runtime: 137 min | Seven Stones Publishing

DVD #236815 2017 £11.99 Add to Basket

The Hidden Ways
Scotland's Forgotten Roads
Alistair Moffat(Author)
In The Hidden Ways, Alistair Moffat traverses the lost paths of Scotland – its Roman roads
tramped by armies, its warpaths and pilgrim routes, drove roads and rail roads, turnpikes and
sea roads – in a bid to understand how our history...

320 pages | Canongate

Hardback #236852 Oct-2017 9781786891013 £14.99 Add to Basket

Whale in the Door
Re-Imagining Howe Sound
Pauline Le Bel(Author)
An exhilarating mix of natural history and personal exploration, Whale in the Door is a
passionate account of a woman's transformative experience of her adopted home. For
thousands of years, Howe Sound, an inlet in the Salish Sea provided...

216 pages | Caitlin Press

Paperback #236867 2017 9781987915488 £24.99 Add to Basket

Faune & Flore des Pyrénées [Wildlife of the Pyrenees]
David Guixé(Author), Toni Llobet(Illustrator)
This pocket guide is an ideal complement to any visit to the Pyrenees and will help you identify
much of the flora and fauna that you will come across. It describes not only the commonest and
most observable species but also some of the most singular...

144 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | BIOTOPE

Paperback #236894 2017 9782366621945 £42.50 Add to Basket

Galveston Bay
Sally E Antrobus(Author)
Galveston Bay is the recreational center of the Texas coast – a fishing, boating, and
birdwatching playground for the almost four million people who live on or near it. A shallow
estuary of about 350,000 acres, the bay supports a rich...

264 pages | 20 colour photos, 48 illustrations, 1 map | Texas A & M
University Press

Paperback #236945 2005 9781585444618 £21.50 Add to Basket

Hardback #236944 2005 9781585444601 £42.50 Add to Basket

Green Metropolis
The Extraordinary Landscapes of New York City as Nature, History, and Design
Elizabeth Barlow Rogers(Author), Tony Hiss(Preface By)
Elizabeth Barlow Rogers, the woman who launched the restoration of Central Park in the
1980s, now introduces us to seven remarkable green spaces in and around New York City,
giving us the history both natural and human of how they have been...

240 pages | illustrations | Knopf Publishing Group

Hardback #236957 2016 9781101875537 £28.99 Add to Basket

Windblown: Landscape, Legacy and Loss – The Great Storm of 1987
Tasmin Treverton-Jones(Author)
The Great Storm of 1987 is etched firmly into the national memory. Everyone who was there
that night remembers how hurricane force winds struck southern Britain without warning,
claiming eighteen lives, uprooting more than fifteen million trees and...

272 pages | Hodder & Stoughton

Hardback #236986 Oct-2017 9781473656987 £19.99 Add to Basket
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Botany & Plant Science

Wild Island
A Year in the Hebrides
Jane Smith(Author), Stuart Housden(Foreword By)
This is a book for anyone interested in wildlife, for art lovers, for tourists wanting a memento of
their holiday, for everyone who loves the west coast of Scotland. It depicts a year in the life of
Oronsay, a remote island that is farmed by the RSPB...

160 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Birlinn Publishing

Hardback #237018 2016 9781780272696 £19.99 Add to Basket

Thoreau at 200
Essays and Reassessments
Kristen Case(Editor), KP Van Anglen(Editor), Michael Schleifer(Foreword By)
Henry David Thoreau's thinking about a number of issues – including the relationship between
humans and other species, just responses to state violence, the threat posed to human
freedom by industrial capitalism, and the essential relation...

304 pages | 2 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #237022 2016 9781107094291 £74.99 Add to Basket

And Now, the Weather...
A Celebration of our National Obsession
Alison Maloney(Author)
Along with the fine art of queuing and proper tea, talking about the weather is the essence of
Britishness. We're all a little bit obsessed by it. Will it snow this Christmas? Was this year
really the warmest on record? And where on earth did...

224 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps, colour tables
| BBC Books

Hardback #237091 Sep-2017 9781785942822 £9.99 Add to Basket

Between Stony Brook Harbor Tides
The Natural History of a Long Island Pocket Bay
R Lawrence Swanson(Author), Malcolm J Bowman(Author)
Examines the ecological and historical significance of the harbor and what it can bring to future
residents.Stony Brook Harbor, or Three Sisters Harbor as it was known historically, is perhaps
the most pristine of the Long Island north shore pocket...

152 pages | 30 illustrations | Excelsior Editions

Paperback #237190 2016 9781438462349 £17.96 Add to Basket

Hardback #237188 2016 9781438462332 £32.25 Add to Basket

Exploring the Other Island
A Seasonal Guide to Nature on Long Island
John Turner(Author), Carl Safina(Preface By), Maria T Hoffman(Illustrator)
"A singularly effective guide. Inspired concept. Highly recommended!" George Plimpton noted
on the first edition of John Turner's classic guide to the natural world of Long Island. Now
Turner, one of New York's most knowledgeable...

272 pages | 80+ colour photos, 24 b/w illustrations | Harbor Electronic
Publishing

Paperback #237189 2017 9781932916348 £23.99 Add to Basket

Amazonian Ethnobotanical Dictionary
James A Duke(Author), Rodolfo Vásquez Martínez(Author)
The Amazonian Ethnobotanical Dictionary presents an exciting new rainforest book, designed
and conceived in the rainforest and dedicated to its preservation.Amazonian Ethnobotanical
Dictionary contains concise accounts of the various uses to which...

224 pages | illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #35268 1994 9780849336645 £126.00Add to Basket

Hardback #237235 Sep-2017 9781138407831 £145.00Add to Basket

Flora of Great Britain and Ireland, Volume 1
Peter Sell(Author), Gina Murrell(Author)
This definitive flora provides detailed accounts of the native species, naturalised species,
frequent garden escapes and casuals found in the British Isles, including some newly
described ones. Full keys and descriptions enable the user to name all...

600 pages | b/w line drawings | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #50851 Jan-2018 9780521553353 £125.00Add to Basket

Medicinal Plants of the World
An Illustrated Scientific Guide to Important Medicinal Plants and their Uses
Ben-Erik van Wyk(Author), Michael Wink(Author)
Medicinal plants and plant-derived medicine are widely used in traditional cultures all over the
world and they are becoming increasingly popular in modern society as natural alternatives to
synthetic chemicals. As more and more natural remedies are...

520 pages | colour photos | CABI Publishing

Hardback #237132 2017 9781786393258 £29.99 Add to Basket

Plant Systematics
Michael G Simpson(Author)
Plant Systematics, Third Edition has made substantial contributions to plant systematics
courses at the upper-undergraduate and first year graduate level with the first edition winning
The New York Botanical Garden's Henry Allan Gleason Award for...

896 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Academic Press

Paperback #236829 Jan-2018 9780128126288 £63.99 Add to Basket

Designing with Succulents
Debra Lee Baldwin(Author)
Succulents offer dazzling possibilities, requiring only minimal maintenance and very little water
to remain lush and alluring year-round. And no one knows them better than the Queen of
Succulents, Debra Lee Baldwin.This new, completely revised second...

356 pages | 400 colour photos | Timber Press

Hardback #236929 Sep-2017 9781604697087 £24.99 Add to Basket

The Wildlife Gardener
Kate Bradbury(Author), Julie Watson(Illustrator)
The Wildlife Gardener is a book which helps you to create wildlife habitats in your very own
garden, and is very handily split into sections on shelter, food and water. Kate gives advice on
the best nectar and pollen plants to grow, dos and...

144 pages | 150 photos and illustrations | White Owl (Pen & Sword
imprint)

Paperback #236762 Oct-2017 9781526712899 £16.99 Add to Basket

Mousses & Hépatiques de France: Manuel d'Identification des Espèces Communes
[Mosses and Liverworts of France: Handbook to Common Species Identification]
Vincent Hugonnot(Author), Jaoua Celle(Author), Florine Pépin(Author)
Bryophytes are found everywhere in France, from the plains to the highest peaks of the Alps
and the Pyrenees. They play an important role in many ecosystems, including peatlands and
forests, where they account for a very large share of biomass....

320 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour distribution
maps | BIOTOPE

Paperback #237200 2017 9782366621952 £44.99 Add to Basket
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Benmore Botanic Garden Guidebook
Anna Levin(Author), Fay Young(Author), Stephen Blackmore(Foreword By)
The definitive full-colour guide to Argyll's magnificent mountainside garden at the Royal
Botanic Garden Edinburgh. An essential companion to your visit and the perfect keepsake.

28 pages | colour photos | Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Paperback #235761 Dec-2017 9781910877197 £5.99 Add to Basket

The Diatom Flora of Australia, Volume 2: Diatoms in Tasmania
Taxonomy and Biogeography
Jacob John(Author)
Tasmania, the Island state of Australia, is well known for its mountains, plateaus, ridges and
valleys and its extensive river systems lakes and estuaries. The diatoms in the inland water
bodies in this remnant of Gondwanaland have been investigated,...

400 pages | colour & b/w photos | Koeltz Scientific Books

Hardback #234003 Sep-2017 9783946583103 £135.00Add to Basket

Atlas Florae Albanicae, Volume 1
Pteridophyta to Apiaceae
Jani Vangjeli(Author)
This atlas is the most comprehensive publication on the Albanian flora in English so far. Each
plant is presented by a colour photograph and an individual dot map showing the distribution
within Albania. Volume 1 deals with approximately 1700 species...

931 pages | ~1700 colour photos, ~1700 distribution maps | Koeltz
Scientific Books

Hardback #234776 2017 9783946583080 £230.00Add to Basket

Mushrooms of the Southeast
Todd F Elliott(Author), Steven L Stephenson(Author)
Mushrooms of the Southeast is a compact, beautifully illustrated guide packed with
descriptions and photographs of more than 400 of the region's most important mushrooms.
The geographic range covered by the book includes northern Florida,...

352 pages | colour photos | Timber Press

Paperback #236415 Jan-2018 9781604697308 £28.99 Add to Basket

Identifying Trees of the West
An All-Season Guide to Western North America
Lois Demarco(Author), Jay Mengel(Author)
Learn how to recognize trees you see every day by their bark; branching patterns; fruits,
flowers, or nuts; and overall appearance. Created for in-the-field or at-home use, Identifying
Trees of the West is an easy-to-use resource that covers every...

416 pages | 983 colour illustrations, 123 colour distribution maps |
Stackpole Books

Paperback #236661 2015 9780811714723 £19.95 Add to Basket

The Genus Boswellia
Preservation Through Horticulture
Jason Eslamieh(Author)
The Genus Boswellia: Preservation Through Horticulture, can be considered the second
edition of the Cultivation of Boswellia: Sacred Trees of Frankincense, originally published in
2011. This volume has been re-written to reach a diverse audience...

176 pages | colour photos | Jason Eslamieh (privately published)

Paperback #236681 2017 9781944255466 £135.00Add to Basket

Hardback #236682 2017 9781944255473 £145.00Add to Basket

Pictorial Flora of the Mani (3-Volume Set)
Roger Marchant(Author)
The Mani Peninsula in the Southern Peloponnese in Greece is an area with a rich and varied
flora contained within a small land area and includes many endemic species. This three-
volume pictorial flora is a unique publication which devotes a whole...

1459 pages | colour photos, colour maps | NatureFocus Publishing

Hardback #236711 Sep-2017 £180.00Add to Basket

Blodau Cymru: Cyflwyno Byd y Planhigion [Flowers of Wales: Introducing the World of
Plants]
Goronwy Wynne(Author)
An introduction to Welsh plants and flowers and their habitats, ecology, history and
characteristics. Included are chapters on each old Welsh county, i.e. their characterisctics and
special flowers, and clear guidance is given on how to learn more...

Y Lolfa Cyf

Hardback #236722 Oct-2017 9781784614249 £39.99 Add to Basket

Fencing Paradise
The Uses and Abuses of Plants
Richard Mabey(Author)
In this remarkable journal of visits to the Eden Project in Cornwall, Mabey transports his reader
from Cornwall to the Mediterranean to the Tropics, from Old World to New, from present to
personal memory, to new perspectives on our collective...

229 pages | b/w illustrations | Eden Project Books

Paperback #236723 2016 9781909513105 £7.50 Add to Basket

Plant Diversity of Assam
A Checklist of Angiosperms & Gymnosperms
Chandra Barooah(Editor), Iftikher Ahmed(Editor)
Plant Diversity of Assam contains brief notes on topography, soil, climate, vegetation, history of
botanical exploration and enumeration of angiosperms and gymnosperms of Assam. The taxa
are arranged in alphabetical order under each family with their...

599 pages | colour photos | Assam Science Technology and Environment
Council

Paperback #236729 2014 9788192380117 £72.99 Add to Basket

Hedera: The Complete Guide
Hugh A McAllister(Author), Rosalyn Marshall(Author), Josephine Hague(Illustrator), Alistair
Griffiths(Foreword By)
The second in the new series of RHS Horticultural Monographs, Hedera: The Complete Guide,
covers the surprisingly colourful diversity of ivy, from the 12 species to the extensive range of
cultivars ideal for gardens and urban environments:- All 12...

429 pages | 500+ colour photos and colour & b/w illustrations | Royal
Horticultural Society

Hardback #236730 2017 9781907057731 £39.99 Add to Basket

Slipper Orchids of the Tropical Americas
Phillip J Cribb(Author), Christopher Purver(Author), Carol Woodin(Illustrator), Stig
Dalström(Illustrator), Walter Hood Fitch(Illustrator), Matilda Smith(Illustrator), Everard Im
Thurn(Illustrator), Robert Schomburgk(Illustrator), Judi Stone(Illustrator), Paul
Harwood(Illustrator)
Slipper orchids are amongst the most popular of all cultivated orchids. They are widely grown
and have been hybridised for almost a century and a half. Slipper Orchids of the Tropical
Americas covers the tropical American species of three genera of...

281 pages | 36 plates with colour illustrations; 209 colour photos and b/w
line drawings, 34 colour distribution maps, 5 tables | Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew

Hardback #236735 2017 9789838121750 £89.99 Add to Basket
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Indigenous Knowledge Practices in Orchids
Syamali Chakrabarti(Author), DR Singh(Author), Tolety Janakiram(Author)
On the basis of various reports from the literature, this book elaborately describes the different
ways in which wild species of orchids are utilized by indigenous people in different countries of
the world.

173 pages | colour photos | Daya Publishing House

Hardback #236769 2017 9789351248514 £49.99 Add to Basket

Meconopsis for Gardeners
Christopher Grey-Wilson(Editor)
Meconopsis are the most beguiling of garden plants, captivating all who encounter them. In this
lavishly illustrated book, published by the Alpine Garden Society and The Meconopsis Group,
the world's leading growers explain how to select the best...

384 pages | colour photos | Alpine Garden Publications

Hardback #236790 2017 £51.99 Add to Basket

Conservation Methods for Terrestrial Orchids
Nigel Swarts(Author), Kingsley W Dixon(Author)
Orchids are unmatched in their floristic diversity, wide range of growth habitats, and, most
importantly, their unique and highly adapted biology and ecology. With terrestrial orchids now
among the worlds most threatened plants, the need for...

240 pages | 125 photos and illustrations, tables | J Ross Publishing Inc

Hardback #236793 Sep-2017 9781604271232 £49.95 Add to Basket

The Curious Observer's Guide to Slime Molds of UC Santa Cruz and Beyond
Carrie Niblett(Author)
In this book, naturalist, student and slime mould enthusiast Carrie Niblett provides background
information, photographs, diagrams and 22 species descriptions of slime moulds that can be
found on the UC Santa Cruz campus and in terrestrial ecosystems...

84 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Carrie Niblett (privately
published)

Paperback #236794 2017 9781547264599 £23.99 Add to Basket

Trees: South Florida and the Keys
A Field Guide to 180 Tree Species
Andrew K Koeser(Author), Melissa H Friedman(Author), Gitta Hasing(Author), Alan R
Franck(Author), Holly Finley(Author), Julie Schelb(Author)
This sturdy, pocket-sized field guide is designed for landscape professionals, arborists,
naturalists, gardeners, and anyone seeking to know the trees around them.Full color
photographs of leaves, bark, flowers and full trees, together with clear...

418 pages | 1000 colour photos, colour illustrations | University Press of
Florida

Hardback #236802 2017 9781683400158 £25.95 Add to Basket

The Orchid Hunter
A Young Botanist's Search for Happiness
Leif Bersweden(Author)
In the summer after leaving school, a young botanist sets out to fulfil a childhood dream – to
find every species of orchid native to the British Isles… He has just a few months to complete
his quest – no one has ever done it...

256 pages | Short Books

Paperback #236807 2017 9781780723341 £12.99 Add to Basket

European Tree Worker Handbook [English / Russian / Swedish]
European Arboricultural Council (EAC)(Author)
The European Tree Worker programme was developed between 1996–1999 within the
framework of the Leonardo-da-Vinci-Programme. The objective has been to harmonize the skill
level of the specialized field of tree care within a unified Europe....

188 pages | 145 b/w illustrations | Patzer Verlag

Hardback #236819 2016 9783876171425 £86.50 Add to Basket

Gardens for the Nation, 1994-2014
Serving and Supporting South Africa's Social and Economic Development for 20 years
Christopher K Willis(Author), Tanya Abrahamse(Foreword By)
Gardens for the Nation, 1994-2014 tells the story of South Africa's national botanical gardens
and their contributions to the country's social and economic development over the past 20
years, from 1994 to 2014. In 1994 SANBI managed a network...

78 pages | illustrations | South African National Biodiversity Institute
(SANBI Publishing)

Paperback #236840 1970 9781928224075 £14.99 Add to Basket

Flora and Vegetation of the Czech Republic
Milan Chytrý(Editor), Jiří Danihelka(Editor), Zdeněk Kaplan(Editor), Petr Pyšek(Editor)
This book provides basic information on the botanical diversity in the Czech Republic and
relates the patterns in flora and vegetation to environmental factors, biogeographical history
and human impact. Focusing on vascular plants, bryophytes and...

448 pages | 115 colour & 23 b/w illustrations and maps | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236880 Sep-2017 9783319631806 £126.50Add to Basket

Practical Handbook of the Biology and Molecular Diversity of Trichoderma Species from
Tropical Regions
Shafiquzzaman Siddiquee(Author)
This book analyses the right pathway to solve the controversial identifications of some
Trichoderma species on the basis of sampling procedures, slide culture techniques,
macroscopic and microscopic analysis, and molecular tools.Most species of the...

290 pages | 35 colour & 85 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236884 Dec-2017 9783319649450 £119.00Add to Basket

Basisgids Composieten [Basic Guide to Compositae]
Arie van den Bremer(Author)
Daisy and dandelion are two flower species belonging to the plant family Compositae or
Asteraceae, which will be familiar to most people. Some people will also recognize chamomile,
hawkweed, and thistles, which are genera with several species of...

160 pages | colour photos | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #236895 Oct-2017 9789050116121 £19.99 Add to Basket

Encyclopedia of Myriad Herbs: Medicinal Herbs in Tibetan medical Tradition (2-Volume
Set)
Tsering Norbu(Author), Thinley Choephel(Translated by), Tenzin Zompa(Translated by),
Tsering Samdup(Translated by)
These two books illustrate medicinal plants used in traditional Tibetan medician using 360
images and describes the concepts of "seven essential limbs of standardizing medicinal
plants" and of potency and quality of the five cosmo-physical...

412 pages | 350+ colour photos | Men-Tsee-Khang

Paperback #236900 2015 £92.99 Add to Basket
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Biology, Physiology and Molecular Biology of Weeds
Mithila Jugulam(Editor)
The book provides comprehensive information on a wide range of topics from biology,
physiology, genetics to the use of genomic tools in weed science. The book covers information
at a more advanced level than the previously published books in weed...

220 pages | 4 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Productivity Press

Hardback #236905 2017 9781498737111 £121.00Add to Basket

Agarwood: Science Behind the Fragrance
Rozi Mohamed(Editor)
This book gives readers new information to understand the mechanism of agarwood induction
and therefore eradicate the myths surrounding agarwood formation. One of the challenges in
conserving agarwood resources is species identification. In Agarwood:...

177 pages | 38 colour & 10 b/w illustrations, 40 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236908 2016 9789811008320 £99.99 Add to Basket

Basisgids Orchideeën [Basic Guide to Orchids]
CAJ Kreutz(Author)
This field guide covers all 55 orchid species found in the Benelux. The guide features a
number of short introductory chapters, a determination key, and identification part describing
and showing the species. Each species is given a two-page spread,...

144 pages | colour photos | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #236915 Oct-2017 9789050116015 £17.99 Add to Basket

Bamboo in North-East India
The Ecology, Economy, and Culture
SK Acharya(Author), Moumita Gupta(Author), A Biswas(Author), GC Mishra(Author)
With the brunt of climate change and the bite of global warming, the enormously rich
biodiversity of North-East India is getting exceedingly vulnerable to erosion, losses and
extinction. Anywhere in the world , the loss of biodiversity threatend...

171 pages | b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Krishi Sanskriti Publications

Paperback #236917 2015 9789385822001 £39.99 Add to Basket

Rhodolith/Maërl Beds
A Global Perspective
Rafael Riosmena-Rodriguez(Editor), Wendy Nelson(Editor), Julio Aguirre(Editor)
Rhodoliths are a group of benthic marine red algae that resemble coral. Rhodolith beds are
recognized internationally as a unique ecosystem, and they are the focus of this
interdisciplinary book. These marine beds occur worldwide, from the tropics to...

368 pages | 59 colour & 38 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236918 2016 9783319293134 £112.00Add to Basket

Die Flechten Deutschlands: Anleitung zur Kenntnis und Bestimmung der Deutschen
Flechten [The Lichens of Germany: Introduction to, and Identification of German
Lichens]
Paul Sydow(Author)
Reprint of this introduction to, and identification guide of German lichens, first published in
1887. Sydow (1851-1925) was a German mycologist and lichenologist.

376 pages | b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #236925 2017 9783642904585 £38.99 Add to Basket

Gardens of the High Line
Elevating the Nature of Modern Landscapes
Piet Oudolf(Author), Rick Darke(Illustrator), Robert Hammond(Introduction By)
Before it was restored, the High Line was an untouched, abandoned landscape overgrown with
wildflowers. Today it is much more than that; it's a central plaza, a cultural centre, a walkway,
and a green retreat in a bustling city that is free for...

320 pages | 400 colour photos | Timber Press

Paperback #236927 2017 9781604696998 £24.99 Add to Basket

Plantengallen [Plant Galls]
Arnold Grosscurt(Author)
Plantengallen provides information on the history, biology and ecology of plant galls and their
host plants. It extensively illustrates over 400 species of galls, caused by nematodes, bacteria,
aphids, psyllids, sawflies, chalcid wasps, gall midges,...

448 pages | colour photos | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #236932 2017 9789050116039 £44.99 Add to Basket

De Populier: Onze Volksboom in Nieuw Perspectief [The Poplar: Our National Tree in a
New Perspective]
Wim Huijser(Author)
The poplar is a quintessential part of the Dutch landscape. Wim Huijser, a poplar-aficionado,
has written this fascinating and diverse ode to this elegant tree. He draws up stories of
arborists, scientists, (landscape) architects, foresters, forest...

240 pages | colour photos | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #236933 Sep-2017 9789050116251 £22.99 Add to Basket

Biodiversity of Flowering Plants [of Kottayam]
VT Antony(Author), AN Henry(Author), Antony Kadavil(Author)
The District of Kottayam, in the Indian state of Kerala, naturally falls into three divisions, viz.
that of the lowlands, midlands and highlands. The topography of the district is highly
undulating with hills and valleys. The vegetation is...

383 pages | 10 plates with 56 colour photos; colour & b/w illustrations, 1
map | Sonali Publications

Hardback #236943 2011 9788184113785 £59.99 Add to Basket

Algal Flora of the Paddy Fields of Vidarbha Region Maharashtra
KJ Cherian(Author)
This book provides a glimpse into the biodiversity of soil algae of paddy field in Vidarbha
region of Maharashtra state. It gives a full proof technique of collection and cultivation of soil
algae. It helps the researchers in the identification of...

332 pages | illustrations, maps | Biotech Books India

Hardback #236953 2012 9788176222556 £32.99 Add to Basket

Manuale di Microscopia dei Funghi [Manual to Microscopy of Fungi]
Maria Teresa Basso(Author)
A manual about viewing (macro-)fungi using a microscope. It explains what chemicals or dyes
to use, and how to prepare them, and what amyloidity, cyanophily, and heterochromatic
structures are. All kinds of structures are described, like clamps,...

302 pages | 44 plates, 41 colour photos | Libreria Mykoflora

Hardback #236959 2005 9788887740011 £54.99 Add to Basket

Manuale di Microscopia dei Funghi, Volume 2 [Manual to Microscopy of Fungi, Volume
2]
Maria Teresa Basso(Author)
Volume 2 gives an overview of the families and genera of Agaricales, Boletales and
Russulales. The book is arranged by families and all genera are described in alphabetical
order. Systematic position, type species, species number, bibliography,...

582 pages | 278 colour photos, 114 b/w line drawings | Libreria Mykoflora

Hardback #236960 2012 9788887740028 £74.99 Add to Basket
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I Funghi dal Vero, Volume 1
Bruno Cetto(Author)
This is the second of a seven-volume work on fungi in Europe, originally published between
1975 and 1993. This series has become the standard work in Italy on mushrooms, in total
encompassing almost 5000 pages and over 3000 colour photos. It has...

693 pages | colour photos | Arti Grafiche Saturnia

Paperback #236961 1975 9788885013018 £26.99 Add to Basket

I Funghi dal Vero, Volume 2
Bruno Cetto(Author)
This is the second of a seven-volume work on fungi in Europe, originally published between
1975 and 1993. This series has become the standard work in Italy on mushrooms, in total
encompassing almost 5000 pages and over 3000 colour photos. It has...

757 pages | colour photos | Arti Grafiche Saturnia

Paperback #236962 1978 9788885013032 £26.99 Add to Basket

I Funghi dal Vero, Volume 3
Bruno Cetto(Author)
This is the third of a seven-volume work on fungi in Europe, originally published between 1975
and 1993. This series has become the standard work in Italy on mushrooms, in total
encompassing almost 5000 pages and over 3000 colour photos. It has been...

659 pages | colour photos | Arti Grafiche Saturnia

Paperback #236963 1979 9788885013056 £26.99 Add to Basket

I Funghi dal Vero, Volume 4
Bruno Cetto(Author)
This is the fourth of a seven-volume work on fungi in Europe, originally published between
1975 and 1993. This series has become the standard work in Italy on mushrooms, in total
encompassing almost 5000 pages and over 3000 colour photos. It has been...

693 pages | colour photos | Arti Grafiche Saturnia

Paperback #236964 1983 9788885013254 £27.99 Add to Basket

I Funghi dal Vero, Volume 5
Bruno Cetto(Author)
This is the fifth of a seven-volume work on fungi in Europe, originally published between 1975
and 1993. This series has become the standard work in Italy on mushrooms, in total
encompassing almost 5000 pages and over 3000 colour photos. It has been...

725 pages | colour photos | Arti Grafiche Saturnia

Hardback #236965 1986 9788885013377 £27.99 Add to Basket

I Funghi dal Vero, Volume 6
Bruno Cetto(Author)
This is the sixth of a seven-volume work on fungi in Europe, originally published between 1975
and 1993. This series has become the standard work in Italy on mushrooms, in total
encompassing almost 5000 pages and over 3000 colour photos. It has been...

723 pages | colour photos | Arti Grafiche Saturnia

Paperback #236966 1989 9788885013469 £27.99 Add to Basket

I Funghi dal Vero, Volume 7
Bruno Cetto(Author)
This is the final volume of a seven-volume work on fungi in Europe, originally published
between 1975 and 1993. This series has become the standard work in Italy on mushrooms, in
total encompassing almost 5000 pages and over 3000 colour photos....

757 pages | colour photos | Arti Grafiche Saturnia

Paperback #236967 1993 9788885013575 £31.99 Add to Basket

Die Gattung Ramaria in Deutschland: Monografie zur Gattung Ramaria in Deutschland
mit Bestimmungsschlüssel zu den Europäischen Arten [The Genus Ramaria in
Germany: Monograph to the Genus Ramaria in Germany with Identification Keys to
European Species]
Josef Christan(Author)
The genus Ramaria comprises approximately 200 species of coral fungi. This monograph
describes all German species and also includes a bilingual identification key to all European
species.

352 pages | 169 colour photos, 181 b/w line drawings | IHW Verlag

Hardback #236968 2008 9783930167715 £116.00Add to Basket

Guida alla Determinazione dei Funghi, Volume 2 [Guide to the Identification of Fungi,
Volume 2]
Aphyllophorales, Heterobasidiomycetes, Gastromycetes
Walter Jülich(Author), Bruno Cetto(Editor), F Ossi(Translated by), R Ossi Cetto(Translated by)
This is an Italian translation of Kleine Kryptogamenflora von Mitteleuropa, Band 2b/1:
Basidiomyceten - Die Nichtbätterpilze, Gallertpilze und Bauchpilze and deals with the orders
Aphyllophorales, Heterobasidiomycetes, and Gastromycetes.

597 pages | colour photos | Arti Grafiche Saturnia

Paperback #236969 1989 9788885013483 £45.99 Add to Basket

Guida alla Determinazione dei Funghi, Volume 1 [Guide to the Identification of Fungi,
Volume 1]
Polyporales, Boletales, Agaricales, Russulales
Meinhard Moser(Author), A Gunschler(Translated by)
This is an Italian translation of Kleine Kryptogamenflora von Mitteleuropa, Band 2b/2:
Basidiomyceten - Die Röhrlinge und Blätterpilze, and deals with the orders Polyporales,
Boletales, Agaricales, and Russulales.

586 pages | colour photos | Arti Grafiche Saturnia

Paperback #236970 1986 9788885013117 £48.99 Add to Basket

Myxomycetes of Ohio
Their Systematics, Biology, and Use in Teaching
Harold W Keller(Author), Karl L Braun(Author)
Detailed history of the research of slime moulds in Ohio, including species descriptions.

182 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Ohio Biological Survey

Spiralbound #236972 1999 9780867271331 £48.99 Add to Basket

I Funghi delle Pinete delle Zone Mediterranee, Volume 2 [Mushrooms of the Pine Forest
of the Mediterranean, Volume 2]
Adler Zuccherelli(Author)
In this work, each mushroom is described in an exhaustive but accesible way, suitable for both
enthusiasts and the more scientifically-inclined reader. Information is provided on identification
and edibility. Each description includes a colour photo...

400 pages | 500 colour photos | Longo Editore Ravenna

Hardback #236976 2006 9788880634478 £47.99 Add to Basket
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Carnivorous Plants
Physiology, Ecology, and Evolution
Aaron M Ellison(Editor), Lubomír Adamec(Editor)
Carnivorous plants have fascinated botanists, evolutionary biologists, ecologists, physiologists,
developmental biologists, anatomists, horticulturalists, and the general public for centuries.
Charles Darwin was the first scientist to demonstrate...

544 pages | 110 illustrations | Oxford University Press

Hardback #236979 Jan-2018 9780198779841 £84.99 Add to Basket

The Great Broad Walk Borders
Richard Wilford(Author)
Opened in the summer of 2016 and stretching 320 metres along either side of the Broad Walk
path at Kew Gardens, the Great Broad Walk Borders are the longest double herbaceous
borders in the country. They are planted for summer colour to create a...

32 pages | colour photos | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Paperback #236991 2016 9781842466322 £3.99 Add to Basket

Bryoflora of Amarkantak and Achanakmar Sanctuary of Central India
Ritu Kapoor, Virendra Nath and AK Asthana
This book is an important contribution to Indian bryofloristics. Central India has been neglected
by Indian bryologists, hence the present contribution is a worthy addition to our existing
knowledge. The book covers the bryophytes of Amarkantak of...

237 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Bishen Singh
Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #236994 2017 9788121107778 £45.99 Add to Basket

Flora Algarum Marinarum Sinicarum, Tomus 1: Cyanophyta [Chinese]
Xia Bangmei(Author)
This book systematically summarizes the research results on marine cyanobacteria in China,
and their taxonomy. Volume 1, dealing with Cyanophyta, describes 1 class, 4 orders, 22
families (including 13 subfamilies), 53 genera, and 123 species...

208 pages | b/w line drawings | Science Press

Hardback #236995 2017 9787030533616 £59.99 Add to Basket

Flora Algarum Sinicarum Aquae Dulcis (20-Volume Set) [Chinese]
This set bundles volumes 1 to 20 of the Flora Algarum Sinicarum Aquae Dulcis, which
describes freshwater algae of China.

Science Press

Hardback #236996 2017 9787030519191 £755.00Add to Basket

Japanese Gardens and Landscapes, 1650-1950
Wybe Kuitert(Author)
Moss, stone, trees, and sand arranged in striking or natural-looking compositions: the tradition
of establishing and refining the landscape has been the work of Japanese gardeners and
designers for centuries. In Japanese Gardens and Landscapes,...

384 pages | 140 colour photos, 49 b/w illustrations | University of
Pennsylvania Press

Hardback #237005 2017 9780812244748 £57.99 Add to Basket

Home Gardeners Pests and Diseases
David Squire(Author)
All gardeners know the disappointment of finding their flowers nibbled, or their prized produce
riddled with rust. Armed with this essential guide, which helps you identify, target, and banish
the likely culprits, you can stop the destruction. Get...

80 pages | colour photos | Creative Homeowner Press

Paperback #237007 2016 9781580117791 £4.99 Add to Basket

Nature Design
From Inspiration to Innovation
Museum für Gestaltung Zürich(Editor), Angeli Sachs(Editor), Barry Bergdoll(Contributor), Dario
Gamboni(Contributor), Philip Ursprung(Contributor)
Nature has always been a source of inspiration for the design of the human environment, but in
recent years this relationship has grown even more intense. "Nature as model" has influenced
the most diverse possible concepts and developmental...

320 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Lars Müller
Publishers

Paperback #237008 2007 9783037780985 £14.99 Add to Basket

Fleurs et Plantes Sauvages De la Région Boréale du Québec et de l'Ontario [Wild
Flowers and Plants of the Boreal Region of Quebec and Ontario]
Guy Pinard(Author)
Here is an identification guide that takes you to the boreal to present the plants in their natural
environment. Discover more than 255 species that flourish in this vast region of Quebec and
Ontario. An overview of the different environments is made...

280 pages | colour photos | Les Éditions Véritas Québec

Paperback #237026 2017 9782895712282 £64.99 Add to Basket

Flowering Garden Trees [of India]
Bimaldas Chowdhury(Author), Balai Lal Jana(Author)
All flowering garden trees can be of help to humans in survival, giving him food, fuel, shelter
and herbal medicine since before the dawn of civilisation. The need for more and more land for
food, houses, and for food, compounded with the fast...

185 pages | colour photos | Pointer Publishers

Paperback #237040 2014 9788171327805 £42.99 Add to Basket

A Californian's Guide to the Trees Among Us
Matt Ritter(Author), Peter H Raven(Foreword By)
We bring the strength and beauty of the natural world into our urban landscapes by planting
trees, and California is blessed with a rich horticultural history, visible in an abundance of
cultivated trees that enrich our lives with extraordinary...

192 pages | 550 colour photos and colour illustrations | Heyday Books

Paperback #237071 2011 9781597141475 £19.99 Add to Basket

Plant Responses to Air Pollution
Umesh Chandra Kulshrestha(Editor), Pallavi Saxena(Editor)
This book focuses upon air pollution, types of air pollutants and their impact on plant
physiological and biochemical systems. Plant Responses to Air Pollution begins with a brief
background on air pollution and continues with a discussion on...

203 pages | 28 colour & 19 b/w illustrations, 20 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237079 2016 9789811011993 £99.99 Add to Basket

A Brief History of Trees
Gertrude Briggs(Author)
A biography of the tree in history, legend and literature, told with charm and wit and illustrated
throughout with noteworthy and intriguing images of 100 tree varieties. Contains a wealth of
little-known, intriguing facts about trees, from acacia,...

368 pages | illustrations | Max Press

Hardback #237089 Sep-2017 9781906251871 £12.99 Add to Basket
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Animal & General Biology

The Plants of Jordan
An Annotated Checklist
Hatem Taifour(Author), Ahmad El-Oqlah(Author), Shahina A Ghazanfar(Editor), H. H. Princess
Basma Bint Ali(Foreword By)
This is the first up to date and comprehensive checklist of the vascular plants of Jordan. The
Plants of Jordan covers 112 families and all species (including ferns and gymnosperms)
recorded for Jordan, with at least one specimen for each species...

162 pages | 3 colour & 1 b/w map | Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

Paperback #237099 2017 9781842466414 £69.99 Add to Basket

Flowers of Kas
Field Guide to 175 Flowers of Kas Plateau, the World Natural Heritage
Shrikant Ingalhalikar(Author)
Kas is a hot spot of natural beauty situated 25 km west of Satara off the Mumbai–Bangalore
highway in Western Ghats, India. The spectacle of flowering plants at Kas Plateau has earned
this location the prestige of World Natural Heritage from...

96 pages | colour photos, colour map | Corolla Publications

Paperback #237103 2012 £18.99 Add to Basket

Forest Trees of Southern Thailand, Volume 2
Euphorbiaceae to Menispermaceae
Simon Gardner(Author), Pindar Sidisunthorn(Author), Kongkanda Chayamarit(Author),
Timothy Utteridge(Contributor)
Southern Thailand has one of the richest tree floras in the world and contains 75% off all native
trees found in Thailand. This series will cover 2400 species over three volumes, including over
90% of wild trees known from the region. Two thirds of...

782 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | White Lotus

Hardback #237122 2016 9786167150543 £165.00Add to Basket

Common Medicinal Plants of Portland, Jamaica
Summer Austin(Editor), Michael B Thomas(Editor), Lee Harris(Contributor), Lloyd G
Henry(Contributor)
Common Medicinal Plants of Portland, Jamaica has been designed as a field guide for the
identification of some of the most common medicinal plants encountered in Jamaica. It is based
on the traditional knowledge of collaborating Maroon herbalists who...

114 pages | b/w illustrations | Centre for International Ethnomedicinal
Education

Paperback #237123 2010 9780972959407 £18.99 Add to Basket

The Encyclopedia of Spices and Herbs
An Essential Guide to the Flavors of the World
Padma Lakshmi(Author), Judith Sutton(Contributor), Kalustayn's(Contributor)
From the Emmy-nominated host of the award-winning Top Chef, an A-to-Z compendium of
spices, herbs, salts, peppers, and blends, with beautiful photography and a wealth of
explanation, history, and cooking advice.Award-winning cookbook author and...

352 pages | Ecco Press

Hardback #237126 2016 9780062375230 £24.99 Add to Basket

Domestication of Radiata Pine
Rowland Burdon(Author), William Libby(Author), Alan Brown(Author)
In nature, radiata pine is very localised and an obscure tree species despite the romantic
character of much of its natural habitat. That obscure status and the lack of any reputation as a
virgin timber slowed its due recognition as a commercial...

430 pages | 71 colour & 20 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237140 Oct-2017 9783319650173 £119.00Add to Basket

Orchids, a Colombian Treasure / Orquideas, Tesoro de Colombia: Volume 1: A - D
Pedro Ortiz Valdivieso(Author), Carlos Uribe Vélez(Author)
This series, to be published in three volumes, deals with 3848 species, including 3 newly
discovered species. Morphology, ecology, habitats, classification, polinization, etc. are given for
each species. A glossary of Spanish and English terms is...

398 pages | colour photos | Da Vinci Publicidad y Medios

Hardback #237148 2014 9789584653291 £282.00Add to Basket

Weed Flora at a Glance
P Leela Rani(Author) et al
This short field guide gives an introduction to the weedy flora of India.

38 pages | colour photos | AICRP on Weed Management, Professor
Jayashankar Telangana State Agricultural University

Paperback #237201 2015 £17.99 Add to Basket

The Genus Sloanea (Elaeocarpaceae) in America
Terence D Pennington(Author), Rosemary Wise(Author)
Pennington's monograph includes notes on taxonomic history, morphology and phylogeny,
identification keys to the species in the various geographical regions where they occur,
comprehensive descriptions of the individual species, an extensive list...

432 pages | b/w line drawings, b/w distribution maps | David Hunt
(privately published)

Wise Trees
Diane Cook(Illustrator), Len Jenshel(Illustrator), Verlyn Klinkenborg(Introduction By)
Leading landscape photographers Diane Cook and Len Jenshel present Wise Trees – a
stunning photography book containing more than 50 historical trees with remarkable stories
from around the world.Supported by grants from the Expedition Council...

192 pages | 93 colour photos | Abrams

Hardback #237230 Oct-2017 9781419727009 £29.99 Add to Basket

Joseph Banks' Florilegium
Botanical Treasures from Cook's First Voyage
Mel Gooding(Author), David J Mabberley(Author), Joseph Studholme(Afterword by)
Joseph Banks accompanied Captain Cook on his first voyage round the world from 1768 to
1771. A gifted and wealthy young naturalist, Banks collected exotic flora from Madeira, Brazil,
Tierra del Fuego, the Society Islands, New Zealand, Australia and...

320 pages | 181 colour & b/w illustrations | Thames & Hudson

Hardback #237246 Oct-2017 9780500519363 £64.99 Add to Basket

Animal Locomotion
Andrew A Biewener(Author), Sheila Patek(Author)
This book examines how animals move, comparing running, swimming and flying and in doing
so, it examines the common principles of design and movement that animals have evolved to
move through very different physical environments.

304 pages | illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #237158 Nov-2017 9780198743163 £34.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #237159 Nov-2017 9780198743156 £74.99 Add to Basket
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Veterinary Medicine: A Textbook of the Diseases of Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Pigs and
Goats (2-Volume Set)
Peter D Constable(Author), Kenneth W Hinchcliff(Author), Stanley H Done(Author), Walter
Grünberg(Author)
Veterinary Medicine is a comprehensive textbook of the diseases of cattle, horses, sheep, pigs
and goats that addresses the needs of both students and large/mixed animal veterinary
practitioners. It has come to be extensively used as a reference by...

2278 pages | ~150 colour illustrations | Saunders

Hardback #237177 2016 9780702052460 £164.99Add to Basket

The Developing Genome
An Introduction to Behavioral Epigenetics
David S Moore(Author)
Why do we grow up to look, act, and feel as we do? Through most of the twentieth century,
scientists and laypeople answered this question by referring to two factors alone: our
experiences and our genes. But recent discoveries about how genes work...

320 pages | illustrations | Oxford University Press USA

Paperback #237120 2017 9780190675653 £12.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #221728 2015 9780199922345 £25.99 Add to Basket

How Emotions are Made
The Secret Life of the Brain
Lisa Feldman Barrett(Author)
Emotions feel automatic, like uncontrollable reactions to things we think and experience.
Scientists have long supported this assumption by claiming that emotions are hardwired in the
body or the brain. Today, however, the science of emotion is in...

448 pages | Pan Macmillan

Paperback #237238 Jan-2018 9781509837526 £9.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #235604 2017 9781509837496 £18.99 Add to Basket

Five Constraints on Predicting Behavior
Jerome Kagan(Author)
A distinguished psychologist considers five conditions that constrain inferences about the
relation between brain activity and psychological processes.Scientists were unable to study the
relation of brain to mind until the invention of technologies...

256 pages | MIT Press

Hardback #236664 Sep-2017 9780262036528 £24.95 Add to Basket

Landscapes of Collectivity in the Life Sciences
Snait B Gissis(Editor), Ehud Lamm(Editor), Ayelet Shavit(Editor)
A broad perspective on collectivity in the life sciences, from microorganisms to human
consensus, and the theoretical and empirical opportunities and challenges.Many researchers
and scholars in the life sciences have become increasingly critical of...

408 pages | 40 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #236667 Dec-2017 9780262036856 £49.95 Add to Basket

Is That Fish in Your Tomato?
The Fact and Fiction of GM Foods
Rebecca Nesbit(Author)
What is genetic modification? What does it truly mean for us and the world around us? What
are the risks and benefits? And, what's more, how does it even work?The facts about GM are
few and far between, but opinions from both sides of the debate...

310 pages | b/w illustrations | Ockham Publishing

Paperback #236693 2017 9781910780169 £14.99 Add to Basket

How to Code a Human
Kat Arney(Author)
What is a genetic superhero and could you be one? Is all your DNA important or is a load of it
just junk? Can genetics inform your love life, your mental health and your ability to grow a tail?
How to Code a Human takes you on a mind-bending journey...

192 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Andre Deutsch

Hardback #236696 2017 9780233005171 £16.99 Add to Basket

Inside Animal Hearts and Minds
Bears That Count, Goats That Surf, and Other True Stories of Animal Intelligence and Emotion
Belinda Recio(Author), Jonathan Balcombe(Foreword By)
As Charles Darwin suggested more than a century ago, the differences between animals and
humans are "one of degree and not of kind". Not long ago, ethologists denied that animals had
emotions or true intelligence. Now, we know that rats...

176 pages | illustrations | Skyhorse Publishing

Hardback #236761 2017 9781510718944 £16.99 Add to Basket

Tamed & Untamed
Close Encounters of the Animal Kind
Sy Montgomery(Author), Elizabeth Marshall Thomas(Author), Vicki Constantine
Croke(Foreword By)
This entertaining and inspiring collection explores the minds, lives, and mysteries of animals
as diverse as house cats, hawks, sharks, octopuses, dogs, lions, and even snailsIn this, their
first joint book venture, celebrated animal writers Sy...

224 pages | Chelsea Green

Paperback #236795 Sep-2017 9781603587556 £13.99 Add to Basket

The Runaway Species
How Human Creativity Remakes the World
David Eagleman(Author), Anthony Brandt(Author)
Our relentless drive to create makes us unique among living creatures. What is special about
the human brain that enables us to innovate? Why don't cows choreograph dances? Why don't
squirrels build elevators to their treetops? Why don't...

304 pages | Canongate

Hardback #236803 Oct-2017 9780857862068 £19.99 Add to Basket

Your Brain Knows More Than You Think
The New Frontiers of Neuroplasticity
Niels Birbaumer(Author), Jörg Zittlau(Author), David Shaw(Translated by)
Our brains are more powerful than we ever realised. Too often, we assume that people's
natures are fixed, immutable. For sufferers of depression, anxiety, ADHD, addiction, or the
after-effects of stroke, this can be a difficult thought. For those...

272 pages | Scribe Publications

Paperback #236858 Sep-2017 9781911344384 £14.99 Add to Basket

Rumenology
Danilo Domingues Millen(Editor), Mario De Beni Arrigoni(Editor), Rodrigo Dias Lauritano
Pacheco(Editor)
Rumenology combines information about the behaviour that allowed ruminants to survive and
to evolve on Earth: the rumen. Furthermore, the reader will find aspects involving rumen
anatomy, physiology, microbiology, fermentation, metabolism,...

314 pages | 49 colour & 18 b/w illustrations, 43 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236907 2016 9783319305318 £117.00Add to Basket
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Evolutionary Biology

The River of Consciousness
Oliver Sacks(Author)
In his previous books, Oliver Sacks had addressed questions of the brain and mind through
the lens of case histories of individuals with neurological disorders. Recently, however, he had
been reflecting on his experiences with such patients in the...

256 pages | Picador

Hardback #236989 Oct-2017 9781447263647 £18.99 Add to Basket

Acid-Base Balance and Nitrogen Excretion in Invertebrates
Mechanisms and Strategies in Various Invertebrate Groups with Considerations of Challenges
Caused by Ocean Acidification
Dirk Weihrauch(Editor), Michael O’Donnell(Editor)
This textbook provides a comprehensive overview on the diverse strategies invertebrate
animals have developed for nitrogen excretion and maintenance of acid-base balance and
summarizes the most recent findings in the field, obtained by...

306 pages | 25 colour & 38 b/w illustrations, 25 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237076 2016 9783319396156 £63.99 Add to Basket

Biocommunication of Archaea
Günther Witzany(Author)
Archaea represent a third domain of life with unique properties not found in the other domains.
Archaea actively compete for environmental resources. They perceive themselves and can
distinguish between 'self' and 'non-self'. They...

300 pages | 46 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237142 Oct-2017 9783319655352 £117.00Add to Basket

Breasts: A Natural and Unnatural History
Florence Williams(Author)
An engaging narrative about an incredible, life-giving organ and its imperiled modern fate.Did
you know that breast milk contains substances similar to cannabis? Or that it's sold on the
Internet for 262 times the price of oil? Feted and...

352 pages | 12 illustrations | W.W. Norton & Co.

Paperback #237173 2013 9780393345070 £12.99 Add to Basket

Waarom je Hond Geen Fruit Hoeft te Eten: Huis-, Tuin- en Keukenverhalen over DNA
[Why Your Dog Doesn't Need to Eat Fruit: Everyday Stories about DNA]
Ken Kraaijeveld(Author)
DNA, the hereditary code, is the basis of every living organism. Our knowledge in this area is
advancing by leaps and bounds, but is poorly accessible to non-biologists. This book was
written to change that. Using numerous examples, Ken Kraaijeveld...

160 pages | colour illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #237179 Oct-2017 9789050115841 £17.99 Add to Basket

Non-Coding RNAs and Inter-Kingdom Communication
Ana Lúcia Leitão(Editor), Francisco J Enguita(Editor)
Non-coding RNAs and Inter-Kingdom Communication presents a state-of-the-art compilation of
articles on the role of non-coding RNAs as pivotal molecules for establishing functional
relationships between different organisms. It also describes how...

251 pages | 33 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237182 2016 9783319394947 £117.00Add to Basket

The Gene
From Genetics to Postgenomics
Hans-Jörg Rheinberger(Author), Staffan Müller-Wille(Author), Adam Bostanci(Translated by)
Few concepts played a more important role in twentieth-century life sciences than that of the
gene. Yet at this moment, the field of genetics is undergoing radical conceptual transformation,
and some scientists are questioning the very usefulness of...

176 pages | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #237220 Oct-2017 9780226510002 £18.99 Add to Basket

Britain: A Genetic Journey
Alistair Moffat(Author)
Based on exciting new research involving the largest sampling of DNA ever made in Britain,
Alistair Moffat, author of the bestselling The Scots: A Genetic Journey, shows how all of us who
live on these islands are immigrants. The last ice age erased...

304 pages | 157 plates with 1280 colour photos; colour photos, b/w
illustrations | Birlinn Publishing

Paperback #236719 2017 9781780274638 £9.99 Add to Basket

Cultural Evolution
Conceptual Challenges
Tim Lewens(Author)
Tim Lewens aims to understand what it means to take an evolutionary approach to cultural
change, and why it is that this approach is often treated with suspicion. Convinced of the
exceptional power of natural selection, many thinkers –...

192 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #237166 Oct-2017 9780198801191 £16.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #221992 2015 9780199674183 £29.99 Add to Basket

Evolution of Venomous Animals and Their Toxins
P Gopalakrishnakone(Editor), Anita Malhotra(Editor)
Evolution of Venomous Animals and Their Toxins contains a section on the wider evolutionary
context of venom in animals, the molecular evolutionary processes involved in generating
diversity, and the concept of venom evolution as being driven by an...

446 pages | 66 colour & 23 b/w illustrations, 62 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236259 2017 9789400764576 £179.50Add to Basket

Language in Our Brain
The Origins of a Uniquely Human Capacity
Angela D Friederici(Author), Noam Chomsky(Foreword By)
A comprehensive account of the neurobiological basis of language, arguing that species-
specific brain differences may be at the root of the human capacity for language.Language
makes us human. It is an intrinsic part of us, although we seldom think...

288 pages | 61 colour illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #236665 Nov-2017 9780262036924 £37.95 Add to Basket

The Scots
A Genetic Journey
Alistair Moffat(Author)
History has always mattered to Scots, and rarely more so than now at the outset of a new
century, after more than ten years of a new parliament and the new census of 2011. An almost
limitless archive of our history lies hidden inside our bodies and...

272 pages | 8 plates with colour illustrations | Birlinn Publishing

Paperback #236717 2017 9781780274447 £9.99 Add to Basket
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Ecology

The Earliest Europeans - A Year in the Life
Survival Strategies in the Lower Palaeolithic
Robert T Hosfield(Author)
The Earliest Europeans explores the early origins of man in Europe through the perspective of
'a year in the life': how hominins in the Lower Palaeolithic coped with the year-round practical
challenges of mid-latitude Europe with its...

160 pages | b/w illustrations | Oxbow Books

Paperback #236770 Dec-2017 9781785707612 £15.99 Add to Basket

Quirks of Human Anatomy
An Evo-Devo Look at the Human Body
Lewis I Held, Jr.(Author)
With the emergence of the new field of evolutionary developmental biology we are witnessing a
renaissance of Darwin's insights 150 years after his On the Origin of Species. Thus far, the
exciting findings from 'evo-devo' have only been...

274 pages | 24 b/w illustrations, 3 tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #236792 2009 9780521732338 £29.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236791 2009 9780521518482 £87.99 Add to Basket

Principles of Evolution
Systems, Species, and the History of Life
Jonathan Bard(Author)
Principles of Evolution covers all aspects of the subject. Following an introductory section that
provides necessary background, it has chapters on the evidence for evolution that cover the
fossil record, DNA-sequence homologies, and protein...

392 pages | 13 b/w photos, 72 b/w illustrations, 20 tables | Garland
Science

Paperback #236906 2016 9780815345398 £51.99 Add to Basket

Empire Biota
Taxonomy and Evolution
Bernard Pelletier(Author)
A comprehensive account of taxonomy; including historical overviews; the first cladistic
analyses of bacteria based on classical evidence; the most comprehensive cladistic analyses
of eukaryotes based on classical evidence, cladograms, tables and...

352 pages | b/w illustrations | Bernard Pelletier (privately published)

Paperback #236924 2016 9781329874008 £19.99 Add to Basket

Tamed: Ten Species that Changed our World
Alice Roberts(Author)
For hundreds of thousands of years, our ancestors depended on wild plants and animals for
survival. They were hunter-gatherers, consummate foraging experts, but taking the world as
they found it. Then a revolution occurred – our ancestors'...

400 pages | Hutchinson

Hardback #236988 Oct-2017 9781786330611 £15.99 Add to Basket

Challenging the Modern Synthesis
Adaptation, Development, and Inheritance
Philippe Huneman(Editor), Denis M Walsh(Editor)
Since its origin in the early 20th century, the Modern Synthesis theory of evolution has grown
to become the orthodox view on the process of organic evolution. Its central defining feature is
the prominence it accords to genes in the explanation of...

352 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #237059 Sep-2017 9780199377176 £47.99 Add to Basket

Animal Kingdom
A History in 100 Objects
Jack Ashby(Author)
Life on earth has existed for 500 million years. In that time, the evolution and natural selection
of species has formed a diversity of life rich in incredible methods of survival, reproduction and
adaption. From penis worms, which existed 508...

328 pages | 178 colour illustrations | The History Press

Hardback #237243 Oct-2017 9780750981521 £24.99 Add to Basket

David Attenborough's Natural Curiosities Series 3 (Region 2)
Sir David Attenborough(Presenter)
In this 6-part series, David Attenborough reveals the most intriguing animals he's met during
his incomparable career. Each 30-minute episode features two species connected by a
distinctive evolutionary quirk. Our planet is populated with amazing...

1 disc, runtime: 180 min, aspect ratio: 16:9, rating: E | Spirit
Entertainment Limited

DVD #237251 2016 DV001475219V £15.98 Add to Basket

David Attenborough's Natural Curiosities Series 4 (Region 2)
Sir David Attenborough(Presenter)
All six episodes from the fourth series of the documentary presented by esteemed British
naturalist David Attenborough exploring some of the natural world's greatest curiosities. Among
the issues examined by Attenborough are hybrid animals, the...

1 disc, runtime: 180 min, aspect ratio: 16:9, rating: E | Dazzler

DVD #237253 2017 DAZD0368 £25.98 Add to Basket

Ecology
William D Bowman(Author), Sally D Hacker(Author), Michael L Cain(Author)
The new fourth edition of Ecology maintains its focus on providing an easy-to-read and well-
organized text for instructors and students to explore the basics of ecology. This edition also
continues with an increasing emphasis on enhancing student...

688 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour tables | Sinauer
Associates

Hardback #236838 2017 9781605356181 £55.99 Add to Basket

The Aliens Among Us
How Invasive Species are Transforming the Planet – and Ourselves
Leslie Anthony(Author)
From an award-winning adventure and science journalist comes an eye-opening exploration of
a burgeoning environmental phenomenon and the science coalescing around it. Leslie
Anthony leads readers on adventures physical and philosophical as he...

320 pages | 45 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #235241 Jan-2018 9780300208900 £24.99 Add to Basket

Metacommunity Ecology
Mathew A Leibold(Author), Jonathan M Chase(Author)
Metacommunity ecology links smaller-scale processes that have been the provenance of
population and community ecology – such as birth-death processes, species interactions,
selection, and stochasticity – with larger-scale issues such as...

432 pages | 97 b/w illustrations, 11 tables | Princeton University Press

Hardback #236320 Nov-2017 9780691049168 £54.95 Add to Basket
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Habitats, Ecosystems & Natural Spaces

Vorratsschädlinge Und Hausungeziefer: Bestimmungstabellen für Mitteleuropa [House
and Storage Pests: Identification Tables for Central Europe]
Herbert Weidner(Author), Udo Sellenschlo(Author)
A natural and environmentally conscious control of house and storage pests must be specific to
the species. Only in this way can poisons be used or avoided, and can they be replaced by
biological control or preventive measures. With the aid of a...

340 pages | 260 colour & b/w illustrations, tables | SpringerSpektrum
(formarely Spektrum Akademischer Verlag)

Hardback #236938 2010 9783827424068 £57.99 Add to Basket

People, Plants and Protected Areas
A Guide to In Situ Management
John Tuxill(Author), Gary Paul Nabhan(Author), Pierre Lasserre(Foreword By)
First published as Plants and Protected Areas by Nelson ThornesConservation of plant
resources is often focused on seed banks and botanical gardens. However, the two authors of
People, Plants and Protected Areas present a comprehensive conservation...

248 pages | b/w photos, illustrations, tables | Earthscan

Paperback #116087 2001 9781853837821 £34.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #237237 2017 9781138407114 £145.00Add to Basket

Ecology, Uncertainty and Policy
Managing Ecosystems for Sustainability
John W Handmer(Editor), TW Norton(Editor), SR Dovers(Editor)
A broad and comprehensive exploration of the role of the ecological sciences in sustainability
for undergraduates.The urgent quest for more sustainable patterns of development has placed
new and difficult demands on both scientists and policy makers...

320 pages | Tabs | Routledge

Paperback #123017 2001 9780130161215 £47.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #237234 Sep-2017 9781138418684 £145.00Add to Basket

Forest Management and Planning
Pete Bettinger(Author), Kevin Boston(Author), Jacek P Siry(Author), Donald L Grebner(Author)
Forest Management and Planning, Second Edition, addresses contemporary forest
management planning issues, providing a concise, focused resource for those in forest
management. Forest Management and Planning is intermixed with chapters that...

362 pages | illustrations | Academic Press

Hardback #236888 2017 9780128094761 £63.99 Add to Basket

Forecasting Forest Futures
A Hybrid Modelling Approach to the Assessment of Sustainability of Forest Ecosystems and
their Values
Hamish Kimmins(Author), Juan A Blanco(Author), Brad Seely(Author), Clive Welham(Author),
Kim Scoullar(Author)
Modelling is an important tool for understanding the complexity of forest ecosystems and the
variety of interactions of ecosystem components, processes and values. Forecasting Forest
Futures describes the hybrid approach to modelling forest...

320 pages | photos, illustrations, maps | Earthscan

Paperback #236930 2015 9781138866942 £34.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #185727 2010 9781844079223 £74.99 Add to Basket

Wetland and Water Birds Management [in Assam]
Strategy for Conservation
AK Dewan(Author)
Wetlands are a highly useful resource in the Indian state of Assam. Wetlands play a vital role
as water reservoirs, cultivation of Baro paddy in the periphery area and most of the sh
production centre of the valley. More than 30% of shermen...

48 pages | colour illustrations, b/w maps | Global Publishing House India

Paperback #236750 2017 9789381563816 £36.99 Add to Basket

Biodiversity, Conservation and Environmental Management in the Great Lakes Basin
Eric Freedman(Editor), Mark Neuzil(Editor)
The Great Lakes Basin in North America holds more than 20 percent of the world's fresh water.
Threats to habitats and biodiversity have economic, political, national security, and cultural
implications and ramifications that cross the US-Canadian...

216 pages | 43 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Hardback #235321 Oct-2017 9781138285811 £94.99 Add to Basket

Coasts in Crisis
A Global Challenge
Gary Griggs(Author)
Coastal regions around the world have become increasingly crowded, intensively developed,
and severely exploited. Hundreds of millions of people living in these low-lying areas are
subject to short-term coastal hazards such as cyclones, hurricanes,...

360 pages | 174 colour illustrations | University of California Press

Paperback #236675 Oct-2017 9780520293625 £24.95 Add to Basket

Hardback #236674 2017 9780520293618 £70.95 Add to Basket

Where the River Flows
Scientific Reflections on Earth's Waterways
Sean W Fleming(Author)
Rivers are essential to civilization and even life itself, yet how many of us truly understand how
they work? Why do rivers run where they do? Where do their waters actually come from? How
can the same river flood one year and then dry up the next?...

204 pages | 26 b/w photos, 14 b/w illustrations, 2 tables | Princeton
University Press

Hardback #236720 2017 9780691168784 £21.95 Add to Basket

Khazan Ecosystems of Goa
Building on Indigenous Solutions to Cope with Global Environmental Change
Sangeeta M Sonak(Author)
This book elaborates on the Khazan ecosystems of Goa, India. Khazans are human-managed
ecosystems, which are reclaimed from coastal wetlands, salt marshes and mangrove areas,
where tidal influence is regulated through a highly structured system of...

149 pages | 15 colour illustrations, 3 tables | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #236747 2016 9789402400762 £81.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236746 2013 9789400772014 £81.99 Add to Basket

Caves: Exploring New Zealand's Subterranean Wilderness
Marcus Thomas(Author), Neil Silverwood(Illustrator)
New Zealanders as a collective share a deep connection with the outdoors. Our rivers, forests,
and mountains are part of our national identity but our caves are less well-known and often
misunderstood. Though nearly every corner of the country has...

264 pages | colour photos | Whio Publishing

Hardback #236782 2017 9780473382797 £83.50 Add to Basket
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The Ecology and Natural History of Chilean Saltmarshes
José Miguel Fariña(Editor), Andrés Camaño(Editor)
This book consolidates the information, results, experience and perspectives of different
research groups working on Chilean Saltmarshes. Some aspects of these ecosystems such as
their bio-geographical connectivity, flora and faunal components, the...

439 pages | 88 colour & 23 b/w illustrations, 23 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236788 Sep-2017 9783319638768 £85.99 Add to Basket

Conservation of Tropical Rainforests
A Review of Financial and Strategic Solutions
Brian Joseph McFarland(Author)
This book critically engages with how the conservation of tropical rainforests is financed.
Beginning with the context of tropical deforestation, alongside an overview of tropical ecology,
global environmental policy and finance, Conservation of...

643 pages | 49 colour & 5 b/w illustrations | Palgrave

Hardback #236796 Oct-2017 9783319632353 £124.50Add to Basket

Keeping New Zealand Green
Our Forests and Their Future
Elizabeth L Orr(Author)
Keeping New Zealand Green reflects Elizabeth's determination to present a balanced history of
the New Zealand Forest Service, whose contribution towards preserving our native forests has,
she contends, been seriously misunderstood.But Elizabeth...

254 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Steele Roberts Aotearoa

Paperback #236810 2017 9780947493462 £64.99 Add to Basket

Biodiversity and Climate Change Adaptation in Tropical Islands
Chandrakasan Sivaperuman(Author), A Velmurugan(Author), AK Singh(Author), I
Jaisankar(Author)
Biodiversity and Climate Change Adaptation in Tropical Islands provides comprehensive
information on climate change, biodiversity, possible impacts, adaptation measures and policy
challenges to help users rehabilitate and preserve the natural...

616 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #236828 Jan-2018 9780128130643 £90.99 Add to Basket

The Green Wood Companion
Barry Mays(Author)
In 1998 the author Barry Mays walked out of his well-paid, comfortable life in London to move
to Cornwall and set up as a self-taught craftsman, working with living wood. Fifteen years of
learning and discovery later, he wrote The Green Wood...

196 pages | 200 colour photos & b/w illustrations | Eco-Logic Books

Paperback #236870 2016 9781899233236 £19.99 Add to Basket

Sundarban: Rediscovering Sundarban – The Mangrove Beauty of Bangladesh
Reza Khan(Editor)
Occupying 6000 square kilometres of land and wetland, and home to a great diversity of flora
and fauna, the Sundarban is truly a unique ecosystem of global importance. This book
presents a complete profile of this magnificent forest and successfully...

341 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Nymphea Publication

Hardback #236871 2013 9789849016007 £44.99 Add to Basket

European Russian Forests
Their Current State and Features of Their History
Olga V Smirnova(Editor), Maxim V Bobrovsky(Editor), Larisa G Khanina(Editor)
The European Russian forests are described within the boreal, hemiboreal and nemoral forest
regions; floodplain forests are also characterized. The book presents a classification and
description of forest vegetation, soil characteristic and...

651 pages | 128 colour & 76 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236882 Sep-2017 9789402411713 £159.50Add to Basket

The Soils of Turkey
Selim Kapur(Editor), Erhan Akça(Editor), Hikmet Günal(Editor)
This book compiles all available and relevant information concerning the soils of Turkey,
including the soil survey studies conducted by universities and governmental institutes from
the early 1950s until today. Recent findings and advances include...

636 pages | 275 colour & 49 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236885 Dec-2017 9783319643908 £149.00Add to Basket

Brazilian Beach Systems
Andrew D Short(Editor), Antonio Henrique da F Klein(Editor)
This book is about the more than 4,000 beach systems that form most of the 9,000 km long
Brazilian coast. It focuses on the beaches of each of the seventeen coastal states and three
oceanic islands, their nature, morphodynamics and status. It is a...

611 pages | 291 colour & 76 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236919 2016 9783319303925 £112.00Add to Basket

The Book of Texas Bays
Jim Blackburn(Author), Jim Olive(Illustrator)
In a dazzling tribute to the Texas coast, conservationist and lawyer Jim Blackburn has teamed
with photographer Jim Olive to give us the most intimate and important portrait yet of Texas
bays and of those who work for their wise use and preservation....

304 pages | 116 colour photos, 32 illustrations, 26 maps | Texas A & M
University Press

Paperback #236942 2015 9781603447829 £37.50 Add to Basket

De Nieuwe Biesbosch [The New Biesbosch]
Thomas van der Es(Author), Stef den Ridder(Illustrator)
The Biesbosch is natural park in the Netherlands and one of the last extensive areas of
freshwater tidal wetlands in Northwestern Europe. Over the last few centuries it was slowly
converted to polders, but nowadays the river and tide have been...

48 pages | colour illustrations | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #236955 Sep-2017 9789050116312 £17.99 Add to Basket

Blue Planet II
James Honeyborne(Author), Mark Brownlow(Author)
Take a deep breath and dive into the mysteries of the ocean. Our understanding of ocean life
has changed dramatically in the last decade, with new species, new behaviours, and new
habitats being discovered at a rapid rate. Blue Planet II, which...

312 pages | colour photos | BBC Books

Hardback #236985 Oct-2017 9781849909679 £19.99 Add to Basket

Towards Effective National Forest Funds
Rao Matta(Author)
Given increasing recognition of the role of forests in addressing global challenges such as
climate change, food security and poverty alleviation, sustainable forest management is more
important than ever. But financing it remains a major challenge....

75 pages | illustrations | Food and Agriculture Organisation

Paperback #237021 2015 9789251087060 £34.50 Add to Basket
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Conservation & Biodiversity

The Daintree Blockade
The Battle for Australia’s Tropical Rainforest
Bill Wilkie(Author), Jack Thompson(Author)
On the 30 November 1983, a small group of local residents organised a protest to stop work on
a road being built from Cape Tribulation to Bloomfield, in far north Queensland.The road was
set to go through the recently declared Cape Tribulation...

344 pages | 250+ colour photos | Four Mile Books

Paperback #237041 2017 9780994631800 £59.99 Add to Basket

Natural and Constructed Wetlands
Nutrients, Heavy Metals and Energy Cycling, and Flow
Jan Vymazal(Editor)
Natural and Constructed Wetlands extends the knowledge on wetland ecosystem services
based on the new research. The information combines the achievements gained in carbon
sequestration, nutrient accumulation, macrophyte decomposition, wastewater...

310 pages | 55 colour & 69 b/w illustrations, 59 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237077 2016 9783319389264 £99.99 Add to Basket

River System Analysis and Management
Nayan Sharma(Editor)
The main thrust of River System Analysis and Management is focused on addressing the
various interrelated processes, analysis and activities bearing upon sound river management.
River basins are complex systems. They are open systems with sometimes...

417 pages | 148 colour & 132 b/w illustrations, 15 tables | Springer-
Verlag

Hardback #237078 2016 9789811014710 £149.00Add to Basket

Soil Science
Agricultural and Environmental Prospectives
Khalid Rehman Hakeem(Editor), Javaid Akhtar(Editor), Muhammad Sabir(Editor)
Soil is the most important natural non-renewable resource developed over a longer period of
time due to weathering of rocks and subsequently enrichment of organic matter. Soil provides
habitat for numerous microorganisms and serves as a natural...

445 pages | 25 colour & 13 b/w illustrations, 21 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237080 2016 9783319344492 £117.00Add to Basket

Manual of Tree Statics and Tree Inspection
Lothar Wessolly(Author), Martin Erb(Author)
This book enables everyone, who is responsible for tree protection, to come to a sufficient
professional expertise. It is based on long term studies and assessments by the authors. This
book helps to assess static circumstances via Static Integrated...

288 pages | 660 colour illustrations, 26 tables | Patzer Verlag

Hardback #237124 2016 9783876171432 £150.00Add to Basket

Mississippi Delta Restoration
Pathways to a Sustainable Future
John Day(Editor), Jori A Erdman(Editor)
This book is a new and provocative treatment dealing with and defining sustainable pathways
for the restoration of the Mississippi Delta. Based on a consideration of natural functioning of
the Mississippi delta, factors that led to its severe...

255 pages | 120 colour & 17 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237143 Jan-2018 9783319656625 £85.99 Add to Basket

The Biology of Mediterranean-Type Ecosystems
Karen J Esler(Author), Anna L Jacobsen(Author), R Brandon Pratt(Author)
This book provides a concise but comprehensive introduction to Mediterranean-type
ecosystems with the emphasis being on the organisms that dominate these regions although
their management, conservation and restoration will also be considered.

288 pages | illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #237154 Jan-2018 9780198739142 £37.50 Add to Basket

Hardback #237155 Jan-2018 9780198739135 £79.99 Add to Basket

Handbook of Soil Sciences: Resource Management and Environmental Impacts
Pan Ming Huang(Editor), Yuncong Li(Editor), Malcolm E Sumner(Editor)
An evolving, living organic/inorganic covering, soil is in dynamic equilibrium with the
atmosphere above, the biosphere within, and the geology below. It acts as an anchor for roots,
a purveyor of water and nutrients, a residence for a vast community...

830 pages | 12 colour & 260 b/w illustrations, 92 tables | CRC Press

Hardback #237205 2011 9781439803073 £117.00Add to Basket

Handbook of Soil Sciences: Properties and Processes
Pan Ming Huang(Editor), Yuncong Li(Editor), Malcolm E Sumner(Editor)
An evolving, living organic/inorganic covering, soil is in dynamic equilibrium with the
atmosphere above, the biosphere within, and the geology below. It acts as an anchor for roots,
a purveyor of water and nutrients, a residence for a vast community...

1442 pages | 8 plates with 20 colour photos and illustrations; 583 b/w
photos and b/w illustrations, 222 tables | CRC Press

Hardback #237207 2011 9781439803059 £137.00Add to Basket

State of the World's Forests 2016
Forests and Agriculture: Land-Use Challenges and Opportunities
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)(Author)
Forests and trees support sustainable agriculture. They stabilize soils and climate, regulate
water flows, give shade and shelter, and provide a habitat for pollinators and the natural
predators of agricultural pests. They also contribute to the food...

123 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Food and
Agriculture Organisation

Paperback #237255 2016 9789251092088 £63.95 Add to Basket

Virunga: Archives and Collections of an Outstanding National Park
Patricia Van Schuylenbergh(Author), Han de Koeijer(Author)
Today, and from its creation, the Virunga National Park in the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, formerly known as the Albert National Park, is internationally renowned and
recognized. The oldest national park in Africa, founded by Belgians with the...

208 pages | 160 colour illustrations | Royal Museum for Central Africa /
Musée Royal de l'Afrique Centrale

Paperback #237260 Oct-2017 9789492669063 £17.50 Add to Basket

Woodlands
Mat Hennek(Author)
In Woodlands Mat Hennek presents genuine portraits of trees, the results of numerous hikes
through various forests in Europe and the USA. Hennek sets out to discover extraordinary
places in remote and often difficult to access areas, traveling on the...

96 pages | 48 colour photos | Steidl Verlag

Hardback #237261 2017 9783958291782 £69.99 Add to Basket
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Environmental Science

Biodiversity and Wind Farms in Portugal
Current Knowledge and Insights for an Integrated Impact Assessment Process
Miguel Mascarenhas(Editor), Ana Teresa Marques(Editor), Ricardo Ramalho(Editor), Dulce
Santos(Editor), Joana Bernardino(Editor), Carlos Fonseca(Editor)
This book presents a review of the state-of-the-art knowledge on the interactions between
biodiversity and wind energy development, focused on the Portuguese reality. The volume
addresses the particularities of the impact assessment procedures in...

174 pages | 12 colour & 34 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236679 Sep-2017 9783319603506 £64.99 Add to Basket

A Life with Wildlife
From Princely India to the Present
MK Ranjitsinh(Author)
Dr M.K. Ranjitsinh has had an unparalleled role in India's wildlife conservation history. He was
the prime architect of the Wildlife (Protection) Act of 1972 and of the Central government
schemes to assist national parks and sanctuaries. His...

412 pages | 32 plates with colour photos; colour & b/w illustrations, 1 b/w
map | Harper Collins India

Paperback #236726 2017 9789352644223 £29.99 Add to Basket

Vertebrates of Assam
A Checklist with IUCN Status
Chandra Barooah(Editor), Lani Sarma(Editor)
Vertebrates of Assam includes a comprehensive checklist of five major classes of vertebrate
species and subspecies found in Assam, India, viz. Actinopterygii, Amphibia, Reptilia, Aves
and Mammalia. The book is mainly based on available sources of...

379 pages | colour photos | Assam Science Technology and Environment
Council

Paperback #236728 2016 9788192380124 £72.99 Add to Basket

When Mountain Lions Are Neighbors
People and Wildlife Working It Out in California
Beth Pratt-Bergstrom(Author), Collin O'Mara(Foreword By)
Wildness beats in the heart of California's urban areas. In Los Angeles, residents are rallying to
build one of the largest wildlife crossings in the world because of the plight of one lonely
mountain lion named P-22. Porpoises cavort in San...

256 pages | illustrations | Heyday Books

Paperback #236818 2016 9781597143462 £19.99 Add to Basket

The Roles of Remote Sensing in Nature Conservation
A Practical Guide and Case Studies
Ricardo Diaz-Delgado(Editor), Richard Lucas(Editor), Clive Hurford(Editor)
The Roles of Remote Sensing in Nature Conservation provides an overview of the practical
application of remote sensing for the purposes of nature conservation as developed by
ecologists in collaboration with remote sensing specialists, providing...

333 pages | 62 colour & 34 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236881 Sep-2017 9783319643304 £126.00Add to Basket

Biodiversity in Tropical Ecosystems
SK Tripathi(Editor)
Over the years, our scientific understanding and technical skills in biodiversity research have
expanded in many terrestrial ecosystems, with information on various aspects of tropical forest
biodiversity lagging behind. This book presents an...

510 pages | Today & Tomorrow's Printers & Publishers

Hardback #237061 2015 9788170195139 £130.00Add to Basket

De Staat van de Natuurbescherming: Naar een Nieuw Maatschappelijk Contract tussen
Overheid, Burger en Natuurbescherming [The State of Nature Conservation: Towards a
new Societal Contract between Authorities, Citizens and Nature Conservation]
Tom Bade(Author), Jules Iding(Foreword By), Chris Kalden(Foreword By), Eric van der
Bilt(Foreword By)
The Dutch government is becoming less and less involved as guardians of natural landscapes.
As such, nature conservation is increasingly become a matter for conservation organisations.
This is remarkable, as midway the 19th Century it were national...

96 pages | colour photos | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #237072 2017 9789050116329 £11.50 Add to Basket

The Peace in Peril
The Real Cost of the Site C Dam
Christopher Pollon(Author), Ben Nelms(Illustrator)
In the next decade, a 60-metre-high wall of compacted earth will stretch more than a kilometre
across the main stem of the Peace River – a river in Canada that originates in the Rocky
Mountains of northern British Columbia and flows to the...

160 pages | 60 colour photos | Harbour Publishing

Paperback #237073 2017 9781550177800 £23.99 Add to Basket

Biodiversity and Conservation of Woody Plants
MR Ahuja(Editor), Shri Mohan Jain(Editor)
Biodiversity and Conservation of Woody Plants provides complete, comprehensive, and broad
subject-based reviews for students, teachers, researchers, policymakers, conservationists, and
NGOs interested in the biodiversity and conservation of woody...

400 pages | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237144 Oct-2017 9783319664255 £112.00Add to Basket

The Vanishing
India’s Wildlife Crisis
Prerna Singh Bindra(Author)
Every year, our planet loses over 150 species of plants and animals, and India is very much in
the midst of this mass ‘sixth extinction’. Indians are losing species in their backyard – where
are the once ubiquitous sparrows, or the...

334 pages | 8 plates with colour photos | Penguin India

Hardback #237202 2017 9780670088874 £24.99 Add to Basket

Endangered
Tim Flach(Illustrator), Jonathan EM Baillie(Author)
In Endangered, the result of an extraordinary multiyear project to document the lives of
threatened species, acclaimed photographer Tim Flach explores one of the most pressing
issues of our time. Travelling around the world – to settings...

336 pages | 180 colour photos | Abrams

Hardback #237228 Oct-2017 9781419726514 £49.99 Add to Basket
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Microbial Ecology of the Oceans
David L Kirchman(Editor), Josep M Gasol(Editor)
Aquatic microbial ecology has become a well-established discipline that is still growing in size
and attracting practitioners from other disciplines.The third edition of Microbial Ecology of the
Oceans, features new topics, as well as different...

592 pages | illustrations, tables | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #236824 Jan-2018 9781119107187 £104.00Add to Basket

The Climate Fix
What Scientists and Politicians Won't Tell You About Global Warming
Roger A Pielke, Jr.(Author)
The world's response to climate change is deeply flawed. The Climate Fix is where we begin to
get it back on track. The relationship between humans and the earth system that we inhabit is
two-way – humans affect the planet and the earth...

288 pages | b/w illustrations | Basic Books

Paperback #235451 2011 9780465025190 £11.99 Add to Basket

Reason in a Dark Time
Why the Struggle Against Climate Change Failed – and What It Means for Our Future
Dale Jamieson(Author)
From the 1992 Rio Earth Summit to the 2009 Copenhagen Climate Conference there was a
concerted international effort to stop climate change. Yet greenhouse gas emissions increased,
atmospheric concentrations grew, and global warming became an...

304 pages | 10 illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #236992 Oct-2017 9780190845889 £16.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #209148 2014 9780199337668 £20.99 Add to Basket

Virginia Climate Fever
How Global Warming Will Transform Our Cities, Shorelines, and Forests
Stephen D Nash(Author)
Climate disruption is often discussed on a global scale, affording many a degree of detachment
from what is happening in their own backyards. Yet the consequences of global warming are of
an increasingly acute and serious nature. In Virginia Climate...

224 pages | colour illustrations | University of Virginia Press

Paperback #237195 2017 9780813939957 £21.50 Add to Basket

Hardback #218796 2014 9780813936581 £26.50 Add to Basket

Mushrooms of the Southeast
Prehistory to the Present
Benjamin Lieberman(Author), Elizabeth Gordon(Author)
Climate Change in Human History provides an up-to-date and concise introduction to the
relationship between human beings and climate change throughout history.Starting with
periods hundreds of thousands of years ago and continuing up to the present...

256 pages | Bloomsbury Academic (Bloomsbury imprint)

Paperback #236147 Jan-2018 9781472598509 £21.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236148 Jan-2018 9781472598493 £64.99 Add to Basket

The Severn Bore
An Illustrated Guide
Sarah Kate Raphael(Author)
At numerous times throughout the year, thousands of people gather along the banks of the
River Severn in Gloucestershire to see one of the wonders of the natural world. A combination
of geography and high tides coincide to create the Severn Bore, a...

96 pages | 112 colour photos | Amberley Publishing

Paperback #236832 2011 9781848689732 £14.99 Add to Basket

The Long Goodbye
Coal, Coral and Australia's Climate Deadlock
Anna Krien(Author)
In this vivid, urgent essay, Anna Krien explores the psychology and politics of a warming world.
She visits the frontlines of Australia's climate wars – the Reef, the Galilee and Bowen basins,
South Australia. She investigates the Adani...

144 pages | Black Inc.

Paperback #236843 2017 9781863959216 £20.99 Add to Basket

Junk Raft
An Ocean Voyage and a Rising Tide of Activism to Fight Plastic Pollution
Marcus Eriksen(Author)
An exciting account of an activist scientist's unorthodox fight in the growing movement against
plastic marine pollution and of his expedition across the Pacific on a home-made "junk
raft".News media brought the "Great Pacific...

216 pages | Beacon Press

Hardback #236887 2017 9780807056400 £23.99 Add to Basket

The World of Tides
A Journey Through the Coastal Waters of Planet Earth
William Thomson(Author)
A journey round the world's most extraordinary coasts and seas. In his previous book, The
Book of Tides, William Thomson took the reader on a mesmerising journey round the coast of
Britain. Now, he sets out with his surfboard and tidal compass to...

224 pages | Quercus Publishing

Hardback #236990 Oct-2017 9781786480828 £19.99 Add to Basket

No Place to Hide
Climate Change – A Short Introduction for New Zealanders
James R Flynn(Author)
Millions of educated people all over the world feel powerless in the face of climate change and
its consequences, partially because the literature on the environment is so vast it is difficult to
know where to begin. This short book is intended to...

116 pages | Potton & Burton (formerly Craig Potton)

Paperback #237058 2016 9780947503246 £27.50 Add to Basket

Land on Fire
The New Reality of Wildfire in the West
Gary Ferguson(Author)
Wildfire season is burning longer and hotter, affecting more and more people, especially in the
west of the USA. Land on Fire explores the fascinating science behind this phenomenon and
the ongoing research to find a solution. This gripping narrative...

212 pages | 96 colour photos, 4 colour illustrations | Timber Press

Hardback #237088 2017 9781604697001 £21.99 Add to Basket

Observing the Oceans in Real Time
Ramasamy Venkatesan(Editor), Amit Tandon(Editor), Eric Arthur D'Asaro(Editor), MA
Atmanand(Editor)
This book provides contributions from leading experts on the integration of novel sensing
technologies to yield unprecedented observations of coupled biological, chemical, and physical
processes in the ocean from the macro to micro scale....

400 pages | 5 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237137 Nov-2017 9783319664927 £119.00Add to Basket
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Physical Sciences

And Soon I Heard A Roaring Wind
A Natural History of Moving Air
Bill Streever(Author)
Scientist and bestselling nature writer Bill Streever goes to any extreme to explore wind – the
winds that built empires, the storms that wreck them – by traveling right through it. Narrating
from a fifty-year-old sailboat, Streever leads...

320 pages | Back Bay Books

Paperback #237167 2017 9780316410571 £13.99 Add to Basket

Occurrence, Toxicity & Analysis of Toxic Compounds in Oceanic Biota
Thomas Roy Crompton(Author)
The presence of concentrations of organic substances and cations in sea water is a matter of
increasing concern to the water industry, environmentalists and the general public alike. There
is a threat of possible health hazards to both human, fish...

289 pages | 30 b/w illustrations, 64 tables | Productivity Press

Hardback #237185 2016 9781498701549 £121.00Add to Basket

The Green Revolution
The Environmental Movement 1962-1992
Kirkpatrick Sale(Author), Eric Foner(Editor)
The Green Revolution documents the tremendous change in public awareness and attitudes
since the publication of Rachel Carson's Silent Spring. Sale assesses the growth of national
environmental organizations and the influence of scientists and...

128 pages | b/w illustrations | Hill & Wang

Paperback #237203 1993 9780809015511 £17.99 Add to Basket

Toxicology: What Everyone Should Know
Aalt Bast(Author), Jaap Hanekamp(Author)
Toxicology: What Everyone Should Know is an essential reference for anyone looking for an
entry into this fascinating field of study. This innovative book describes important discoveries in
toxicology through the ages, explores their historical and...

108 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #237264 2017 9780128053485 £62.95 Add to Basket

The Sea Floor
An Introduction to Marine Geology
Eugen Seibold(Author), Wolfgang Berger(Author)
This textbook deals with the most important items in Marine Geology, including some pioneer
work. The list of topics has grown greatly in the last few decades beyond the items identified by
Eugen Seibold as central and now includes prominently such...

268 pages | 133 colour & 112 b/w photos and illustrations, 250 tables |
Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237116 2017 9783319514116 £57.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #49159 1996 9783540601913 £90.00 Add to Basket

Principles of Seismology
Agustín Udías(Author), Elisa Buforn(Author)
The second edition of Principles of Seismology has been extensively revised and updated to
present a modern approach to observation seismology and the theory behind digital
seismograms. It includes: a new chapter on Earthquakes, Earth's structure...

525 pages | 290 b/w illustrations, 10 tables | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #236821 Dec-2017 9781107138698 £49.99 Add to Basket

Evolution of Earth and its Climate
Birth, Life and Death of Earth
OG Sorokhtin(Author), GV Chilingarian(Author), NO Sorokhtin(Author), Lee C
Gerhard(Foreword By)
The book reviews the current physical theory of Earth's global evolution, its origin, structure
and composition, the process of Earth's core formation, Earth's energy, and the nature of its
tectonomagnetic activity. Evolution of Earth and...

576 pages | illustrations, tables | Elsevier

Paperback #236948 2010 9780444562012 £115.00Add to Basket

Metamorphic Rocks in the Field
Kurt Hollocher(Author)
Metamorphic Rocks in the Field is an illustrative introduction to metamorphic rocks as seen in
the field, designed for advanced high school to graduate-level earth science and geology
students to jump-start their observational skills. In addition to...

326 pages | 370 colour illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #216626 2014 9781138026308 £34.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #237239 2017 9781138418660 £145.00Add to Basket

A Key for Identification of Rock-Forming Minerals in Thin Section
Andrew J Barker(Author)
Structured in the form of a dichotomous key, comparable to those widely used in botany, the
mineral key provides an effi cient and systematic approach to identifying rock-forming minerals
in thin-section. This unique approach covers 150+ of the most...

182 pages | 330+ colour photos | CRC Press

Paperback #221419 2014 9781138001145 £27.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #237232 Sep-2017 9781138430167 £145.00Add to Basket

Volcán Chaitén: Silicic Volcanism in the Southern Patagonian Andes
Jonathan M Castro(Editor), Alvaro Amigo(Editor), Luis E Lara(Editor)
In the era of modern volcanology, dating back to the eruption of St. Pierre on the Isle of
Martinique in 1902, there have been only two directly observed rhyolitic eruptions of significant
effect, that of Volcán Chaitén in May of 2008...

300 pages | 10 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #235330 Jan-2018 9783319496634 £89.99 Add to Basket

The Story of the Earth in 25 Rocks
Tales of Important Geological Puzzles and the People Who Solved Them
Donald R Prothero(Author)
Every rock is a tangible trace of the earth's past. In The Story of the Earth in 25 Rocks, Donald
R. Prothero tells the fascinating stories behind the discoveries that shook the foundations of
geology. In twenty-five chapters – each about a...

288 pages | 155 b/w illustrations | Columbia University Press

Hardback #235910 Jan-2018 9780231182607 £27.95 Add to Basket

Life Through Time and Space
Wallace Arthur(Author), Stephen Arthur(Illustrator)
All humans share three origins: the beginning of our individual lives, the appearance of life on
Earth, and the formation of our planetary home. Life Through Time and Space brings together
the latest discoveries in both biology and astronomy to...

277 pages | 7 b/w illustrations | Harvard University Press

Hardback #236660 2017 9780674975866 £23.95 Add to Basket
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China & the Geopolitics of Rare Earths
Sophia Kalantzakos(Author)
Rare earths are elements that are found in the Earth's crust, and are vital ingredients for the
production of a wide variety of high tech, defense, and green technologies – everything from
iPhones and medical technologies, to wind turbines,...

240 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #236687 Dec-2017 9780190670931 £19.99 Add to Basket

The Glorious Geology of Iceland's Golden Circle
Agust Gudmundsson(Author)
This is the first book describing the glorious geology of Iceland's Golden Circle and four
additional excursions:(1) the beautiful valleys and mountains of the fjord of Hvalfjörđur, (2) the
unique landscape and geothermal fields of the...

334 pages | 216 colour photos and colour illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #236698 2017 9783319551517 £16.50 Add to Basket

Aerial Geology
A High-Altitude Tour of North America's Spectacular Volcanoes, Canyons, Glaciers, Lakes,
Craters, and Peaks
Mary Caperton Morton(Author)
Filled with fun facts, fascinating histories, and atmospheric photography, Aerial Geology is an
up-in-the-sky exploration of North America's 100 most spectacular geological
formations.Crisscrossing the continent from the Aleutian Islands in...

256 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Timber
Press

Hardback #236724 Oct-2017 9781604697629 £29.99 Add to Basket

The Rural Landscapes of Northeast Asia
Ingvar Backéus(Author), Urban Emanuelsson(Author), Maria Petersson(Illustrator)
There are clear climatic and geologic similarities between Northeast Asia and Europe. Original
conditions are similar, yet there are important differences in how their cultural landscapes have
developed.How can this be explained? In any attempt to do...

440 pages | colour illustrations | Fri Tanke Förlag

Hardback #236725 2016 9789187935497 £83.99 Add to Basket

New Zealand Landscape
Behind the Scene
Paul Williams(Author)
New Zealand Landscape: Behind the Scene tells the story of New Zealand through the subject
of geomorphology, a branch of earth science at the interface of geology and geography.
Geomorphology is informally described as the 'science of...

482 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #236808 2017 9780128124932 £118.00Add to Basket

Karst Hydrogeology and Geomorphology
Derek Ford(Author), Paul D Williams(Author)
Originally published in 1989 with the title Karst Geomorphology and Hydrology, this book
became the leading textbook on karst studies. This new textbook has been substantially
revised and updated.The first half of Karst Hydrogeology and Geomorphology...

576 pages | illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #236809 2007 9780470849965 £151.00Add to Basket

Landscapes and Landforms of Belgium and Luxembourg
Alain Demoulin(Editor)
Landscapes and Landforms of Belgium and Luxembourg provides an informative and
intriguing overview of the most scenic landscapes of Belgium and Luxembourg. Geodiversity is
emphasized, for example the periglacial features in the Hautes Fagnes area,...

319 pages | 45 colour & 305 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236822 Sep-2017 9783319582375 £112.00Add to Basket

Landscapes and Landforms of the Lesser Antilles
Casey D Allen(Editor)
This book focuses on the highly touristed, but surprisingly under-researched Lesser Antilles
region. After offering a brief overview of the region's geologic and tectonic history, as well as its
basic climatology, subsequent chapters then discuss...

321 pages | 195 colour & 2 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #236825 2017 9783319557854 £112.00Add to Basket

Geology Underfoot in Southern Idaho
Shawn Willsey(Author)
Southern Idaho is a geologic jackpot. Etched in its rugged mountains, incredibly young lava
fields, and steep-walled canyons lie compelling evidence of amazing geologic events,
including breccia from one of the largest meteorite impacts in the world....

304 pages | colour photos, illustrations | Mountain Press Publishing
Company

Paperback #236876 2017 9780878426782 £24.99 Add to Basket

Geology Underfoot in Yellowstone Country
Marc S Hendrix(Author)
Although it's also known for for wolves, bison, and stunning scenery, Yellowstone National Park
was established as the world's first national park in 1872 largely because of its geological
wonders. In Geology Underfoot in Yellowstone Country...

302 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, colour & b/w maps | Mountain
Press Publishing Company

Paperback #236877 2011 9780878425761 £24.99 Add to Basket

Geology of Afar (East Africa)
Jacques Varet(Author)
This book summarises the geological knowledge accumulated on Afar in the last 60 years. It
aims to show how Afar is, and will remain, a real "hot spot" for geological and geophysical
research, providing an "open book" access to...

397 pages | 346 colour & 31 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #236886 Oct-2017 9783319608631 £89.99 Add to Basket

Geology of Assam
DND Goswami(Author)
This is a reprint of the 1960 first edition and gives an overview of the geology of Assam, India.

155 pages | b/w illustrations | Gauhati University Press

Paperback #236899 2017 £31.99 Add to Basket

Hydrogeology of Plains
Miguel Auge(Author)
This book describes essential methods for evaluating groundwater vulnerability to
contamination. It analyses the chemical and dynamic properties of groundwater in detail and
proposes the use of cartography to elucidate underground hydrodynamic...

90 pages | 58 colour & 5 b/w illustrations, 25 tables | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #236910 2016 9783319314280 £37.99 Add to Basket
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Collecting Rocks, Gems and Minerals
Identification, Values and Lapidary Uses
Patti Polk(Author)
This colourful and easy-to-use reference guide dedicated to collecting rocks, gems and
minerals is ideal for readers who want to expand their understanding without getting lost in a
maze of science. Beautifully illustrated with 700 colour photographs...

352 pages | 700 colour photos | Krause Publications

Paperback #236923 2016 9781440246159 £14.99 Add to Basket

A Traveller's Guide Kimberley Coast
Bays, Basins, Islands and Estuaries
AW Scott(Author)
The remote pristine Kimberley coastline of Western Australia has drawn the attention of many
travellers with its magnificent display of diverse landforms. To explain how these spectacular
structures have developed in a land now influenced by...

124 pages | Envirobook

Paperback #237017 2012 9780858812406 £46.99 Add to Basket

Salt Tectonics
Principles and Practice
Martin PA Jackson(Author), Michael R Hudec(Author)
Salt tectonics is the study of how and why salt structures evolve and the three-dimensional
forms that result. A fascinating branch of geology in itself, salt tectonics is also vitally important
to the petroleum industry. Covering the entire scale...

498 pages | 628 colour & b/w photos and colour illustrations | Cambridge
University Press

Hardback #237044 2017 9781107013315 £49.99 Add to Basket

Geodynamic Evolution of the Southernmost Andes
Connections with the Scotia Arc
Matías C Ghiglione(Editor)
This book focuses on the strong relation between the tectonic evolution of the Southernmost
Andes and their closest southern neighbors, the Scotia Sea and Antarctica. Some episodes are
related to processes of global significance such as the opening...

216 pages | 66 colour & 8 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237074 2016 9783319397252 £112.00Add to Basket

Gondwana Industrial Clays
Tandilia System, Argentina: Geology and Applications
Patricia Eugenia Zalba(Author), Martín Eduardo Morosi(Author), María Susana
Conconi(Author)
Gondwana Industrial Clays is a study of the sedimentary and residual deposits of the Tandilia
System, also known as the Sierras Septentrionales of Buenos Aires, Argentina. Offering an
overview of the geology, stratigraphy, petrology, mineralogy and...

177 pages | 43 colour & 31 b/w illustrations, 45 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237082 2016 9783319394558 £44.99 Add to Basket

Atlas of Untamed Places
An Extraordinary Journey through our Wild World
Chris Fitch(Author)
In a world that has increasingly become tamed by human activity, the true wild holds a growing
mysticism. Rugged landscapes with unspoilt scenery invoke romantic visions of paradise, but
there are also intense and powerful wildernesses that produce...

208 pages | b/w illustrations, colour maps | Aurum Press

Hardback #237096 Sep-2017 9781781316771 £19.99 Add to Basket

Atlas Obscura
An Explorer's Guide to the World's Most Unusual Places
Joshua Foer(Author), Dylan Thuras(Author), Ella Morton(Author)
It's time to get off the beaten path. Inspiring equal parts wonder and wanderlust, Atlas Obscura
celebrates over 700 of the strangest and most curious places in the world.Talk about a bucket
list: here are natural wonders – the dazzling...

480 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Workman
Publishing

Hardback #237097 2016 9780761169086 £26.99 Add to Basket

Advances in Irish Quaternary Studies
Peter Coxon(Author), Stephen McCarron(Author), Fraser Mitchell(Author)
Advances in Irish Quaternary Studies provides a new synthesis of the published research on
the Quaternary of Ireland. It reviews a number of significant advances in the last three decades
on the understanding of the pattern and chronology of the...

316 pages | 85 colour & 36 b/w illustrations | Atlantis Press

Hardback #237105 2016 9789462392182 £112.00Add to Basket

Advances in Geomorphology and Quaternary Studies in Argentina
Proceedings of the Sixth Argentine Geomorphology and Quaternary Studies Congress
Jorge Rabassa(Editor)
This proceedings volume presents selected research highlights from the Sixth Argentine
Geomorphology and Quaternary Studies Congress, hosted at CADIC, Ushuaia, on April 8-12,
2015 by the Argentine Association of Geomorphology and Quaternary Studies...

318 pages | 131 colour & 12 b/w illustrations, 40 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237115 2017 9783319543703 £112.00Add to Basket

Petroleum Geology of Libya
Don Hallett(Author), Daniel Clark-Lowes(Author)
Petroleum Geology of Libya, Second Edition, systematically reviews the exploration history,
plate tectonics, structural evolution, stratigraphy, geochemistry and petroleum systems of
Libya, and includes valuable new chapters on oil and gas fields,...

392 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps, colour tables | Elsevier

Paperback #237117 2016 9780444635174 £130.00Add to Basket

Origins of the Earth, Moon, and Life
An Interdisciplinary Approach
Akio Makishima(Author)
Origins of the Earth, Moon, and Life: An Interdisciplinary Approach presents state-of-the-art
knowledge that is based on theories, experiments, observations, calculations, and analytical
data from five astro-sciences, astronomy, astrobiology,...

255 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations, tables |
Elsevier

Paperback #237118 2017 9780128120583 £78.99 Add to Basket

Geoscientists at Crime Scenes
A Companion to Forensic Geoscience
Rosa Maria Di Maggio(Editor), Pier Matteo Barone(Editor), Laurence Donnelly(Preface By)
Geoscientists at Crime Scenes presents the forensic geoscience in general and, in particular,
in Italy and their application to peculiar crimes. Italy is internationally relevant due to the
presence of different kinds of "geo-crimes" (in...

237 pages | 84 colour & 32 b/w photos and illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237119 2017 9783319580470 £85.99 Add to Basket
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Sustainable Development

Caves and Karst of the Greenbrier Valley in West Virginia
William B White(Editor)
The focus of this book is on the more than 2000 caves of the Greenbrier Valley of West Virginia
of which the 14 with lengths greater than 10 km have an aggregate length of 639 km. The
major caves form the core part of sub-basins which drain to big...

300 colour & 200 b/w illustrations, 50 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237136 Oct-2017 9783319658001 £112.00Add to Basket

Landscapes and Landforms of Egypt
Landforms and Evolution
Nabil Sayed Embabi(Author)
Landscapes and Landforms of Egypt provides a unique reference resource not only for
geomorphologists, but for all Earth scientists. It shows how landforms vary enormously across
Egypt, from high mountains to endless plains, and presents the vast...

300 pages | 100 Tables, color; 100 Illustrations, color; 10 Illustrations,
black and white; 300 p. 110 illus., 100 illus. in color. | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237138 Oct-2017 9783319656595 £85.99 Add to Basket

Air and Water
Trade Winds, Hurricanes, Gulf Stream, Tsunamis and Other Striking Phenomena
René Moreau(Author)
Air and water are so familiar that we all think we know them. Yet how difficult it remains to
predict their behaviour, with so many questions butting against the limits of our knowledge.
How are cyclones, tornadoes, thunderstorms, tsunamis or floods...

260 pages | 91 colour & 6 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237141 Oct-2017 9783319652139 £71.99 Add to Basket

Redox-Reactive Minerals
Properties, Reactions and Applications in Clean Technologies
IAM Ahmed(Editor), KA Hudson-Edwards(Editor)
Minerals are naturally occurring inorganic solids that make up the solid part of most solar
terrestrial planets. Redox-active elements such as iron, manganese, titanium and sulfur in
these minerals allow them to engage in a wide range of...

447 pages | illustrations | Mineralogical Society of Great Britain & Ireland

Paperback #237214 2015 9780903056571 £82.50 Add to Basket

Mineral Fibres
Crystal Chemistry, Chemical-Physical Properties, Biological Interaction and Toxicity
AF Gualtieri(Editor)
Asbestos is probably one of the most studied substances ever. Asbestos is synonymous with
argument and controversy: it is magic but feared, essential but dreaded, a strategic natural raw
material but a source of concern and hazard; it is banned but...

536 pages | 149 illustrations | Mineralogical Society of Great Britain &
Ireland

Paperback #237215 2017 9780903056656 £97.50 Add to Basket

A History of Scotland's Landscapes
Fiona Watson(Author), Piers Dixon(Author), Lesley MacInnes(Author)
Did you know that you can 'read' the landscapes of Scotland? It is easy to overlook how much
of our history is preserved all around us – how the narrative of our changing nation has been
inscribed in fields, forests, mountains, roads,...

260 pages | 200 colour photos and colour illustrations | Royal
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland

Hardback #237227 Oct-2017 9781902419930 £29.99 Add to Basket

Mountains: The Origins of the Earth's Mountain Systems
Graham Park(Author)
Most mountains on Earth occur within relatively well-defined, narrow belts separated by wide
expanses of much lower-lying ground. Their distribution is not random but is caused by the
now well-understood geological processes of plate tectonics.Some...

256 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dunedin Academic Press

Hardback #237247 Sep-2017 9781780460666 £24.99 Add to Basket

After Nature
A Politics for the Anthropocene
Jedediah Purdy(Author)
Nature no longer exists apart from humanity. Henceforth, the world we will inhabit is the one we
have made. Geologists have called this new planetary epoch the Anthropocene, the Age of
Humans. The geological strata we are now creating record...

326 pages | no illustrations | Harvard University Press

Paperback #236251 Jan-2018 9780674979864 £14.95 Add to Basket

Hardback #225531 2015 9780674368224 £23.95 Add to Basket

The Wizard and the Prophet
Two Remarkable Scientists and Their Dueling Visions to Shape Tomorrow's World
Charles C Mann(Author)
In forty years, Earth's population will reach ten billion. Can our world support that? What kind of
world will it be? Those answering these questions generally fall into two deeply divided groups
– Wizards and Prophets, as Charles Mann...

640 pages | Knopf Publishing Group

Hardback #236555 Jan-2018 9780307961693 £29.99 Add to Basket

Green Grades
Can Information Save the Earth?
Graham Bullock(Author)
Consumers are confronted with a confusing array of environmental ratings on products that
range from refrigerators to shampoos. Is the information that these ratings represent
trustworthy, accurate, or even relevant to environmental concerns?...

408 pages | 33 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #236669 2017 9780262534901 £24.95 Add to Basket

Hardback #236668 Sep-2017 9780262036429 £74.95 Add to Basket

Building Global Resilience in the Aftermath of Sustainable Development
Planet, People and Politics
Richard Pagett(Author)
This book explains why the concept of sustainable development needs to be consigned to
history. Using examples from around the world, Richard Pagett illustrates how so-called
sustainable development has simply been a cul-de-sac, condemning millions...

126 pages | Palgrave

Hardback #236844 2017 9783319621500 £37.99 Add to Basket

Come On!
Capitalism, Short-Termism and the Destruction of the Planet
Ernst von Weizsäcker(Author), Anders Wijkman(Author)
This book offers an optimistic collection of opportunities and practical policies that support
beneficial solutions and open a wide horizon into a better, sustainable world. It is people who
can and should move our civilization into the new direction...

42 colour & 4 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #237135 Sep-2017 9781493974184 £19.99 Add to Basket
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Data Analysis & Modelling

Reference

Time and Environmental Law
Telling Nature's Time
Benjamin J Richardson(Author)
Disciplined by industrial clock time, modern life distances people from nature's biorhythms
such as its ecological, evolutionary, and climatic processes. The law is complicit in numerous
ways. It compresses time through 'fast-track'...

428 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #237147 2017 9781107191242 £94.99 Add to Basket

Saving the Oceans Through Law
The International Legal Framework for the Protection of the Marine Environment
James Harrison(Author)
The oceans cover more than seventy per cent of the surface of the planet and they provide
many vital ecosystem services. However, the health of the world's oceans has been
deteriorating over the past decades and the protection of the marine...

368 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #237151 Sep-2017 9780198707325 £69.99 Add to Basket

GIS Tutorial 3
Advanced Workbook
David W Allen(Author), Jeffery M Coffey(Author)
GIS Tutorial 3: Advanced Workbook demonstrates advanced ArcGIS capabilities for college
students or self-learners. GIS Tutorial 3: Advanced Workbook is divided into the following five
sections: geodatabase framework design, data creation and...

512 pages | 800 illustrations | ESRI Press

Paperback #235017 Jan-2018 9781589484450 £84.95 Add to Basket

Open Space
The Global Effort for Open Access to Environmental Satellite Data
Mariel Borowitz(Author)
An examination of environmental satellite data sharing policies, offering a model of data-
sharing policy development, case and practical recommendations for increasing global data
sharing.Key to understanding and addressing climate change is...

424 pages | 4 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #236670 Nov-2017 9780262037181 £32.95 Add to Basket

The Practice of Reproducible Research
Case Studies and Lessons from the Data-Intensive Sciences
Justin Kitzes(Editor), Daniel Turek(Editor), Fatma Deniz(Editor)
The Practice of Reproducible Research presents concrete examples of how researchers in the
data-intensive sciences are working to improve the reproducibility of their research projects.
Each of the thirty-one case studies in this volume describes the...

368 pages | 34 illustrations, 4 tables | University of California Press

Paperback #236673 Oct-2017 9780520294752 £24.95 Add to Basket

Hardback #236672 Oct-2017 9780520294745 £70.95 Add to Basket

Nonlinear Time Series Analysis with R
Ray Huffaker(Author), Marco Bittelli(Author), Rodolfo Rosa(Author)
Nonlinear Time Series Analysis with R provides a practical guide to emerging empirical
techniques allowing practitioners to diagnose whether highly fluctuating and random appearing
data are most likely driven by random or deterministic dynamic...

312 pages | 91 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #236776 Sep-2017 9780198808251 £29.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236775 Sep-2017 9780198782933 £54.99 Add to Basket

Principles of Data Management and Presentation
John P Hoffmann(Author)
The world is saturated with data. We are regularly presented with data in words, tables, and
graphics. Students from many academic fields are now expected to be educated about data in
one form or another. Yet the typical sequence of courses –...

288 pages | 59 b/w illustrations, 75 tables | University of California Press

Paperback #236873 2017 9780520289949 £27.95 Add to Basket

Hardback #236872 2017 9780520289956 £70.95 Add to Basket

The Official Laboratory Research Notebook
The Official Laboratory Research Notebook has been revised and updated to include
information beneficial for both chemistry and biology courses. The notebook contains
consecutively numbered, carbonless duplicate pages, making it easy for students to...

132 pages | Jones & Bartlett

Paperback #236902 2013 £16.99 Add to Basket

Paperback #236904 2013 9781284029628 £20.99 Add to Basket

Paperback #236903 2013 9781284029581 £24.99 Add to Basket

Probability: A Lively Introduction
Henk Tijms(Author)
Probability has applications in many areas of modern science, not to mention in our daily life.
Its importance as a mathematical discipline cannot be overrated, and it is a fascinating and
surprising topic in its own right. This engaging textbook...

37 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #237146 Oct-2017 9781108407847 £34.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #237145 Oct-2017 9781108418744 £89.99 Add to Basket

The Chicago Manual of Style
The Essential Guide for Writers, Editors and Publishers
The University of Chicago Press Editorial Staff(Editor)
Technologies may change, but the need for clear and accurate communication never goes out
of style. That is why for more than one hundred years The Chicago Manual of Style has
remained the definitive guide for anyone who works with words.In the seven...

1184 pages | 4 b/w photos, 71 b/w illustrations, 12 tables | University of
Chicago Press

Hardback #237250 Sep-2017 9780226287058 £52.50 Add to Basket

Cicerone Guides: Pocket First Aid and Wilderness Medicine
Essential for Expeditions: Mountaineers, Hillwalkers and Explorers - Jungle, Desert, Ocean
and Remote Areas
Jim Duff(Author), Ross Anderson(Author)
This conveniently sized guide is an invaluable point of reference for all who travel and take part
in outdoor, wilderness and mountain activities. Written by doctors with a wealth of experience,
it provides a comprehensive summary of wilderness first...

256 pages | 47 illustrations | Cicerone Press

Paperback #236875 2017 9781852849139 £11.95 Add to Basket
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Children's

Measuring Research: What Everyone Needs to Know
Cassidy R Sugimoto(Author), Vincent Lariviere(Author)
The question of how to quantify the impact and value of research looms large in the minds of
academics, policy makers, academic administrators, and scientists. Measuring Research:
What Everyone Needs to Know provides, for the first time, an...

160 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #236688 Feb-2018 9780190640125 £10.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236689 Feb-2018 9780190640118 £47.99 Add to Basket

Natural History Dioramas
History, Construction and Educational Role
Sue Dale Tunnicliffe(Editor), Annette Scheersoi(Editor)
This book brings together in a unique perspective aspects of natural history dioramas, their
history, construction and rationale, interpretation and educational importance, from a number of
different countries, from the west coast of the USA, across...

299 pages | 50 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #236745 2016 9789402400359 £89.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236744 2014 9789401794954 £89.99 Add to Basket

Self-Governance in Science
Community-Based Strategies for Managing Dangerous Knowledge
Stephen M Maurer(Author)
Commercial and academic communities use private rules to regulate everything from labour
conditions to biological weapons. This self-governance is vital in the twenty-first century, where
private science and technology networks cross so many borders...

280 pages | 4 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #236778 Oct-2017 9781316622940 £31.99 Add to Basket

Hardback #236777 Oct-2017 9781107171800 £94.99 Add to Basket

Chemicals and Methods for Conservation and Restoration
Paintings, Textiles, Fossils, Wood, Stones, Metals, and Glass
Johannes Karl Fink(Author)
Before the 1970s, most information concerning the conservation and restoration of paintings,
wood, and archaeological artefacts were focused on the history of the artefacts, previous
attempts of conservation, and the future use of these artefacts....

276 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Wiley-Scrivener

Hardback #236799 2017 9781119418245 £156.00Add to Basket

The Oxford Handbook of the Science of Science Communication
Kathleen Hall Jamieson(Editor), Dan Kahan(Editor), Dietram A Scheufele(Editor)
The proposal to vaccinate adolescent girls against the human papilloma virus ignited political
controversy, as did the advent of fracking and a host of other emerging technologies. These
disputes attest to the persistent gap between expert and public...

512 pages | 37 illustrations | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #236998 2017 9780190497620 £105.00Add to Basket

Academic & Scientific Poster Presentation
A Modern Comprehensive Guide
Nicholas Rowe(Author)
Academic & Scientific Poster Presentation provides a modern and comprehensive guide to the
medium of conference poster presentation in the academic and scientific setting. Offering a first
full history of conference posters, the author describes...

202 pages | 22 colour & 5 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #237256 Sep-2017 9783319612782 £19.50 Add to Basket

Archives in the Digital Age
Standards, Policies and Tools
Lina Bountouri(Author)
Archives in the Digital Age: Standards, Policies and Tools discusses semantic web
technologies and their increased usage in distributing archival material. Archives in the Digital
Age is a useful manual for archivists and information specialists...

108 pages | Chandos Publishing

Paperback #237265 2017 9781843347774 £62.95 Add to Basket

First Facts Bugs
Penelope Arlon(Author)
First Facts Bugs introduces children to the world of reading, with lively ilustrations and simple
text to help build confidence and development. Bursting with fun bug facts and figures, children
will love flicking through and learning as they go....

31 pages | colour photos | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #236634 2011 9781405368131 £4.50 Add to Basket

Dinosaurs and Other Prehistoric Creatures
Matt Sewell(Author)
Matt Sewell is fascinated by dinosaurs and in this book he examines the many types of
dinosaur that lived during the prehistoric periods. Packed with large illustrations and interesting
information on these amazing creatures, Dinosaurs and Other...

80 pages | colour illustrations | Anova

Hardback #236853 Oct-2017 9781843653509 £12.99 Add to Basket

Dinosaur Atlas
Amazing Facts, Pull-Outs and Life-Size Fossils
Anne Rooney(Author), James Gilleard(Illustrator)
Travel back in time 150 million years. Open the gatefolds to reveal lost prehistoric lands and
the dinosaurs that once roamed them. Uncover the latest dinosaur discoveries and read
fascinating stories about how these ancient creatures lived –...

32 pages | colour illustrations | Lonely Planet

Hardback #236854 Oct-2017 9781786577184 £12.99 Add to Basket

The Big Earth Book
How Our Planet Was Shaped by the Four Elements
Planet Earth. Four elements. One incredible story. Get ready for a rollercoaster ride through
history, geography, science and more. Take an amazing journey into the planet's past and
discover how four elements – earth, fire, air and water...

252 pages | colour illustrations | Lonely Planet

Hardback #236855 Oct-2017 9781787012776 £14.99 Add to Basket

Bugs
Simon Tyler(Illustrator)
From the brilliant illustrator, Simon Tyler, comes a wonderful compendium of bugs and insect
life. Bugs are fascinating, and in this book we get close to over 50 different and fantastic bugs
including the biggest, smallest and most amazing bugs in...

96 pages | colour illustrations | Pavillion Children's Books

Hardback #236856 Sep-2017 9781843653431 £14.99 Add to Basket
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The Animal Book
Over 100 Incredible Creatures and How We Share Our Planet With Them
Ruth Martin(Author), Dawn Cooper(Illustrator)
Get ready for a walk on the wild side through every continent on Earth. Children can discover
the animal kingdom like never before in Lonely Planet Kids' The Animal Book, a beautiful
encyclopedia featuring over 100 incredible creatures, from the...

164 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Lonely Planet

Hardback #236860 Sep-2017 9781786574336 £14.99 Add to Basket

How Animals Build
Life the Flaps to Discover Amazing Animal Homes
Moira Butterfield(Author), Tim Hutchinson(Author)
Lonely Planet Kids' How Animals Build is a beautifully illustrated lift-the-flap hardback that
explores the incredible world of animal architects. Children can open flaps and unfold spreads
to discover amazing animal homes up high, underground,...

24 pages | colour illustrations | Lonely Planet

Hardback #236861 Sep-2017 9781786576620 £12.99 Add to Basket

Dinosaurs in 30 Seconds
30 Fascinating Topics for Dinosaur Detectives Explained in Half a Minute
Sean Callery(Author), Sam Hubbard(Illustrator)
This fresh and exciting book takes young readers on a fascinating journey from the
development of the first life forms on the planet to the emergence of the dinosaurs – and their
eventual extinction. 30 key topics explore these fascinating...

96 pages | colour illustrations | The Ivy Press

Paperback #237063 2016 9781782403999 £7.99 Add to Basket

Dinosaurium
Chris Wormell(Illustrator), Lily Murray(Author)
Welcome to the museum that is always open to explore... Step inside the pages of this
beautiful book to discover galleries of dinosaurs, expertly curated to bring you the experience of
a fascinating exhibition from the comfort of your own home....

112 pages | colour illustrations | Big Picture Press

Hardback #237262 Oct-2017 9781783707928 £19.99 Add to Basket
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